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43 ACTION TEST STARTS HERE! 
Turn to this page for a FULL LIST of the games reviewed in 
the next 17 pages - PLUS your Top Ten Chart. These are just 
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4 6 DEACTIVATORS 
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5 0 REVOLUTION 
Abstract bounce-em-up from Highway specialist Vortex. 
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The Master of Adventure brings you the latest and greatest. 

71 PRICE OF MAG IK MAP 
Four-page map of this mega adventure game. 
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How you can get your name in AA - and Serious Software 
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7 6 CHEAT MODE 
FIVE! - YES FIVE PAGES!! Of pokes for your favourite games 
this month. 
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These programs are free, so get those typing fingers 
tapping. 

8 9 W I N A GHETTO BLASTER! 
Or a Sony Walkman, a digital watch or a host of other goodies 
with our Mastertronic Super Competition. 

9 2 MAIL-ORDER 
Order software from your armchair and save yourself 
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9 4 SPECIAL OFFERS 
Be tempted by huge discounts on top titles - it's available 
only from us! 

9 6 FORMS 
All-in-one Action form for your interaction. 
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WHOOPS! 
The observant reader will have 
noticed a bit of a boo boo on our 
part in issue 13 of (hit esteemed 
journal. On pages 38 and 38 Dmj\ 
Daxc- would appear ' $gpfcave 
achieved AA-Rave status with 

A*-Rating of only 70 per 
.•petit- Omega toils 
to get one with a rating of 80 pet 

MigpThe sticker is fa ( h e i g h t 
place, but unfortunately the rat-
ings box got transposed by mis-
take: Dan Dare is, in our view, 
the better game of the two. As 
you may have also noticed, Toot 
is notably absent from these 
pages too, so perhaps ... ? 

.V . 

VOICE OF THE PEOPLE, 
I What! - I hear you shout - not , 
I only do you have the cheek to 

remove Hi-Score, but now I 
I you've got rid of Voice of the | 
I People as well! How could you! 
, OK, OK, I know Voice of the 1 

People is conspicuous by its ab- I 
I sence this month; but we are | 
| not, I repeat not, axing it all 
• together. It's just that we want to 1 

change it. I 
I Instead of you simply re- i 
I viewing games, as Voice of the 
People stands now, we want you ' 

1 to actively criticise what we say | 
I in our reviews - or indeed any- . 
I where in the magazine. If you 
think Bob got it wrong_on_your J 

I favourite joystick-waster, 'orj 
I Andy was unfair about your 

favourite utility, then let us| 
I know - preferably in less than 
. 200 words. And this doesn't' 

apply just to the Amstrad i 
| owner: software publishers and 

authors are welcome to con-1 
I tribute too. • 
I But we don't just want you 
telling us what a load of wallies | 

| we are. You are going to have 
to justify your criticisms if you I 

I want us to publish your letters! , 
I The address, as usual, is Voice 
of the People, Amstrad Action, | 

| Somerton, Somerset, TA11 
. U B L _ _ _ — — — J 
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PLUS T W O vs 4 6 4 , 
| Although the recent Personal 
I Computer World Show at 

Olympia was dominated byl 
' Alan Sugar's new PC, he also| 
I chose this venue to launch the, 
I Spectrum Plus 2. 

This machine - basically a I 
1 ZX Spectrum with a decent key-1 
I board and built-in cassette, 
I deck, selling at £149 - would 

appear to offer strong compe-1 

tition to Amstrad's own CPCI 
I 464. It is true that the 464 comes , 
I complete with a monochrome 

monitor for £199, or £299 with a 1 

colour monitor; but the compe- I 
I tition is still there. I 
| The main threat comes from 
, the huge library of games soft- 1 

ware out there for the Spectrum I 
I range - even now many games | 
| appear in Spectrum incarnation 

il before the Amstrad versions ap-l 
It pear. However, in most other| 
\f ways the CPC 464 is a better, 
p machine: in particular it offers a 
p faster version of the programm-' 

ing language Basic (the Spec-1 
ii trum is particularly slow here)| 
I- and far better graphic and 
t colour resolution. 
I Amstrad .assures us that I 
L production of 464s is still at full | 
I strength, and the company does . 
| not mtend to drop the machine. 

But it is still a potential worry to I 
1 464 owners and buyers. We (of | 
I course) will still support the 464, , 
I and there is every indication 
. that the rest of the industry will 1 

too. However we will be moni- I 
I toring the situation carefully and | 
I would like to hear from anyone 
I who has trouble buying a 464. 1 

in 

Hasn't it been a wonderful summer? If you're talking about the 
weather, then you must b e joking: the West Country is re-
nowned for rain, and it has certainly lived up to its reputation 
this time. The clack of Arnold's keys has usually been accom-
panied by the tap of Somerset rain on the windows. 

But at least there has been plenty to write about - and 
plenty to offer you if you haven't been able to make it to sunnier 
climes this year. Cheat Mode, in particular, has taken off with a 
vengeance: five pages of powerful pokes and two magnificent 
maps. Not only have we mapped Dan Dare in colour, but also 
the whole of The Price of Magick in a four-page extravaganza. 
That should keep you busy for a while! 

On the Serious Side we have the cover story - a three-page 
review of the powerful Art Studio drawing package - together 
with a look at the state of educational software for Arnold. 
Absolute Beginners and Booting up CP/M continue to help you 
make sense of Basic and the operating system, while Problem 
Attic merges with the new Hot Tips section and gets two pages 
all to itself. 

And you can read all about us too: we have kicked off the 
Day in the Life series, in which we look at unusual uses for 
Amstrads, by looking at the way we produce Amstrad Action. 

Action Test is packed full as usual, though this month has 
been a little scarce for games meriting AA-Rave status. Master-
game, however, is Revolution — turn to the middle to find out 
more. 

And we have a superb competition for you. Those awfully 
nice people at Mastertronic are giving away piles of electronic 
goodies if you can put your artistic ability and imagination into 
gear. Ghetto Blasters, Walkmen and awfully neat digital 
watches are up for grabs for the best picture see page 89 for 
more details. 

So stop staring at the rain: open up AA, turn on Arnold, and 
have fun. 

Future Publishing Limited 1986 



Thanks for all your letters again this month: we 
actually counted, and there are almost 300. So please 
don't be offended if we have room to print only a very 
small selection. You'll understand that we can't reply 
individually and still have time to put out a magazine! 

A few points to bear in mind when writing: Keep 
your letter to the point - the best are brief. If you have 
bits for different departments (subscriptions, mail-
order, the Pilgrim, Type-ins, Re-action etc) put them on 
separate sheets of paper, each headed with your name 
and address and possibly even the date and your 
phone number (but one envelope will do). 

Keep 'em coming! 

Author! Author! 
The computer-games industry 
as a whole gives too much hype 
to games that haven't been re-
leased, and when they are they 
are often not worth paying even 
50p. 

Also too much attention is 
paid to the games or software 
and a blind eye is turned to 
their authors. People know only 
ace programmers Jon Ritman, 
Bernie Drummond and Paul 
Shirley for their games: Batman. 
Confuzion, Spindizzy. Program-
mers should be credited. 
Games could have the name of 
the authors at the top, so the 
buyer can expect good quality 
if that programmer has in the 
past produced good software. I 
was wondering if you could do 
something about this in your 
magazine. Who wrote last 
month's mastergame, Starstrike 
//for instance? 

I have owned my 464 for 
almost two years and have deci-
ded to get a 6128 but cannot 
part with my old Arnold. Can 
you please tell me if a 6128 can 
be bought separately without 
any type of monitor, if so for 
how much, and can it be 
plugged into my CTM 640 
colour monitor? 

I would also like to hear 
from penpals or people wishing 
to buy software originals. Are 
there any user clubs in the Wor-
cestershire area? 
Mamood Sultan 
109 Cranham Drive 
Waxndon, Worcester 
WR4 9PQ 

Last month's master game was 
by a team of programmers at 
Realtime Games, and corporate 
rather than individual effort is 
the rule rather than the excep-
tion nowadays. 

As for buying a 6128 with-
out a monitor, it's a question of 
striking a deal with an indiv-
idual shopkeeper. But the 6128 
needs an additional 12-volt 
supply for the disk, so it can't 
just be plugged into your CTM 
monitor. 

Ppc^K ? - fsJO JM-VT 

Wade's day's made 
Shouldn't I get a prize? I am the 
only AA reader in the Dolgellau 
area. My copy is ordered for 
me every month at Siop-y-
Cymro (the 'Welshman's Shop'). 
The area covers three or four 
main towns with populations 
over 2,000. In Merioneth county 
I know of only two other 
Amstrad users, but they don't 
get AA. Don't fear, I'll stick with 
you so long as Mr Bob Wade 
stays on the team - he must 
probably be the most experien-
ced reviewer in the UK; I rarely 
disagree with his opinions. 
Bryan John Parry 
Dolgellau, Gwynedd 

Diolch am eich llythyr, loan! 

Bog of l i terature 
1 am an ex-proud owner of a 
CPC 464 - by which I mean that I 
am now only an owner of a 464. 
During the m o years I owned 
the Spectrum I was literally 
flooded with all sorts of mail 
such as software catalogues and 
new-product leaflets from Sin-
clair Research, all of which I 
found interesting. Since obtain-
ing my 464, however, I have 
received only one letter from 
Amstrad and that was only to try 
to lure me into joining their user 
group. This may be a trivial 
point, you may think, but it 
merely illustrates to me that 
Amstrad is only interested in 
making big profits. 

Other examples of this mer 
cenary attitude include the 664 
saga and Amstrad's refusal to 
allow third-party production of 
the QL after acquiring Sinclair, 
while not producing it them-
selves. Alan Saccharine might 
be a more suitable name, as 1 
definitely detect a sour 
aftertaste. 
Ronan McKenna 
Kells, Co. Meoth, Eire 

You might try sending your ad-
dress to Readers Digest and the 
other AA (as in cars) if you like 
being literally (literally) 
flooded. Sinclair support was 
more necessary because the 
products were less reliable - if 
promises ever materialised and 
wares ever turned up. 

A A stars 
I am writing to tell you how 
appalled I am that games like V 
and Johnny Reb are even al-
lowed to be put on the market, 
let alone to be sold at almost 
nine pounds. Most full whack 
computer games are absolute 
rubbish and a complete rip-off. 
Something has to be done about 
this. Even though you do great 
reviews you still can't review 
every single one. Those you do 
review are pretty well checked 
out, though sometimes a month 
or so too late or not given 
enough space. 

Why not, instead of just re-
viewing them, approve them? 
What I mean is test the games, 
then on the box somewhere put 
an 'A/l-Approvcd' sticker. If 
you did this it would save a lot 
of people like me who can't 
afford to fork out 10 quid on 
rubbish, and make software 
houses like Ocean think twice 
about making such drivel. 
Christopher Makrisson 
Leyland, Lanes 

It's up to the software houses. 
We don't let them tell us what to 
say in AA; could we tell them 
what to print on their packs? 

Give us a lift 
I'd like to bring to the attention 
of your readers an often 
overlooked, yet vital and excit-
ing element that can make or 
break a game: lifts. Scoff if you 
like, but think about this: where 
would we be without the old 
elevators? Ground floor, I 
suspect. 

Games generally have one 
of two types of lifts: small ones 
or large ones. In the former 
category I could cite the es-
capades of Willy, Gilligan, 
Chuckie, Jack of the Jet Boots, 
Mario and many more. Who 
could ever forget that scene in 
Chuckie Egg where our hapless 
hero plunges to certain doom 
only to be scooped at the last 
possible minute? Thrilling stuff. 
In his adventure in space that 
lovable working-class-kid-
come-good Willy encountered 
quite a few lifts. When asked 
about them he joked, 'I'd of 
never of got up there without 
them.' Ha, ha! 

Anyway I'm going off at a 
tangent here. 

The other category is large 
lifts, or 'big ones', as they are 
often referred to. This breed 
has appeared in classics like 
Impossible Mission, Pyjama-
rama (complete with a dart), 
Rocky Horror Show, Thing on a 
Spring -1 could go on - 1 will go 
on - Marsport, Grumphey, Spe-

6 AMSTRAD ACTION NOVEMBER 1986 A vampire... 
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llbound, ... Many of these have 
radical new features, for in-
stance the Springy Things 
elevator has a sticky substance 
on the floor which makes it im-
possible for you to move when 
it is motion. In Pyjamarama and 
Spellbound you don't even get 
to see the lift moving - incred-
ible but true. 

Snails vs hares 
I find it impossible not to be 
slightly frustrated and annoyed 
when every month I go to any 
bookshop and see Amstrad Ac-
tion up on the shelf, while I 
know my copy is still 'on its 
way'. To make matters ironic, 
the July issue came by post 
several days before it arrived in 

the bookshops, and yet I 
find AA apologising for a 
delay! What are the exact 

procedures for subscription? 
Joseph Doyle 
Waterford City, Eire 

Listen, Alex. This is one twig, up 
at the top of the tree of knowled-
ge, yet to be elevated into a PhD 
thesis. You 're obviously a 
candidate for higher education. 
Rise to the challengel 

Lifts should no longer be 
neglected or sneered at - they 
play a significant role in our 
joystick-pushing hours - let's 
hear it for them! Yes! 

Listen, why don't you start a 
lift-of-the-month featurette in 
which readers could nominate 
their faves? My personal rave 
must be the suptirb one in Mar-
sport a true masterpiece. 
Wow. 
Alex Duck 
Cheadle, Cheshire 

" - i THe 
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copies on the last Friday of 
every month. Newsstands usu-
ally get theirs (via other chan-
nels) the following Thursday. 
However we will look into your 
case. 

Really! Number 1! 
I have got two, yes two, copies 
of AA issues 1 and 3. If anyone 
wants to buy either of them, 
state your bid. 
Robert Hester 
62 Roseneath Avenue 
Leicester, LE4 7GT 

You 're lucky to possess the rare 
A A 1, but we have plenty of 
number 3 for sale here at the 
Old Barn. 

Hi-score non-haiku 
Hear ye my tale of woe: 
I went down to my local store 
to buy a game to play. 
I went straight to the counter 
and asked for Green Beret. 
I think the game is really great; 
I'll play it evermore. 
And one of my ambitions was 
to get in your 'Hi-Score'. 
At first I didn't do so well 

but now I'm getting better. 
But now I'm so frustrated, 
which is why I write this letter. 
I'd just achieved 69,000 (enough 
to fame your table) 
so I was about to send it. 
excitement in the air. 
I opened up issue 12 
and found it wasn't there! 

Well, that was it; I hit the roof; 
I thought, 'It can't be true!' 
I said to myself, filming mad, 
'AA, how could you!' 
I suppose you think it funny, 
the way you pull your tricks. 
Well, if you do it one more time 
I'm subscribing to [some other 
mag-ed.]. 
(I'm not, really! But bring back 
Hi-Score!) 
S. Hoban (age 11) 
Garswood, nr Wigan 

the review before forking out 
any tenners. 

Body-building 
Arnold 
Has anybody at DK'Tronics or 
some other third-party supplier 
thought of bringing out a second 
processor or sideways ROMS 
for the dear old Arnold? Seem-
ingly the Amstrad has the capa-
bility to handle both. 

Why don't you copy your 
rival mag and bring out 
sweatshirts and t-shirts with 
your logo on the front? 
Steven Allan 
Edinburgh 

There are plenty of sideways 
ROMs on the market: see July, 
p26-28. Nobody has produced a 
second processor, and we can't 
see there being much demand 
for one. If you want a more 
powerful machine, Amstrad 
would say. here is our PC. 

Maybe we could also think 
of bringing out a roadmap with 
our logo. 

Mega-moan 
Whenever you see an advert for 
a piece of software (eg Ocean) 
you see underneath 'Amstrad 
£8.95, Spectrum £7.95'. Why is it 

Some do ask us if they can 
reprmt an 'AA Rave' symbol on 
•he:.- package, or a rich phrase 
from Bob Wade's prose. But you 
can t expect them to stamp 
World Cup Carnival, for in-
stance, 'AA rating: 0%'. 

So it's up to you to part with 
a pound, buy the mag and read 

"MOT e^CTlt 'AP-TO-
w e , Ape w i ? . . " 

that Spectrum owners can get 
most software a pound or two 
cheaper than we can? It's not 
fair! 

When are you going to give 
away another cover cassette? I 
thought The Covenant was fan-
tastic and worth more than SOp. 
Neil Selwyn 
West Lulworth, Dorset 

We asked Ian Stewart, manag-
ing director of Gremlin, which 
advertises Commodore soft-
ware at £7, Spectrum £3 and 
Amstrad £10 (with 5p change). 
The Amstrad game costs more 
'"cos it's better: there's music, 
and the graphics took longer to 
work on than than the 
Spcctrum's. Within a short time 
the Spectrum programs will be 
the same price; with the ad-
vances in Spectrum coding they 
will take up the same pro-
gramming time. There has de-
finitely been a quality differ-
ence. Because of its general 
handling you can produce a bet-
ter product on the Amstrad, 
'Arithout doubt." 

The official answer from "a 
spokesman" at Ocean is the 
extra cost of converting a prog 
for the Amstrad most was first 
written on the Spectrum or 
Commodore. Second, there 
aren't as many Amstrad owners, 
so economy of scale applies. 

Avon Direct Mail (the contractor 
we use) posts out subscription 



RE-ACTION 

An evergreen 
reader 

Please could we have a little 
less exhortation to 'drool' over 
our software? It's terribly bad 
for the disks, apart from any-
thing else. 

And don't assume all your 
readers are younger than you 
when you write. I finally gave 
up on your rivals when they 
included in a questionnaire, 
'How much pocket-money do 
you get? How much Pepsi do 
you drink?' They also advertise 
t-shirts modelled on someone 
who didn't look a day over 
eight. This can alienate the 
more 'senior' games players 
such as myself - if late 20s can 
be described as 'senior". 

A suggestion: How about a 
few retrospective re-reviews? 
For example, you could briefly 
sum up what you now consider 
to be the best sports simulation 
or the best beat-em-up. You 
could give a much better as-
sessment of 'staying power': 
how many times did you really 
reload the game after the first 
couple of weeks? A previous 
correspondent suggested his 
favourite 'evergreen' was Star 
Avenger. My own candidate 
would also be a Kuma product: 
Fruity Frank. I always reload it 
with pleasure and seem to find 
some new tactic in it every time. 

You told D Herrington in 
your September issue that it was 
tricky to boot a program from 
disk using the | CPM command. 
Unless I'm missing something, 
all you have to do is use the 
'Setup' command which the 
manual explains unusually 
clearly, type the name of your 
command program (followed 
by -.M) into the 'initial command 
buffer', and then answer yes to 
all the other questions. 
Paul Murphy 
London N19 

'Drool' was an Andersonism. He 
now works upstairs, which 
might explain why it's damp 
dov.m here. 

Sir, we strenuously avoid 
writing dovsn to our readers. 
We know a good many parents 
and pensioners are numbered 
among them. 

If new products remind us 
of oldies (goldies or otherwise) 
that's when reviewers re-
mention them. There are vari-
ous office favourites, depending 
on personalities: Andy and Bob 
like Thrust; Jane Farmer and Di 
are wont to load up Wriggler or 
Sorcery Plus; Trevor chooses 
Shogun; Matt particularly goes 
for two player games such as 
Harvey Headbanger. 

As for Setup, you could in-
deed under CP/M 2.2 do as you 

suggest. CP/M Plus doesn't 
have this utility, and you use the 
Submit method as outlined to Mr 
Herrington. 

Mum's not knitting 
I am a mum with three young 
children, and we recently pur-
chased a 464. I never thought 
that I would become so interes-
ted it what it can do. (What's the 
saying about never being too 
old?) I want to thank you for 
such an excellent magazine. 
This is no flannel: being so new 
to computing I bought them all 
and 1 found yours the best value 
for money and the most interest-
ing. Better than knitting patterns 
any day! 
Lynda Gunn 
Hockley, Essex 
Two in a row. The letter ed'r 
fails to think of a witty remark 
about evergreen needles. 

" /*e OtAT op piAfOo 
pp^cTice B ^ e p r 

impossibly long 
How long do I have to wait to get 
Impossible Mission by US Gold? 
I have been waiting eight 
months: I subscribed in Decem-
ber and ordered it as one of the 
two free games. 
MC Bover 
Shenficld, Essex 

US Gold tells us the game is now 
to be released at the end of 
September, and we reviewed it 
in our Octobcr issue. In Apiil 
AA sent waiting subscribers the 
other free game and a letter 
offering US Gold's Winter 
Games or other alternatives. 

Julie's indexed us 
I have produced a list of all the 
games reviewed in Amstrad Ac-
tion (except those in Amsyclo-

pedia) on my word-processor -
updated every month as soon as 
I get my copy of AA. Entries are 
in alphabetical order, with soft-
ware company, price of tape 
and disc, joystick or keys, AA 
rating and which mag it's in. 

Readers can buy copies for 
50p. Enclose an sae and say 
which CPC you have, so 1 can 
miss out games which aren't 
compatible with your computer 
(or you can have have a com-
plete list if you want). It's not 
worth doing a list just for PCWs. 
There is also an Amsyclopedia 
list, which also costs 50p. 
Julie Gilg 
9 Sylvan Avenue 
Exeter 
EX4 6ES 

This allows us to get in a plug 
for back issues covered in your 
very efficient-sounding index, 
Julie. The Old Barn is out of 
numbers 1. 2. 6 and 7. but other-
wise all can be ordered for 
£1.36 including post and pac-
king. Number 8 with the PSS 
cassette costs £1.88. 

Vive I'Arnold! 
It does not exist a good French 
mag like yours. I know in Paris 
only one shop which sells AA 
and it takes me each month 
more than one hour to go and 
buy it (with an increased price 
of 150%). 

So, I've thought about a sub-
scription. But I do hesitate. I've 
read in a French mag that some 
people had problems with fore-
ign (UK!) subscriptions. 
Perez Thierry 
149 rue Oberkampf 
75011 Paris 

Subscriptions (pas de pro-
bleme, Perez) posted to Europe 
cost £22.50 for douze issues, 
plus your choix of free joystick, 
dustcover or Thingi. 

Elite baff lement 
In the August issue Reaction, 
Problem Attic and Cheat Mode 
all had bits on Elite. I was wor-
ried, annoyed and baffled after 
reading your reply to 'a few 
niggles' from Phillip Miller. You 
said there was a bug in the 

cassette version. I received my 
Elite from you in spring when I 
subscribed. Is mine a dud or 
OK? 
Simon Hewlett 
York 

If the word 'Metropolitan' is 
printed on your cassette, it's the 
bug-free version. If not, send it 
direct to Firebird - not to us -
for it to be replaced. 

'm~>> M jiTff&J v̂OT \ 
V^ j / "UU^U^J p 

" I TMiHK IT TMe 
TOIACH . . . " 

Brand X 
They get 40%, you get 94% 
overall. AA might make master 
mag, but then who would get 
the raves? Can't wait for the 
next issue. 
Jonathan Hurst 
Windlesham, Surrey 

You should see Bob smiling. 
Thanks. Jonathan. 

TH/vT A^P^P^PT N ^ ' r J ? . . * 
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Without music, graphics 
and sound the Board 

Game has become the 
most popular in the 

world. 
Now it has them. 

"Over 3,000 questions of no vital importance." 

Available now on 
Spectrum 48/128K Commodore 64/128K 

BBC 'B' Amstrad CPC 
Cassette and Disk 

John Metroes 

and all local stockists 

HORN ABBOT 
IVTkJIVVnONAI 

i tram r iw?u> a ikwai 
T R I V I A L PURSUI ' I ' is a Trade Mark owned and licensed by Horn Abbot International Ltd 

Published by Domark Limited, 204 VC'orple Road, L o n d o n S W 2 0 8 P N . Te l : 01 -947 5624. 
Trivial Pursuit was programmed by Oxford Digital Enterprises. 



TRACKER by Union Software 
A totally n e w concept in computer ^ 
wargames utilising artificial intelligence 
Versions will differ substantially to make full use of 
machine capability. Controlling up to 8 remote 
skimmers you must w ipe out renegade intelligent 
forces across 5 0 0 0 tracks. O n e to one combat is 
featured in fast 3D 

STARGLIDER by Argonaut Software 
A true arcade quality 3 D combat flight simulator of 
the first order A high action product wi th nove/la 
and poster included. Featuring stunning graphics, 
realistic sound effects a n d true 3 - D perspective. 

ADVENTURES by Level 9 
JE\X/ELS O F DARKNESS-A premier collection of 
classic adventure 
SILICON DREAMS-A modern space adventure. 
These sizeable adventures are in three parts and 
represent excellent value for money. Each contain 
over 6 0 0 graphic locations and feature the latest 
Level 9 text handling system al lowing multi command 
sentences, help and oops. Level 9 are undisputed 
leaders in cassette based adventure and are 
r e n o w n e d for their intriguing plots and puzzles. 

AMSTRAD AMSTRAD AMSTRA C/DOKE 
64/128 

C/DORF C/DORE SPECTRl JM SPECTRUM 
>/664/6l28| 664/6128 
TAPE 

THE ART STUDIO 
ADVANCED ART STUDIO_ 
THE MUSIC SYSTEM 
ADVANCEDMUSIC SYSTEM 
STARGUDER 
TRACKER 
THE PAWN 
JEWELS OF DARKNESS 
SILICON DREAMS 

SYSTEM & ISLAND 
SYSTEM & ISLAND 
ARGONAUT 
UNION SOFTWARE 
MAGNETIC SCROLLS 
LEVEL <? 
LEVEL 9 

VERSIONS MAY VARY FROM DESCRIPTIONS ABOVF 



COMMODORE 

" T H E 

MAC ASTRAD ATARI 

JAPfc 

All products available from 
RAINBIRD SOFTWARE 

1st Floor 6 4 - 7 6 N e w O x f o r d St. 
London WC1 IPS 

M a k e cheques/postal orders 
internat ional m o n e y orders payable to 

Rainbird Sof tware and post to the 
a b o v e address. 

ACCESS/VISA - t e lephone 01 2 4 0 8837 

<?AIN3IRD SOFTWARE IS A DIVISION OF 
BRITISH TELECOMMUNfCAIONS PLC 

OCTOBER 1 9 8 6 x L 

AMIGA 
PCW 512/PLUS 

24 9b 
19-95 

95 
D 

VERSIONS MARKED D ARE UNDCR DEVELOPMENT 

THE MUSIC SYSTEM AND ADVANCED 
MUSIC SYSTEM by System Software 

The best music programs for Commodore and 
Amstrad. I he Music System features Keyboard, Editor 

and Synthesiser, and Advanced Music System has 
additional Printer and Linker (continuous linking of 

music files) modules. Commodore Advanced version 
also has a comprehensive MIDI module. Utilising 

W I M P technology with comprehensive manual and 
upgrade offers where applicable. 

THE PAWN by Magnetic Scrolls 
The most talked about adventure of the 
year! Containing the most sophisticated 

language interpreter and text-handling system ever 
seen in an adventure together w i th 30 picturesque 

illustrations and unique scrolling screens. G a m e 
includes novella and poster. 

THE ART STUDIO A N D 
ADVANCED ART STUDIO by O.C.P. 

The leading art and design package renowned for its 
ease of use and comprehensive list of features. The 

Advanced Art Studio is designed to stretch rhe 
limitations of individual machines and incorporates a 

low resolution mode on Amstrad and Commodore. 
Manual and upgrade offers included. Printers 

supported using grey scale. 



The HIT SQUAD have 
put together FOUR 

\ NoA
 A 

[ \ Blockbusters / 
V \ for this NEW/ 

\ games / a 
\ compilation / ^ M 

^ Featur ing?^ 
V ARIEL DOGFIGHTS 
\ JUNGLE COMBAT 

MARTIAL ARTS , 
and of course.,. / 

S\GHOSTBUSTING!! / 

HĈ IC COMPUTER SCfTWARI 

SPECTRUM 
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RE-ACTION 

Biggies megagame, 
megazine reminder 
If you buy Biggies (disc) you get 
a totally free megagame. Well, 
that's what the very smooth-
scrolling message told me any-
way. If you type Run "runme" 
you will see for yourself. 

When my subscription 
ends will I be notified? I can't 
remember which issue I sub-
scribed from, and I wouldn't 
like to miss an issue of my 
favourite magazine. 
Andrew Soar 
Diss, Norfolk 

We've seen Biggies only on 
cassette, so rang Mirrorsoft to 
check your tip, Andrew. All hell 
broke loose. Turned out an 
'adolescent spoofer' working 
for their firm of duplicators 
sneaked the so-called mega-
game onto copies o/Sai Combat 
as well - a see-what-I-wrote bit 
of arcade action. 

It won't happen again. 
(Pause for dust to settle.) But 
don't be sad; 'it wasn't good 
enough for anyone to be disap-
pointed.' said Mirrorsoft's Pat 
Bitton. The lad concerned will 
have to read the next letter. 

As for your sub, yes: you 
get a reminder letter with your 
sccond-fzom-last issue. Now, if 
you buy a binder (£3.95, advt) 
you always knovs how many of 
the 12 spaces are left. In your 
case, subscriber number 2959 (I 
looked you up). Feb will be 
your final. So this is an Extra 
Reminder and you will have No 
Excuse. 

Entrepreneur 
Over the last few months I have 
noticed that some of the games 
you review have been written 
and sold by the same person. I 
have written a few games using 
Laser Basic and Compiler and 
want to sell them myself, but my 
mother says that you have to be 
licensed or something. Is this 
true? If so could you tell me 
what to do about it - and don't 
say, 'Send them to a software 
house to be published,' because 
I don't want to. 

By the way, I have just fed 
my cats with US Gold's World 
Cup Carnival, it was so bad! I 
bought it a few days before 

and I've cot a big Mutergamc AMSTRAD ACTION NOVEMBER 1986 13 

As J Smeets of Venlo (Neth-
erlands) wrote in May: 'Would 
that moaning moanies moaning 
about the moaning moanies that 
moan about their 664, please 
stop moaning!' 

;i |'/V\ PpCX3>RA/V\AM^O IT 
To cWToot*? Fop* 
^.WyrpAP ACT«C>fj " 

Buy, by Mr Muff 
It's Andrew Duff here! That's 
Duff and not Putt, as seen in 
issue 11. Please print my name 
correctly if, buy a 
9.97561239 * 1099-to 1 chance, it 
is published. 

In your mail-order system, 
can you order games from ear-
lier issues than the present one? 
Andrew Duff 
Tain, Ross-shire 

Enough, Mr Xuff, don't get in a 
huff and we won't talk rough 
about hand writing. 

Of the stuff we've offered, 
all but four are still in stock or 
can be obtained (allow a bit ot 
extra time) from our suppliers. 
As for Mexico 86, Big-League 
Soccer, Alex Higgins World 
Pool and AH Snooker - tough. 

H°T NAPPRW^-THE 
TPi&e*? J t*6T JCXA^HT f^ 

P P P -
THeif* AAWTP.AP . . . • " 

Trans-temporal 
The July issue says Disc 50 is 
tested on page 66. but my copy 
has the end of the Toadrunner 
review and Rock 'n 'wrestle. In 
the September issue, one of the 
leters mentions your review of 
Disc 50. so it appears that some 
got ;t and some didn't. I am 
tempted to buy the program as 
it seems very good value for 
money. Could you please let me 
have a copy of the Action Test to 
help make up my mind? 
K Wilson 
Anglesey 

Through a time warp the review 
landed on page 62 of the August 
issue. For a quid (plus 35p for 
stamps etc) we can post you a 
back copy. That'll teach you to 
miss a month of the mega-mag! 

What moan? 
Please could you tell me just 
one thing: what is it that we 664 
owners axe supposed to be 
moaning about? Is it because the 
computer has been withdrawn 
or because the 6128 was 
brought out after the 664? In fact 
we arc not moaning. Perhaps 
464 owners will put their brains 
into gear before they open their 
mouths. 
AC Smith 
Sunderland 

Call me anything but 
not too late for lunch 
I'd like to know what my CPC 
6128 is called, if the 464 is 

Arnold and the 8256 is Joyce. 
Simon Dunne 
Newbury, Berks 

Call it what you like; it can't 
hear you. 

But seriously though, all the 
CPC machines (464, 664 and 
6128) are nicknamed Arnold. 
Don't worry about why; I 
wouldn't v/ant to burden you 
with the story of some prat back 
in the mists of time who did an 
anagram on Roland Perry, the 
man most responsible for devel-
oping the CPC range. Even 
more boring: Joyce was Alan 
Sugar's secretary. 

Do not ask what CPC stands 
for. Colour personal computer? 
Possibly, but it doesn't stand for 
anything unpleasant in any lan-
guage we could think of. We 
have no theory about the initio 
•6'in 6128. 

to me rpMcis 

your warning came out. What a 
load of rubbish! The original 
isn't much good either. 
Justin Mason 
Shanklin, Isle of Wight 

You don't have to have a lic-
ense, Justin, but you won't make 
any money out of it. Selling mail-
order from home opens you up 
to all sorts of hassles, especially 
nasty people wanting their 
money back. It just doesn't 
seem possible anymore to 
break into the software market 
on a shoestring budget: the big 
houses, with their massive ad-
vertising budgets, have such a 
stranglehold on the market. 
Your best bet might be to try 
contacting some of the small 
user-groups magazines (see last 
month's Reaction). Perhaps we 
should do an article on this topic 
in a future issue. 

Vr^P ^ w Fop ~rwe i^sfr ppot#? 
TH(f4& Of- l^r4c^ATfCH.# 
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GAMES GALORE 
As might have been expected, 
there were no shortage of new 
g a m e s on display at the Show 
~and some impressive stands 
from the bigger companies 
too. I t was quite easy to wan-
d«r around trying your hand 
at any of the thousands of 
titles on show, but not so easy 
to sort out the new launches 
for the Amstrad from the 
chaff. 

Ocean released its 
schedule for the rest of the year, 
kicking off by announcing the 
imminent arrival of Miami Vice 
at a price of £8.95. As its name 

.implied this is the official game 
of the popular TV series, in 
which yon guide Crockett and 
Tubbs undercover in the build 
up to the big bust. It is styled as 
an 'arcade adventure', and we 
look forward to reviewing it 
soon. Also licensed from the 
film for release this month is 
Highlander at £8.95. Coming in 
November is Cobra, at the same 
price and based on - you 
guessed it - Stallone's latest 
beat-em-up; and December 
should see the release of Short 
Circuit, based on the Sci-fi 
movie of the same name. 

Moving over to Imagine 
sees the release this month of 
Galvan, based on the arcade 
game, and Konami's Golf, both 
at a price of £8.98. October sees 
the release of Mag Max, Yie Ar 
Kung Full and Terra Cresta, all 
based on arcade classics and all 
priced at £8.95. To round off this 
arckde game month Imagine 
should b e releasing Konami's 
Coin-Op Hits, a compilation of 

happened to be next-door to 
EMR - producers of the Mid-
itrack Performer package re-
viewed in that issue - and were 
treated to the full blast of the 
package's power every second 
of the day. It was ccrtainly a 
crowd-puller, but at times we 
wouldn't have minded the more 
peaceful tones of a quiet game 
of Space Invaders. 

The star of the show was 
Amstrad with the new PC. 
Amstrad's stand was usually 
more crowded than a student-
union bar Atari made a good 
effort with the 'Atari Village', 
and the Sinclair stand showed 
the new Spectrum - 2. With 
games houses showing their 
wares, the odd robot accosting 
the unwary and the sun blazing 
down through the glass roof, it 
was a hot occasion in every 
sense of the word. 

R e a l A m s t r a d a c t i o n 
a t t h e P C W S h o w 

The first week of September 
saw Britain's largest computer 
show of the year - the 9th Per-
sonal Computer World Show. In 
the spacious but hot halls of 
Olympia in London, we at 
Amstrad Action had a ring-side 
seat: for the first time we were 
exhibitors as well as attenders. 

The reason for our modest 
stand, on the upper gallery 
above the massive pavilions of 
Amstrad and Sinclair, was the 
launch of our new titles - 8000 
Plus and PC Plus, monthly 
magazines devoted to the 
Amstrad PCW and PC ranges 
respectively. 

Our timing, fortunately, was 
perfect. On the Amstrad stand 
visitors were seeing the new 

PC 1512 for the first time. In PC 
Plus they could read the full 
details from the press launch the 
day before. 

It was hot-deadline action 
like a daily newspaper. Two 
pages of PC Plus had been held 
open for Man's report from the 
launch. Matt phoned details to 
Chris down at the Old Barn; a 
motorbike raced to the printer 
with photos; presses ran 
enough copies overnight to sat-
isfy demand for the rest of the 
show. It was hectic but we made 
it in the end! 

Also on sale was last 
month's issue of Amstrad Ac-
tion, with the seven-page spec-
ial feature on music, 'Wired for 
Sound'. By coincidence(?) we 

only because of the huge range 
of games available for the Sin-
clair machines. It is an unfortu-
nate fact of life that, even now. 
many games are released 
quicker and cheaper for the 
Spectrum than for the Arnold -
as your letters frequently point 
out. 

It has to be seen as compe-
tition for the CPC464 on price 
alone. Amstrad is quick to point 
out that the 464 comes with a 
monitor as well, but it is £50 
dearer with a mono screen, and 
£150 more with the colour 
screen. 

Amstrad has said there are 
no plans to discontinue the 464, 
and that it is still selling well. 

The good news is that, 
aside from the huge software 
library, the Arnold is a better 
computer all round. Graphic re 
solution of the Arnold is 
640x200 in two colours, 
320 x 200 in four colours, or 

160x200 in 16 colours. The machine on the Arnold 
Spectrum can offer a pixel reso- closely over the next months 
lution of 2S6 * 192 with eight and if any of you hear of any 
colours, but suffers from an un- problems with software or hard-
fortunate disease known as ware availability, let us know, 
'attribute clash'. This means that 
any eight-by-eight pixel grid ^ 
can contain only two colours. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
which severely limits the colour f _ 
graphic capability, and makes ^ r ./. ' ^ ^ ^ 
Spectrum games look much less f , / /s jBbj fo* 
vibrant than those for Arnold. f 7" 

The other serious limitation / / 
of the Spectrum is its Basic: f •'/ f y / . ./ 
slow, limited and non-standard, f / f / , 
Locomotive Basic, on the ' / / V v A 
other hand, is acknow- Jp / J r / V ^' 
ledge d to be one of / / / ^ *•-/ >J// 

the best around and // . . ^ V 
almost as fast as that J y ' __ -
of Acorn's BBC f / , / / , 
range. f / . / / ~ v - v 

We will * // / / / . / V A 
monitor the f / / v./ v . . J ar f / 

m i * / / , > v 

• M b 

Much as it tears at the heart to 
mention a rival computer, Sin-
clair is now part of the Amstrad 
corporation and the new Sin-
clair machine, the ZX Spectrum 
+ 2, could be a direct competi-
tor to the Amstrad CPC464. So 
here goes... 

The Spectrum - 2 is the first 
new Sinclair product to emerge 
since Amstrad's takeover; the 
new ownership shows. The new 
machine is basically the old 
Spectrum 128K Plus with a dec-
ent keyboard, a built-in data 
recorder and two joystick ports. 
It is compatible with most of the 
older Spectrum add-ons, appa-
rently to the extent of still not 
taking standard joysticks. 

It is priced at £149, which is 
£30 less than the older Spectrum 
Plus. It will probably do well if 



£60 Music Machine 
has sound sampling 

One stand at the Olympia show 
making almost as much noise as 
that of EMR was Ram 
Electronics. This might have 
had something to do with the 
fact that Ram was showing a 
product in direct competition 
with EMR's Miditrack 
Performer. 

Ram's £60 Music Machme is 
a Midi-based music system that 
comes complete with interface, 
software on cassette or disk, 
and even a microphonc (though 
the price for the Amstrad ver-
sion had not been set at the 
time). 

The microphone is in-
cluded because Music Machine 
offers 'sound sampling', a tech-
nique whereby natural sounds 
can be recorded digitally and 
subsequently manipulated by 
the software. 

The package also offers 
eight built-in sounds including 

drums and piano, and a drum 
section with real sounds and a 
rhythm editor. The Midi inter-
face allows you to control fully-
fledged Midi synthesisers. And 
an earphone socket lets you lis-
ten to the results in the privacy 
of your own head. 

Further details from Ram 
Electronics on (0252) 8S 0031. 
We hope to review one soon! 

AND THE NEXT 
SHOW 
If you haven't already had 
enough of computer shows, 
the next one is scheduled for 
October 3rd to 5th at the 
Novotel, Hammersmith, 
London. 

This show is dedicated to 
Amstrad owners, with more 
than 75 exhibitors to peruse 
and annoy. The organisers are 
predicting a turn-out of 
around 15,000 enthusiasts -
and we will certainly be 
among them. 

AMSCENE 

their best-selling versions oi 
arcade classics. And finally. De-
cember sees the launch of that 
classic Donkey Kong - the off-
icial version for the Amstrad. 

On the CRL stand you 
could see snippets of new re-
leases from the company -
though you had to stand well 
back as they were being shown 
on a bank of 20 TV screens. 
Dens Ex Machina was being 
previewed, an unusual 'multi-
media' experience that comes 
complete with accompanying 
tape featuring the voices and 
music of many well-knowr. stars. 

Also due for release, this time 
on Halloween, October 31st, is 
the text adventure Dzacula. 
Based on the book by Bram 
Stoker it was written by Rod 
Pike, author of Pilgrim. It will 
cost £7.95 on cassette. 

On the Martech stand 
could be seen Uchi Mata, a judo 
simulation written with the help 
of Brian jacks - a 7th Dan expert 
who has won the British Cham-
pionship 11 times and holds an 
Olympic medal in throwing 
people on rubber mats. The 
game offers one or two player 
options and costs £9.95 on cass-
ette and £13.95 on disk. 

On the Rainbird stand, 
aside from the excellent Music 
System and Advanced Music Sy-
stem, reviewed in our October 
issue, and Art Studio, the cover 
story for this issue; one could 
gaze at the stunning graphics of 
Starglider from Argonaut Soft-
ware for the Atari ST. The good 
news is that this is under devel-
opment for the Amstrad CPC 

on both cassette and disk, 
waiting for. 

Gremlin Graphics was 
previewing its Christmas range, 
starting with Footballer of the 
Year. This is not just another 
soccer simulation (or so they 
claim!), but sees you starting off 
at the age of 17 in a Fourth 
Division Team with £500 and ten 
goal cards in your pocket, and 
the footballing world at your 
feat. The aim is to develop your 
career until you become Foot-

Archers on cloud 9 
The Level 9 stand at the PCW 
Show was a little different this 
time round, as it was the 
company's fifth birthday. By 
way of celebration the stand had 
been turned into a kind of 
museum of computer history. 
Computer veterans could de-
light at the sight of a Nascom, 
while the rest of us took in the 
power of the Amiga. 

But it wasn't all blasts from 
the past. Mosaic Publishing re-
vealed The Archers, written by 
Level 9, which is an adventure 
based on the perennial radio 
serial of the same name. In the 
game you take the part of the 
Archers' story editor, making 
the plot decisions for Eddie 
Grundy, Jack Woolley, Nelson 
Gabriel and Elizabeth Archer. 
What do you mean, you've 

r.ever heard of them?) As the 
plot unfolds you have to face the 
consequences - which appa-

rently include memos from the 
controller of Radio 4. The text 
was written by members of the 
Archers scriptwriting team, so 
should have the full flavour of 
the original. 

Looking to the future. Level 
9 is working on a multi-user 
dungeon which runs on networ-
ked Amigas; users access it via 
modem. Codenamed 'Avalon' it 
could be on-line sometime early 
next year - and should be well 
worth logging onto. 

bailer of the Year. It is schedu-
led for September release at 
£9.95. 

Due early November is 
Trailblazer, in which you play 
what appears to be a football. 
The best description is possibly 
an 'action roll-around'. Follow-
ing this comes Future Knight, a 
futuristic twenty-level action 
game set in the ruins of a 
wrecked star cruiser. At the 
same time Avenger is schedu-

led for releasey an arcade ad-
venture following in the Way of 
the Tiger series. 

and I've cot a big Mutergamc AMSTRAD ACTION NOVEMBER 1986 15 
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AMSCENE 

NOT PURE FICTION 

loading Dan Dare from disk re-
quires | CPM and not 
RUN"DISC, as displayed on the 
packet. Thanks, Virgin! 

This may seem an odd place to 
find an item about the 43th 
World Science Fiction Conven-
tion, but there is a special re-
ason. The organisers of Conspi-
racy '87, to give its more man-
ageable title, have asked us to 
point out that computers will 
feature quite heavily this time, 
as there will be a whole suite of 
rooms at the Metropole given 
over to them. 

The rooms will contain a 
number of hardware and soft-
ware houses stands, together 
with lectures, discussions and 
workshops on the relationship 
between the two fields. Compe-
titions are promised, and all in 
all this should prove a show 
with a difference. 

The main event at the show 
is the Hugo Award ceremony, 
which needs no introduction to 
anyone remotely interested in 
Scence Fiction. On the lighter 
side there is theatre and a cos-
tume competition - which has 
apparently been known to take 
over six hours. Guests of 
honour include Doris Lessing, 
Alfred Bester and Brian Aldiss, 
while Jim Burns' artwork pro-
vides graphic backdrop and 

Dave Langtord (columnist in 
8000 PLUS, amongst other 
things) provides the humour. 

The bad news is that the 
event doesn't take place for 

another year - so mark it down 
for 27th August to 1st Septem-
ber 1987 at the Metropole and 
Brighton Centre, Brighton. 

DAN DARE 
PROBLEMS 
A little note arrived on our desk 
from those nice people at Virgin 
Games. For those of you who 
haven't already worked it out. 

Screen vision 
In between your nightly ses-
sions of game-playing, it may 
have occassionaly occurred to 
you that it might be nice to be 
able to watch your favourite TV 
programme on Arnold's moni-
tor. Well - now you can, thanks 
to Screenvision from Screens 
Microcomputer Distribution. 

Screenvision is a slimline 
box that you plug your monitor 
into, and contains all the circui-
try necessary to bring Dallas to 
an Arnold near you. It costs 
£89.9S, so it might be easier to 
buy a second-hand telly, but for 
further details contact Screens 
on(09274)20664. 

r i o s f l i c 

PUBUSHinG 
LTD 

187 Upper Street 
Islington 
London N1 1RQ 
Tel: 01-226 0828 

THRILLER 
Thriller writer Dick Francis is 
soon to join Frederick Forsyth 
on the computer screen with 

Mosaic Publishing'* Twice Shy-
The Computer Game. A tra-
ditional adventure game com-
bined with a horse-racing simul-
ation (I guess you've just got to 
read the book!). Twice Sky has 
been written by the Ramjam 
Corporation. 

You take the part of teacher 
Jonathan Derry who has come! 
into possesion of some intrigu-
ing computer tapes - your job is 
to find out what they do and get 
them back to the owner. Need-
less to say there are a host of 
shady characters from the 
seamy side of the horse-racing 
business trying to stop you. If 
you can make your way to the 
horse track you can place your | 
bets and watch the race. If you 
win you return to the adventure 
with some much-needed cash in 
your pocket. This part of the 
game can be played by itself if 
you want to practice. 

Tvride Shy will be available 
on cassette for £9.88. A disk 
version will follow at £ 12.95. 
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ELECTRIC DREAMS SOFTWARE. 31 CARLTON CRESCENT, SOUTHAMPTON, HAMPSHIRE S012EW. TEL: (0703) 229694 
I H ^ ^ H H H ^ H M;n' OrcJpr I lodric Dreams Software. 23 Pond Street. Hampsteari.»ondon NW3 2PN 

WES NAPPY 
by the sorcerer Wardlock, who, as a machine 
being is malevolent towards organic life. 
PRODIGY is a game which demands 
compassion, guts and intelligence in ways no 
other game does. 

. rtATURES 
Intel l igent Mazes. 

Weird se l f -mot iva ted an imated al iens w i t h 
s imula ted intel l igence. 

3D 4-way sc ro l l ing landscapes. 

An ou ts tand ing mus ica l soundt rack 
comb ined w i th s tunn ing sound ef fects. 

Macabre Mechlabs infested with genetic 
horrors hinder Solo, a synthetic man, and 
Nejo, a human baby as they fight their way 
through the nightmare zones created by 
^Jardiock the Machine Sorcerer to house his 
ghastly flesh experiments, the Globewels and 
Bloberites. 
An outstanding achievement of graphics and 
animation, PRODIGY, takes you into the 
Mechlabs of Mechworld where you must guide 
Solo the Syntleman through the Ice Zone, Fire 
Zone. Tech Zone and Vegie Zone, in his quest 
for escape. 
Solo has to look after the needs of Nejo, 
cleaning him up, feeding him and protecting 
him as they make their way through intelligent 
mazes, teleporters, buildings with strange 
geometries and the uncanny vegetation created 

zx . 
AMSTRAD CPC Cassette 

CPC D\s\{ 
COMMODORE M m Cassette 
COMMODORE 64/128 Disk . . . . 



1A/C Mccn JSE'RIOOgm 
WE NEED mFTWAm 
YOU ! ^ ^ ^ J M 
Serious Software is now devoted total ly to the CPC range, and we need 
With our new magazine 8000 Plus being devoted 
totally to owners of the PCW 8256 and 8512, we on 
AA can devote all our pages to the CPC range: the 
464, 664 and 6128. This means that changes are 
needed to Serious Software. 

Although the PCW b e c a m e the star of Serious Software, this 
does not mean that Amstrad Action is purely a games mag now. 
Serious Software snll covers what business packages come out 
for the CPC models, but can devote more space to other aspects 
of home computing such as programming, type-ins, hints and 
tips, comnis, graphics and music. 

W e would like your help with Serious Software: after all it's 
your mag. Send us your Type- ins . W e are looking for quality 
listings that show elegant use of Basic or even machine-code. 
W e will print them if they are worth typing in. Use the form on 
page 96 and remember , we pay for what we print. 

Having problems with Basic? Can't persuade your printer 
to print? Worried about WordStar? Then write to P r o b l e m 

OUR ADDRESS 
Address your correspondence 
to Type-ins, Problem Attic, 
Hot Tips or A Day in the Life 
at: 

Attic, Amstrad Action at the Old Barn W e will print what 
problems we can. and if we can't answer them ourselves then 
maybe one of our multitude of readers can - and if they can't 
they nught like to read the reply. But please don't ask us for 
solutions to games. If wc printed those it might spoil the game 
for others, and there might not b e room in AA for anythmg else! 

Send us your hints and tips. If you've found any neat tricks 
to use in Basic. WordStar. Graphic Adventure Creator, Quill, 
dBasell, or machine-code or just want to show off - then send 
your tips to Hot Tips , Amstrad Action, at the Old Barn. 

And if you are using your CPC to control your train set. run 
your business, play in a rock'n'roll band, or anything e lse that 
you might like to tell us about, the address is A Day in the Life, 
A m s t r a d Action, at the same address. The ser ies kicks off with 
a look at how we produce Amstrad Action on Arnolds, but we 
would rather hear from you. Tell us what you are up to in 
anything from five to 500 words, and we will let the cat out of the 
bag. Please include your phone number too, so that we can 
contact you should we need more details. 

CPC owners, this mag's totally for you! 

Amstrad Action, Future 
Publishing Limited, Brunei 
Precinct , Somerton, Somerset, 
TA11 5 AH 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE TOP TEN 
The chart created by AA readers 

This 
month 

Last 
month i % of votes Title Software house 

1. 1 27.4% GRAPHIC ADVENTURE CREATOR Incentive 
2. 7 10.4% EASI AMSWORD Amsoft 
3. 8 6.8% MINI OFFICE 11 Database 
4. — 4.2% DISCOVERY Siren 
5. 3 4.0% LASER BASIC Ocean 
6. 2 3.8% AMX MOUSE AMS 
7. 4 3.5% TASWORD Tasword 
8. 6 3.0% MINI OFFICE Database 
9. 9 1.5% THE QUILL Gilsoft 
10. 10 1.0% ELECTRIC STUDIO LIGHTPEN Electric Studio 

And Graphic Advenrure Creator is stil at number one, with 
over quarter of you out there reckoning it to be the best 
thing since sliced bread. What is happening to all these 
adventures then? Tell us, pleaso, what you are creating 
on GAC and we will let everyone else know. 

I'm not going to say anything else about Easi Amsword, 
there doesn't seem to be a lot of point. But Discovery 
has certainly dashed in there, in the number four 
position. If you want your vote included in these charts, 
use the form on page 96. 
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Legend 
speaks of a 
child captured, 
then raised by the Apes. 
The child became a man 
- and Lord of his jungle domain. 

NOW THE LEGEND 
COMES TO LIFE! 
Available from all leading software retailers or order today by 
mail. Prices include postage and packing plus VAT. 

64/128 
Cassette £8.95 

Disc £12.95 

BBC 'B7ELECTRON 
Cassette £8.95 

BBC 'B' 
Disc £12.95 

TAR/.AN Owned by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS, INC. 
And Used by Permission 

SPECTRUM £7.95 

464/66*6128 
Cassette £8.95 

Disc £14.95 
MSX £8.95 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M L _ Martech is the registered trade mark of 
f w v W V VV Software Communications Limited, Martech House, 

B A Y T e r r a c e> Pevensey Bay, East Sussex BN24 6EE BURROUGHS INC 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. PHONE: (0323) 768456 TELEX: 878373 Martec G C°PVn*U ° K E RICE BURR0LGHS'INC 



solute 
More on printing this mo 

as Andrew Wi l ton contlr 

our crash course in Basic 

V • 

SPECIAL 

PART 7 
SHORT-CUTS 
The PRINT command is one of the most commonly used features 
of Basic. Because of this, a lot of abbreviations have developed 
over the years, to save time typing programs in. Right back in 
Part 1 we saw how you can save time by typing a question-mark 
instead of the command itself. 

The command is still pretty cumbersome to use. Try this 
little program: 

Even using question-marks, that's a bit long-winded for such a 
simple operation. If you wanted to do all that printing in one 
program line, you'd end up typing: 

t V T h i s i s m e s s a g e n u m b e r " ; : ? b ; : ? " out of a total of nmxqrmxBo&ssas^ IIM If INIWBWnMBHWoiM̂  

Notice the way you have to put semicolons to stop Arnold from 
moving down a line, immediately followed by colons to sepa-
rate it from the next PRINT command. 

In fact, you don't have to do anything so complex. If you 
want to print a whole load of things on one line of the screen -
be they messages, variable values or whatever - you only need 
one PRINT command for the lot of them. That dreadful line 
above becomes: 

wbmsm 

This time you don't need any colons, because you're not trying 
to separate different commands. The only command in the line 
is the question-mark at the beginning, meaning 'PRINT'. The 
rest of the line is just the material you want printed - we call this 
the piintlist. The semicolons between the different items not 
only separate them, but also make sure Arnold prints them all 
on the same line of the screen. 

Although PRINT was one of the very first commands we 
covered in Absolute Beginners Part 1, we saw it there only in its 
simplest form. When we met FOR-NEXT loops a couple of 
issues back, we came across another use of PRINT. This little 
program shows both forms of PRINT command at work: 

The PRINT commands in lines 10 and 50 each put a message on 
screen, while the one in line 30 prints out the value of the loop 
variable 'a' for each pass through the FOR-NEXT loop. 

This much you've seen before in other forms. Now try 
typing in a new line between lines 20 and 30: 

BS8SB8&88& 
wmmmM 

Note the semicolon at the end of the line. Don't put a colon there 
by mistake, or you'll miss the point of the exercise . 

You won't b e surprised to find that line 25 prints the 
message 'Number ' on screen. Line 30 then prints the value of 
'a', but on the same line of the screen that the 'Number ' 
message went on - and this is new. Up till now, each PRINT 
message has gone on its own separate line of the screen. 

Every time Arnold gets a PRINT command, he puts the 
message (or variable value or whatever) on screen and then 
moves down a line. He does this because he assumes you'll 
want the next message printed on a separate line. You can see 
this very clearly indeed if you add this new line 35 to the 
program: 

mm. 
When you now run the program you'll find it leaves a blank line 
after each 'Number such-and-such' message. The PRINT com-
mand in line 35 makes Arnold move down to the next line of the 
screen, even though there isn't any message for him to print. 

As we've seen. Arnold assumes that he's supposed to move 
down a line after each PRINT command. Sometimes you won't 
want him to do this, so you'll have to tell him not to. That 
semicolon on the end of line 25 tells Arnold to stay on the same 
line, and this means that line 30 prints the value of 'a' on the 
same line as each "Number ' message. 

IF ... 
Let's use our new knowledge of printing straightaway. Type 
this program in and run it: 

IG P O H c i 
W99UKT 
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20 P R I N T " T h i s is m e s s a g o g j u n b o t ^ 
30 P R I N T b; 
40 l>RXNT " out o f a total of t e n " 
50 N E X t £i,' 
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SPECIAL 
Mathematically, this is always going to b e right. The expression 
'10-c ' in line 20 always works out as the number of messages 
still to b e printed. Grammatically though, it's got one slight 
problem: the last message but one will read, 'There will b e 1 
more messages like this', and that's not terribly good English. 

Edit line 20 and add a new line 25, so that the two run as 
follows: 

Now Arnold gets it right, and you get your first look at three 
extremely powerful commands - IF, THEN and ELSE. These 
give you much more control over Arnold than you've had so 
far. 

Up till now, Arnold has done precisely what you told him to 
do. He hasn't been at all intelligent about this: he's just blindly 
followed your orders. With IF, THEN and ELSE, all this changes. 
If you want Arnold to do something in a particular set of 
circumstances only, you can tell him so. The command 'IF a = 40 
THEN PRINT b ' tells Arnold to print the value of the variable 'b', 
but only if 'a' has a value of 40. If 'a' does not have a value of 40, 
then Arnold ignores the PRINT command altogether. 

Suppose we had a line reading 'IF a ~ 4 0 THEN PRINT b ! . 
On its own the command 'PRINT b ' would tell Arnold to display 
the value of the variable 'b ' on the screen, but that 'IF a —40 
THEN ...' qualifies things. It tells Arnold that he should obey the 
'PRINT b ' only if 'a' has a value of 40. 

We call 'a - 40' the condition of the IF-THEN command. 
Don't mistake it for an assignment command; they may look 
similar, but conditions and assignments are completely differ-
ent. The condition 'a = 40' doesn't change the value of 'a' it just 
tests it. 

When Arnold comes across an IF command, he evaluates 
the condition. That is, he checks to see whether or not it's true. If 
the condition is true - if 'a' is equal to 40, or '10-c ' is equal to 1 
in the earlier example - Arnold finds the command after THEN 
and performs it. 

So much for IF and THEN, but what about ELSE? Well, just 
as THEN tells Arnold what to do if the condition is true, ELSE 
tells him what to do if it's false. In line 25 above, the THEN 
command tells him to print the first message while the ELSE tells 
him to print the second one. He chooses between them using the 
condition. 

If the condition '10-c 1' is true - if '10-c ' does equal 1, in 
other words - Arnold prints the first message, as the THEN 
command instructs him. If it's false, however, he ignores THEN 
and the PRINT command which follows it. Instead he prints the 
second message, because that's what ELSE tells him to do. 

Let's look at another example of IF-THEN-ELSE programm-
ing. This time there's a very important job for an IF-THEN 
command to do. First of all, here's the listing without an IF-
THEN: 

1 * 0 * 0 * m i t f t - 0 STEP 

jggras 

That 'STEP - 1 ' means that the value of the loop variable 'b' 
counts downwards, in this case from four'to zero. When the 
value of 'b ' gets to zero, Arnold gets into problems with line 30. 

The last item in line 30's printlist is 'a/b' the value of 'a' 
divided by the value of 'b', in other words. Since 'b' is zero on 
the last run through, Arnold tries to divide the value of 'a' by 
zero and print the result. He can't do this properly, because 
dividing a number by zero is a mathematical impossibility. 
Instead he prints up the error message 'Division by zero', along 
with a nonsense value for 'a/b'. 

By substituting in a new line 30 with a suitable IF-THEN 
command in it we can avoid this problem. What we want is a 
line which tests for the loop variable 'b ' being equal to zero, 
puts up a special message if it is zero, or just carries on with the 
division if it isn't. 

You should now have a fair idea what the new line 30 is 

wmm 
I • ' 

going to look like. It will be something like 'IF (b is zero) THEN 
(print a special message) ELSE (do what the old line 30 did)'. 
See if you can work out a finished line 30 for yourself. 

MORE CONDITIONS 
We've seen how Arnold can cope with IF-conditions like 'a = 40' 
or ' 1 0 - c = r , but he's a lot more flexible than this. Try typing 
this program in and running it: 

10 F O R d 1 TO 20 
m & A x S THEN PIUttfT dj'- i s J e s s tit£n 0 « L S E P K O f t i 

The sign '<' is the less-than sign. So 'IF d<5' reads 'if d is less 
than 5'. When 'd' is less than 5 Arnold obeys the first PRINT 
command and the rest of the time he obeys the second one. 

There's a corresponding '>' sign which means greater-
than, and together these two signs are called inequalities. (To 
remember which is which, you can think of a megaphone: small 
sound at smaller end, big noise at big end.) 

Notice what happens in the above program when d is equal 
to 5: Arnold obeys the second of the two PRINT commands, 
because 'less than' is a strict condition. If you mean 'less than or 
equal to' you must use the less-than and equals signs together, 
like this: 

b e " ; 1 0 - c ; y ' W m M M 
23 Z? I0~e= 1 THEN P R I N T " m o r e m e s s a g e l ike tfe**» 

l ike Ud«" J L * ^ 

You can do the same with the greater-than and equals 
signs, and in both cases it doesn't matter which way round the 
signs go: *> = 1 and ' = >' mean the same thing. 

The most useful combination of signs is not-equal, which 
you make with the greater-than and less-than signs like so: '<>'. 

Often you'll find you can get the same results two different 
ways with an IF-THEN-ELSE command. As far as Arnold is 
concerned. 'IF a - 1 THEN b = l ELSE b = 2' is the same as 'IF 
a<> 1 THEN b = 2 ELSE b 1'. 

SUMMARY 
The PRINT command normally puts each printed message on a 
new line. If you follow the message with a semicolon ( ; ) Arnold 
will print the next message on the same line. 

You can print a series of messages with one PRINT 
command, putting them in a printlist. 

The commands IF, THEN and ELSE let you specify alterna-
tive commands to be performed in different circumstances. A 
line using IF goes 'IF (condition) THEN (first command) ELSE 
(second command)'. 

The condition is something like 'a 30' or 'b<10\ and tells 
Arnold how to choose which command he should obey - the 
first one or the second, that is. If the condition is true - if 'a' has a 
value of 30 or 'b ' has a value of less than 10, in the two examples 
- then he will obey the first command. Otherwise, he'll obey the 
second one. 

The 'ELSE (second command)' part of an IF-THEN-ELSE line 
is optional. If there's no ELSE command and the condition is 
false, Arnold will just go on to the next line. 

Types of condition (with some examples): 

equals 

less than 

greater than 

('a<b' means 'a is less than 
b ' ) 

- < less than or equal to ( ' a < - b ' means 'a is less 
than or equal to b') 

greater than or equal to 

not equal ( ' a o b ' means a isn't equal 
to b') 
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GAMES AT THE 
SPEED OF LIGHT 

LIGHTFORCE is for VENGEANCE 
LIGHTFpRCE is the Punishment Arm of 
Galactic Fighter Command. 
When a Terran-settled system at the edge of 
the galaxy is seized by an alien force,revenge 
comes in the form of a lone 
LIGHTFORCE fighter. 
LIGHTFORCE confronts alien in a dazzling 
battle above the strange landscapes of the 
Ice-Planet,the Jungle Planet,Alien factories 
and the impassable Asteroid Belt. 
LIGHTFORCE — at the speed of Light 
- from FTL. 

SHOCKWAY RIDERS are the pick of the 
street gangs ATHLETIC,AGGRESSIVE & 

ARROGANT -"as they cruise along the 
triple-speed moving walkways that circle 

the great MEGACITYS of-the 21st Century. 
THE ULTIMATE AIM OF EVERY RIDER 

is to go "FULL CIRCLE" - to do that,he must' 
fight off the Block Boys,the Cops and the 

Vigilantes - as well as negotiating the Speed 
Traps and Rider Ramps erected by the angry 

local residents! 
SHOCKWAY RIDER is the most original 

arcade gamS of the y ^ r -
THE ULTIMATE FUTURE SHOCK!! 

LIGHT FORCE AVAILABLE SEPT. '86 
SHOCKWAY RIDER AVAILABLE OCT. '86 

SPECTRUM £7.95 
AMSTRAD & COMMODORE £8.95 

FASTER -THAN • LIGHT FTL FASTER THAN LIGHT, CARTER FOLLIS GROUP OF COMPANIES. 
SEDGLEY ROAD EAST, TIPTON, WEST MIDLANDS DY4 7UJ. Tel: 021 -520 2981 (4 lines) 



If you have followed this series through from Part One, 
you will be pleased to hear that you are now in a 
position to make some practical use of your knowled-
ge of CP/M — by doing some housekeeping'. This 
doesn't mean you have to get the Hoover out, but 
refers to the practice of keeping your disks in order and 
using them efficiently for storing programs and 
documents. 

When you buy a program - a word-processor, a database or a 
computer language for example - what you are buying is a 
'master' disk that contains the program files you need, and 
probably some sample files and maybe a tutorial to set you on 
your feet. It is good practice to make both a 'backup' of the 
master disk (or disks), so that you don't corrupt it, and a 'work' 
disk which you use from day to day. 

We have already touched on the subject of backups in Part 
Three of this series. W e made a backup of your CP/M master 
disk so that you didn't have to keep using your only copy of the 
operating system. To recap briefly, we used the Disckit3 
program (or Disckit2 if you have CP/M version 2.2 rather than 
CP/M Plus) to copy the contents of your master disk onto a blank 
disk. 

The Disckit programs are ideal for making backup copies 
of master disks as they actually copy disks exactly: bit for bit as 
they appear on the master disk. To make a backup copy, first 
insert your CP/M master disk into the built-in drive and boot up 
CP/M. Then enter DISCKIT2 or DISCKIT3 according to which 
version you have. A menu appears on the screen which is fairly 
self-explanatory - except that the numbers for activating each 
option refer to the function keys and not the numerical keys 
along the top of your keyboard. 

So press the f7 function key to copy a disk. A new menu 
appears asking you which drive contains the disk you wish to 
read from; this is the disk you will be copying from. So press f8 
for the built-in drive. The next menu asks where the disk you 
wish to write to is to b e found: the disk you wish to copy to. If 
you have only one drive then press f9, but if you have a second 
drive attached press ffB. 

The screen should clear, and ask you to insert the disc you 
wish to WRITE. Remove your CP/M master disk and insert the 
program disk you want to copy, and then press any key. From 
then on just follow the instructions on the screen. If you have a 
single-drive system you have to keep swapping the two disks 
back and forth as Arnold reads chunks of data from the source 
disk into memory, and then copies it back out to the destination 
disk. If you have two drives you can sit back and watch the 
drive lights flash back an<l forth as Arnold reads from one disk 
and writes to the other. 

In either case it is a good idea to make sure the protection 
tabs on your master disk are in before you start, in case you get 

muddled up 
^ ^ ^ between source 

^ ^ ^ ^ and destination at some 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ point after all, Arnold doesn't 

^ know the difference! 

W O R K D I S K S 
You now have a backup disk, which is a direct copy 

of the master disk. Put your master disk away somewhere 
safe (if it's really important, in a different building in case 
one burns down!). You won't have to use the master disk 
again unless something goes badly wrong with your backup. 

Put your backup copy into your built-in disk drive and 
enter DIR to look at the disk's file directory. It will probably 
contain quite a number of files, many of which you are unlikely 
to use in day-to-day work and are really just taking up valuable 
disk space that could be better used. 

In particular there may be various files labelled README 
or SAMPLE, or with .DOC or .TXT extensions, that are there to 
help the novice use the program; they are meant to b e 
discarded once you know what you are doing. The idea of a 
'work' disk is to prepare a disk that contains only the files you 
need from day to day. hopefully leaving you enough space on 
the disk to store the documents and data you will b e creating 
while you work. 

The first thing to do is decide which files you are going to 
need. These may b e listed in the documentation supplied with 
the package, but as a general rule of thumb you will probably 
need most of the files with a .COM extension. 

For example, if you are working with WordStar you are 
going to need WS.COM as this contains the main program itself. 
You are also likely to need the 'overlay' files - those with an 
.OVR extension - as these are called by the main program when 
needed. There may well b e a short file with the .SUB extension 
which should be on your work disk; we will look at Submit files 
later in this series. Don't b e too concerned about missing any 
vital files out, as the program should throw up an error message 
if it finds a file missing: a message such as WSl.OVR missing 
makes its point quite clearly. 

It is also a good idea, if you have the space, to copy 
DIR.COM from side one of your CP/M system disk onto your 
work disk (or STAT.COM if you are running CP/M version 2.2). 
Having these files on your work disk lets you easily find out how 
much space you have left without the inconvenience of continu-
ally swapping disks. Having PBP.COM would be useful too, as 
you could copy files from disk to disk without too much 
aggravation. 

C R E A T I N G A W O R K D I S K 
The first stage in creating your work disk is to format a new, 
blank disk and copy the system tracks onto it so that it is a 'boot 
disk' - containing CP/M itself. This is done, again, with the help 
of the Disckit programs. Run DISCKIT2 or DISCKIT3, but this 
time press f4 to format a disk. Press f9 from the next menu, to 
format your work disk in 'system format'; and the f8 or f5 key 
according to the number of drives you have. Remember your 
built-in drive is A:, and your second drive, if you are so 
privileged, is B:. Follow the instructions on the screen and sit 
back as your new disk is formatted. 

You should now have a freshly formatted disk, pristine 
clean and ready for the files necessary to turn it into a fully-
fledged work disk. 

So how do you copy the files across? by using the PIP 
command of course, as we learnt in Part Four last month. Start 
by pipping across the PIP.COM file itself, and DIR.COM from 
your CP/M master disk. Insert your CP/M master disk into the 
built-in drive and enter: 

A>pip 
*b: = pip.com 
*b: = dir.com 
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without the system 
l i s a c i v a n i a g e d y o u track* - than use the qualifier. 
Mm* W^Wm 

& do cojiiiiB. ii you have a smgle-driv* 
ful&I the 

sister 
fe'fc used. ^ .'-COmnDl^^ 
i t e f y t ^ b m ^ X t e is used if you have two disk 

COPYING Fi t lS W I T H C P / M 1 . 2 
in Part Four of Tha filename can be ambiguous, 

' ^ ^ ^ i i ^ i ^ ^ o p ^ S i t i s i j t ^ G X , for exaritpfe;jj$j 
tttfattg PEP -i aay ITOBCOFY you 

; ^ d e r CP/M to copy all the command 
tf yo^iwwafiy have two disk files from your source The 

only have one ^.screen prompt? you <pilte cleax-
drfre you are a bit when youmust change disks 
^ W k ^ i r ^ i i ^ ^ ^ again, it is up to you to keep 
another program, track ot which is the SOURCE 

/and which 
designed lor this purpose. So to DESTINATION. (It might be 
copjr * JBe under CP/M 3.2 you wise to use the write-protect tab 
use command ITLECOPT on your source disk.) : 

COPY-PROTECTED PROGRAMS 
Making working copies of your tunately there is little that you 

using PIP is straight- • . can do about copy-protected 
forwajd unless the master disk programs, unless the protection 

'coj^-prorected'. This means is fairly basic. Try doing a 
that a clever bit of code on the DIReetory of the master disk, 
• j r i i M l i f f a t n l £ S r y o u from -One easy form of prote^hoa i s 
copying the files tr. a 

otherg using t ^ ^ - f r n n a t fer PSPping 
: - across ali the files on a disk. 
^ H ^ w l i ^wi®^ just 
>eoi>l*like us. Who want to as aeslly by renaming the ap^ 
: make. - • /fo&'/propriate files. ^ ^ 
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
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PROBLEM ATTIC 
We've had a lot of letters in the Problem Attic postbag 
this month asking about hardware scrolling, and how 
it can be used in Basic programs. Well, this is rather too 
complicated a subject for a straightforward three-
paragraph reply - three pages would be more like it. 
Normally at such times w e just mutter 'Not enough 
space' and move on to the letters w e can answer 
briefly. 

It's a pretty interesting subject though, and it 
neatly ties in with a letter in last month's PA about 
Ghosts and Goblins. Just this once then, we're going to 
give a complicated subject the space it needs - but you 
needn't think we're going to make a habit of it. 

Vertical scrolling is very easy, and there's no real problem 
adding it to Basic games. This program illustrates scrolling the 
screen up and down. 

10 x.coord-P0S(0#):y.coord-VP0S(#0) 'stores cursor 
position 
20 LOCATE 1.1 'moves cursor to top of screen 
30 PRINT CURS(11) 'moves cursor up one line forcing 
screen to scro 1 down 
35 WHILE INKEYS-"":WEND 'waits for you to press a key 
40 LOCATE 1.25 'moves cursor to bottom of screen 
50 PRINT CHRS(10) 'moves cursor down one line, forcing 
screen to scrol1 up 
60 LOCATE x.coord.y.coord 'restores previous cursor 
pos i L ion 

This doesn't do anything very impressive, but you should be 
able to get the general idea from the comments on each line. 

Horizontal scrolling isn't anywhere near so easy. If you 
want to scroll the screen sideways from Basic you'll need to use 
the OUT command, which sends a number to a peripheral chip. 
That'll b e enough to put quite a lot of people off, but it isn't too 
difficult. The only problem is that it messes up the way Arnold 
writes things to the screen. This listing should give you an idea 
what I mean: 

10 MODE 2 
20 FOR a-1 TO 25 
30 CALL &BD19 'could use FRAME on 664/6128 
40 OUT &BC00.13 
50 0U1 &BD00.a 
60 NEXT a 
70 LOCATE 1.1 

80 PRINT "This should be in the top left corner" 

As you'll see if you run this, Arnold can't cope with the changes 
you've made. All printing carries on as if the screen was still 
unscroiled. To get your screen back to normal you can either 
type MODE 2, or force a vertical scroll using the cursor keys. 

This last point is another reason why the OUT method of 
horizontal scrolling doesn't work too well. Every time you force 
a vertical scroll using the simple method we started with, you 
undo any horizontal scrolling you've done using OUT. 

Horizontal scrolling is much easier if you know a little 
machine-code. Two firmware routines make the programming 
very easy indeed, and they let Arnold know what you're doing 
so he can print to the screen properly. 

NON-TECHNICAL 
To start with, here's a Basic program which uses the firmware 
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routines. You don't need to 
know a thing about machine-code to 
use them, but there's an explanation 
afterwards for anyone who's interested. ^ 

10 0ATA &cn &0B.&BC.&23.&23.&C3.&05.&BC 
20 0ATA &CD.&0B.&BC.&2B.&2B.&C3.&0b.&3C "V 
30 oldmen-HlMEM MFP0RY (oldmem-16) 'makes ^ 
room for machine code 
40 FOR a-HIMEM+1 TO oldmem 'this loop 
50 READ b:POKE a.b 'pokes in 

60 NEXT a 'the machine code 
70 sclef.t-HlMfcM+1 :scright-HIMEM*9 
80 FOR c-1 TO 100 
90 CALL &BD19 'same as 664/6128 FRAPE command 
100 CALL scleft 'scrolls left 
110 NEXT c 
120 FOR c-1 TO 75 
130 CALL &BD19 
140. CALL sc right 'scrolls right 
150 NEXT c 
160 LOCAIt 1.1 
170 PRINT "This IS in the top left corner" 
180 MEMORY oldmem 'reclaims space used for machine code 

The important bits of the program are lines 10 to 70 which set up 
the scroll routines, and line 180 which dismantles them after 
you've finished with them. If you start your program with the 
commands in lines 10-70 and finish with the MEMORY command 
from line 180, you can use the commands CALL scleft and CALL 
scright whenever you want to scroll the screen left or right. 

B O F F I N S ONLY 
That's all you need to know to use the routines from Basic. If 
you're interested though, here's how the first routine 
disassembles: 

sc left: CALL &8C0C ;SCR-GET-LOCATION 
;No entry conditions - on exit, HL 
;contains the current 'screen offset' 
INC HL ; Increases HL 

INC HL ;by two. 
.IP &BC05 ;SCR-SET-0FFSET 
;Va1uc in HI. is used as new 'screen 
.offset'. 

The second one's the same, but with DECs instead of INCs. In 
other words, one increases the 'screen offset' by two and the 
other decreases it by two. 

Clearly the screen offset is the key to horizontal scrolling -
increase it by two to scroll left a fortieth of a screen's width, or 
decrease it by two to scroll right. It's also, incidentally, the key 
to vertical hardware scrolling from machine-code. Increase the 
offset by 80 (decimal) to scoll up one line, or decrease it 
similarly to scroll down. This accounts for something you'll have 
noticed with the Basic horizontal-scroll program: scrolling left 
or right by a whole screenful also scrolls the screen up or down 
one line. 

None of this tells you what the screen offset actually is, but 
we'd be here all day if I tried explaining that. If you're really 
keen to know about such things get hold of Amsoft's CPC 
Firmware Guide, read it and inwardly digest it. Once you've 
done that, you'll be ready for the technical stuff that follows. 

GHOSTS AND GOBLINS 
Yes, it's that horrifying saga of colour modulators producing 
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TV set. 

To get a smooth continuous scroll you need to make one 
scrolling movement every fiftieth of a second - the timing for 
this is handled in our scrolling programs by those CALL &BD19 
statements. If there are fifty movements p e r second, and they 
each have to b e at least a fortieth of the screen width, you're 
clearly going to scroll past a whole new screen of landscape in 
less than a second. 

This is too fast for anything much more than reflex game-
play, though Vortex's TLL did quite well using these techni 
ques. Another notable hardware scroller was Gremlin's Thing 
on a Spring, though there were slight problems at the screen 
e d g e s on this one. 

For the most part games programmers use either software 
scrolling or what you might call 'burst' scrolling. Software scroll 
only works well on very small windows (eg Rambo, Stainless 
Steel) and causes an ugly rippling effect if used on large areas 
Bounder and the tank stage of Beach-Head a re cases in point. 

The preferred technique is 'burst' scrolling - keeping the 
screen fixed until the player reaches the e d g e of it, and then 
fast-scrolling the next screen into position. Prime examples of 
this are Green Beret and Thrust. This is still far from perfect, 
and it was an attempt to improve on this that brought Ghosts and 
Goblins its problems. 

The aim in Ghosts and Goblins was to provide a slow hardware 
scroll, so that the 'burst' scrolling wouldn't b e so abrupt as it is 
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Pixel detail from Ghosts'n'Coblins 

/ ^ r black-and-white pictures 
y ^ ^ r again. This isn't a change of 

/ ^ r subject though, since it turns out 
f ^ S g r T ' r j r that a c lever scrolling technique is 

^ r the culprit. 
s J For those who missed last month's 

J Problem Attic, the tale goes like this. Soft 
Y ware house Elite produced the AA Rave 

^ game Ghosts and Goblins a couple of months 
/ back, believing it to b e compatible across the CPC 
range. Imagine their (and our) surprise when it turned 
out to b e incompatible with Amstrad's TV modulator, 

producing only a black-and-white picture even on a colour 

P R O B L E M S W I T H S C R O L L I N G 
A couple of issues ago I made some bold statements about 
Arnold's hardware scrolling capabilities compared to those of 
other machines. In fact, Arnold's hardware scroll does have one 
slight problem: it's too fast. 

As you may remember , the horizontal scroll routines can 
only scroll the screen a fortieth of its width at a time. That's not 
just the way the routines are written: the hardware simply can't 
manage a smaller scrolling action. 
Fast scrolling on Vorlex's TLL 

Compatibility problems between machines happen all the 
time, but this was the first time we'd heard of modulator 
problems. The modulator simply converts the RGB (red-green-
blue) signal meant for a colour monitor into the modulated 
signal which most TV sets require through their antenna socket. 
For Ghosts and Goblins to mess up the modulator output, it had 
to b e doing some very strange things with the RGB signal. 

Needless to say, it was. To be precise it was moving the 
'logical' screen (ie. the picture of the ghosts, goblins etc) 
backwards and forwards across the surface of the 'physical' 
screen (ie. the hard glass bit you look at). You can s e e this effect 
for yourself, with this little bit of Basic. It replaces lines 80-180 of 
the poked-in machine-code horizontal scroll listing, so these 
must b e deleted before typing in the new lines. 

80 FOR a-1 TO 50 
90 CALL &BD19 

100 OUT &BC00.3:OUT &BD00.5 
110 CALL &B019 

120 OUT &BC00.3:OUT &BD00.&8E 

130 NEXT a 
140 MEMORY oldmem 

This looks ugly, and would probably give you a headache if you 
stared at it for too long. If you're looking at it through a 
modulator, it should also look distinctly colourless. (I don't have 
a modulator to test this, but I'm pretty sure of it.) Now you know 
what Ghosts and Goblins does, so the next question is 'Why?' 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
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NEW " MASTER DISC ** NEW 
The only Disc Utility Package you will ever need. This disc does it all!! 

IMAGE 
DIRECTORY EDITOR 
SPEEDFORM 
SECTOR EDITOR 
DE PROTECTOR 
DISC HEADER 
TAPE HEADER 
TRANS FILE 

DISC MAP 
TYPE FILE 
DUMP FILE 
ZIP DISC 

- Back up your discs ( includro tunny lonra is etc.) 
Unerase files, show h dden files, secure files etc 
Lightning fast formatter 

- Complete sector ecitor. 
- (>eProtect Basic programs. 
- Display start.Jength, execute addresses etc. 
- As disc header but for tape. 
-T 'ansfer ndiwdual files from d sc to disc/disc to 

tape 
- Displays how 'ilea are stored on disc. 

- Displays o r screen/onnter a r d Asc i i f ie. 
- Display in Hex/Asoi format the contents ol a file. 
- Soeeaup you' cive by upto 20% 

464/664/6128 DISC ONLY £12.99 

WHAT THE REVIEWS HAVE SAID 

'The Master Disc utilities disc from Siren Software is a definite must 
for all disc owners" Amtix June "86 

'Some of the uti ities are excellently done" Popular Computing 
Weekly 

"The package seems to work quite well on the full range of machines" 
Amtix. June'86 

"This Siren package really does offer you quite a lot for your money" 
Amstrad Act on. June "86 

"Each section is fully documented with clear and precise instructions" 
Amtix. Juno '86 

NEW ** DISCOVERY PLUS ** NEW 
THE ULTIMATE TAPE TO DISC TRANSFER PROGRAM 

' The only one to automatically transfer headcrles normal and 
turtooloaders at the touch of a key. 

' Contains four programs giving you far more power. 
' Will transfer the majority of your software, even programs that 

other copiers will not copy. 
' Will handle a wide range of different turboloaders. 
' Absolutely no programming ability needed. 
' Comes complete with full easy to follow details of how to 

transfer over 100 different programs using Discovery Plus. 
' All parts of the package are very easy to use. 
' Full details will enable even the first time user to transfer their 

programs. 
' This really is so much better than any other transfer 

program, we will refund your money twice should you find 
a better one. 

Amstrad Act ion Magazine said of our old Discovery 
Program, "Probably the best of the tape to disc 
copiers". Discovery Plus is definitely the best. 

Compatible with the 464, 664 & 6128. On disc 
only £14.99 

Updates 
Hyou have o j ' old Oscovery program, to rece ve lh« latest ere. 'eturn it 

to us with a cheque or P.O. 'or £5.99 (if you lave it on d sc) or £8.99 < f you 
have it oo tape) Please send Pie tape.'disc box with it 

Transmat'Amshelp owners 
Se-xi us your Trarsmat or Amshelp cisc (complete ir ocx) ard receve a £2 50 

discount on this suoeror product. 

ho r speedy del very 
send your cheques/ 
P.O.s etc. to. 

SIREN SOFTWARE 
Trafford Technology Centre, 
43 Elslnore Road, 
Manchester M16 OWG. 

Tel : 061-848 9233 Please add £1.00 lor overseas orders K 3 
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vsa m DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
3 STATION CRESCENT • WESTCOMBE PARK 

BLACKHEATH • SE3 7ER 
Access orders/enquiries tel: 01-305-0521 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE FREE FAST DELIVERY IN IHE U.K. ONLY. PLEASE ADD 
TOP PER TAPE CN EUROPEAN ORDERS AND 1.00 ELSEWHERE. 

New titles arriving every day, please ring for details. 
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RJ56 SOFTWARE 
Otfman rjrto-. Cyrji M Choi 
Swc<ic2 .... 
5*S*!MJ» Sin* 
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WHY NOT COME AND PICK UP YOUR SOFTWARE PERSONALLY FROM OUR 
DISCOUNT SHOP AT 3 STATION CRESCENT, WESTCOMBE PARK. BLACKHEATH, 
LONDON SE3 7ER. RIGHT OUTSIDE WESTCOMBE PARK RAILWAY STATION ON 

THE SOUTHERN REGION. OPEN SATURDAYS ONLY FROM 10.30 'TIL 6.00PM 

s o n S T m 
Also for Amstrad PCW & Amstrad PC 
—Write for catalogue. 
NOW ONLY £12.95 discs & £9.95 cassettes. 
£2 P&P (includes airmail worldwide) 
Playschool I.3-8) 
Teacres the use ot number, simple arithmetic, letters, shape reccontion. kevboi'd skills 
and art. Learn with Supeikid 
Music Invaders (7 adult) 
Music composer and piaro player. Excettert graphic presentation, iximoose up to 1COO 
notes. Simple to jse. '.ncrecibe value (or morev" 
Magic Maths i.i-8) 
Here at last is a matrs p'ogram vtfich reailv does merit tre term 'educational gams'. 
Dealing witn additicr ar>d subtraction, it brings Hew sianoa'ds to ecxatonal software. 
Maths Mania (8-12) 
The first addictive maths game for trts age group. Concentrating on mtftiplicaiion and 
a vision, it gives hours of fun. Donl settie fcr less 
Music Theory <7-atat) 
A compcenensive ra.sic ccu'se linked tc grace o r £ theory. 
Basic Geometry (9+1 
Excellent use of tr.e corrpjier n introdxang ihis d i t ta l t suheci A tutor at your own 
teybcard. 
Better Spelling (9-'2) 
The market leader m soe I - g programs giving you 16 menu ofxons to chccse fror 
Better Maths 1 (12-'6) 
Using excellent grapiics ths course w l realiy benefit the learner. H you want a m a r s 
course dor.T settie for ess and be cisappointsd' 
Physics 
The r o s t h.ghly ratec p'ocram for the 12 ic 16 year olc. Using superb grapiics it has 
courses on r*ne sectons of Physics. 
Chemi6try 
The iceat oreg'am to give a kid an edge in mis suoject. Has courses on 9 important 
sections of Chemistry fcr 12 to 16 year olos. 
Biology 
Learn key definit ion and p t your wits aga nst tTe computer on topics such as cells, 
mammals photosynthess. respiration, reproduction and sc on Written by professional 
authcr like all our programs. 
Geography 
A specialist study of weather and cinate and related topics Exceptonaty detailed. 

ALSO FOR PCW 8256 
VISA HOTUNE ring 010/353/61/27994 (UK) 

Mail order only. Send chequa p.Oj'Visa no. for immediate delivery 
Meadowvale Estate, Raheen, Limerick, Ireland. 
Telephone: (061) 27994, (U.K.) 010-353*1-27994 
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in, for example, Green Beret. 
The method used involved both 

scrolling the screen and moving it. 
If you've typed in the program so far, you can get a Ghosts 

and Goblins-style scroll by altering line 100 as shown below. If 
you haven't, here it is in full: 

10 DA IA &C3.&08 &BC.&23.&23.&C3.&05.&SC 
20 DATA &CD.&0B &RC.&28 &2B.&C3.&05.&8C 
30 oIdmem-HIME>1:MEMORY (olOmem-l 13) 
40 FOR a-HTMFP-1 TO olrirerr 
50 3EAC b P0K

r
 a.b 

60 NFXT a 

70 scleft.-HIMEK-l scrighl-HIMEN'9 
80 FO^ a-1 TO 50 
90 CAI I 8.8019 
100 CALL scleft:OUT SBf.00.3:0UI &3D00.5 
110 CALL &BD19 

120 OUT &BC00,3:QJT fcRDOO.&SE 
130 NFXT a 
140 MEMORY oldmem 

The OUT commands in lines 100 and 120 move the screen left 
and right b y an eightieth of its width - you'll have seen this 
already if you've been typing things in and running them as 
you've b e e n reading. (Note that 'moving' is not the same as 
'scrolling' - I'll explain the difference in a minute.) The 
difference now is that 'CALL scleft' in line 100. 

Green Beret uses Burst scrolling 

PROBLEM ATTIC 
an eightieth. After another fiftieth of a second line 100 
scrolls/moves the screen another eightieth to the left, and so on. 

If you've still got the default colours on screen you won't be 
able to s e e this happening: it just looks like a slow smooth 
scroll. Set the border and screen background to different 
colours and you'll b e able to s e e what's happening quite clearly 

the left and right edges of the screen blur where it's being 
moved rapidly from side to side. Here 'moving' literally means 
changing where the detailed picture part of Arnold's display 
appears on the glass tube of the monitor. 

NOW YOU T R Y I T 
This method is a very nice way of halving the scroll speed 
without losing smoothness, and could usefully b e applied to 
Basic versions of Scramble and similar scrolling games. You'd 
need to do the timing with the EVERY command rather than 
using CALL &BD19 or FRAME, and make sure the scroll/move 
commands w e r e on a higher timer priority than any other 
interrupt-driven sequence you had running. 

Customised boot 
D Herrington (September) 
should proceed as follows: 
Type | cpr to boot a disk con-
taining Setup.com (the system 
disk supplied or a working 
copy). Type se tup. It replies: 
Setup 

I n i t i a l command b u f f e r : 
Fs t h is c o r r e c t ( Y / N ) : 
Answer no. 
E n t e r new i n i t i a l com 
n arid b u f f e r : _ 
Answer S t a t * . * AM. The AM 

means Return, but to get it into 
ihe buffer you have to enter it 
this way because the Return key 
is used to terminate your entry 
(see page 5.24 in the 664 
manual). Setup asks lots more 
questions, to which the answers 
are all yes unless you want to 
change the sign-on message. 
'Stat * . * ' is just an example, of 
course. 
A Greenwood 
St Helens 

J 

The CALL in line 100 scrolls the screen left by a fortieth of 
its width, and the OUTs move it back to the right by an eightieth: 
net result, a scroll/move of an eightieth to the left. A fiftieth of a 
second later the OUTs in line 120 move the screen to the left by 

Another good idea is to blank off the blurred columns at 
each side alternately - the right-hand one at line 100 and the 
left-hand one at line 120. If you set these to the same colour as 
the border you cut the apparent screen width down a little, but 
the loss of that unsightly 'edge-fl icker' more than makes up for 
this. 

If you can make a decent scrolling game out of any of this, 
why not send it in to Type-Ins? Make sure you k e e p it short 
under 3K if possible and give it plenty of grab-factor. 
Otherwise it's up to you: knock our socks off and we'll print 
your program! 

B U T B E A R IN MIND . . . 
There are problems with this kind of technique. For one thing, 
OUTs like the ones in lines 100-120 bypass Arnold's firmware. 
In this case they work on all the machines I can find to try them 
on, but you can't run crying to Alan Sugar if you get compati-
bility problems - Amsoft advises software houses not to use 
them. 

More seriously, it looks like Amstrad's modulators can't 
produce a colour TV signal out of this kind of monitor input. 
One (non-Elite) programmer I met at the PCW show put it down 
to the poor quality of the Amstrad units. If this is true it's not 
exactly surprising: after all, Amstrad keeps costs down by 
cutting specifications fine. The modulator works okay for 
normal purposes, and Amstrad can hardly be blamed if it can't 
cope with Ghosts and Goblins. 

That's certainly not to say that Elite is to blame: indeed I'd 
say the company has been been unlucky. 1 don't think anyone in 
the industry expected this kind of problem, and other houses 
are just grateful it didn't happen to them. 

Moral: Those who live on the cutting e d g e of technology 
will be sacrificed upon it, as Adam Osborne said. Or they get a 
bit of bad publicity, at any rate. 
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SPECIAL 

Arnold sends the kids to school 
AA last looked at educational software for the Arnold back in April. We'll start at the bottom this month, 
checking out a few packages for pre-school tots, and next month see what's on the syllabus for older learners. 

T r i o 
Piranha. £9 95 CHSS. £14.95 disk 

Been fishing without luck for Amstrad 
programs to educate your offspring? Re-
action has had a good number of letters 
from parents adrift in this sea. 

Piranha to the rescue! 'There's a hole 
in the market,' observed someone at this 
'small but lethal' software branch of the 
august Macmillan publishing house. Pir-
anha is sinking its teeth into the games 
market and also taking a first educational 
venture with Trio, a suite of three learning 
games by Reid Baird aimed at younger 
children. 

In Sam Goes Shopping the child has to 
go to the correct on-screen shop and the 
correct department within it to find a cer-
tain item - a handbrush or a singing bird or 
a plump haggis or a clockwork train. 

The task is more than child's play: the 
instant the instruction screen cleared and I 
found myself wandering in a streetful of 
shops, I forgot what I was supposed to be 
shopping for! 

Only the cursor keys or joystick are 

needed to play the game, other than the 
spacebar to clear the title page. Instructions 
appear on screen to remind you of this if 
you don't do anything after a time. 

Children from about age three up will 
be able to play, since they are not asked to 
type letters or words, but they will need 
someone to read the item required and the 
shop's signboards - though after a while 
the graphics will be enough to identify the 
butcher from the baker. The youngest chil-
dren will learn which shops are likely to 
sell the item they want. 

The pictures of some items within the 
shops are rather crude. I thought I was 
buying a 'juicy apple' according to my 
shopping list. 'Bad luck,' said the screen, 
'you have just bought a red capsicum'. 
(How many adults, let alone children, 
would call a red pepper that? There are a 
few other obscure items, such as a Batten-
burg cake.) 

Guide Sam to the right item and the 
screen says, 'Well done, all correct!' Then 
comes a bigger challenge: a shopping list 
with two items. They must be bought in the 
order given. 1 could never remember the 
rest of the list after finding my way to the 
first typical, says my wife. I never made it 
to level 3. 

Computer Snap was my favourite on 
the Trio package. The colourful graphics -
Humpty Dumpty, witch on a broom, lightn-
ing flashing - were charming. 

There is no reading or writing invol-
ved in the game, and only one key to press 

when pictures match, as in the popular card 
game. So even two year-olds can play, 
without needing even the dexterity to 
manipulate cards. 

One player can compete against the 
computer or against a second player. 

Tables Test, the second program 
on Trio, is self-explanatory reinforcement 
stuff that a youngster could carry on using 
occasionally up to age 10 or 12. 

The child selects the 9x table, for 
example, using the cursor keys and then 
chooses speed: snail, hare, car, airplane or 
lightning (I liked the pictures). An insistent 
alarm-clock jumps up and down if the time 
runs out. 

Type the correct answer (on numeric 
keypad or main keyboard) and a happy 
disco-kid presents an apple; otherwise it's 
a skull from a scary goblin. 

One criticism is that correct answers 
are not given if a wrong answer is typed. 

All three programs are written largely 
in Basic, which has both advantages and 
drawbacks. It should be possible to alter 
data lists to suit your household name for 
red peppers; on the other hand a child 
could press Escape and crash the program. 

All three have music throughout, like a 
miniature fairground organ, with various 
other electronic sound-effects. 

P L A V E R i P L A V E R 8 
O 0 3 O S C O R E S E E O V E 

X 3 3 6 

C A R D S I N H A N D S 

L E U E L JL 
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SPECIAL 

F i r s t S t e p s w i t h t h e 
IVIr M e n 

Mirrorsoft. £8.95 cass. CPC464 

Mr Greedy does not stop with one ice-
cream, but they become harder to get: 
more and more walls appear in the room 
and he has to be navigated round them. 

The booklet doesn't tell you to reset 
the computer (Control-Shift-Escape all tog-
ether) before you can load the following 
program without a 'memory full' error. 

H e r e 6c T h e r e w i t h t h e 
M r M e n 

Mirrarsoft, £7.95 cass. CPC464. joystick or keys 

This time Mr Tickle and Mr Grumpy pract-
ice left and right thinking ahead for 
simple route planning is the theme. 

The object of the first game, Mr 
Tickle's Jigsaw Puzzle, is to line up door-
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In all these Mr Men games, various 
keys allow restarting the game, turning 
sound on and off (the tunes are hardly 
symphonic) or changing the background 
colour. 

A nuisancc in the packaging is that the 
booklet does not fit inside with the cassette. 
It has to be removed from the outer plastic 
sleeve - rather awkward. Loading and 
playing instructions seem to be missing 
until you think of removing the outer jacket 
and reading the back of it. 

The cassette is labelled 'CPC464' 
although the outer package says T o r use 
on Amstrad' without specifying. It would 
not load it on our 6128; we did riot have a 
tape-decked 664 to try it on. 

Mr Silly is being sensible in the second 
program and has gone shopping for a hat. 
He says (pictorially) (he style and colour he 
wants to try on. Cursor keys move a mar-
ker along the shelves and the Copy key 
with a Mr Clever sticker - selects. What 
silly thing does he do when he tries on the 
next hat? 

The third program was my favourite - 1 
especially identified with Mr Forgetful who 
tidies things up into good places and then 
can't remember where. 

Mr F has installed a dozen wardrobes 
in his room: six along one wall, six facing. 
He puts a left shoe in a left-hand wardrobe 
and the right shoe in a wardrobe on the 
other side. How organized! He does the 
same with socks, boots, mittens, skates and 
slippers. But oh, no, what is where? 

He must go back and forth across the 
room (by means of the cursor keys), loo-
king inside wardrobes. The trouble is that 
they stay open only if he finds two things to 
match. He somehow has to remember 
where he saw the first sock when he finds a 
second. 

Everything has muddled itself into new 
wardrobes if you play the game again. 

A variation on the game puts alphabet 
letters instead of clothing in the wardrobes. 
An adult can specify a subset of letters and 
make it fun for a child to learn a few at a 
time. 

ways and move pieces to build up a com-
plete picture of Mr Tickle. 

In the second game, Mr Tickle tries to 
cheer up Mr Grumpy, who doesn't want to 
be cheered up. Mr T's arm can stretch 
longer and longer to reach through door-
ways to where Mr G is hiding- Sometimes 
he tries to block up the doorways with 
chairs. Mr Tickle's arm can b e made to 
bounce off wails, chairs, Mr G or even 
itself. 

Richard Boulton's charming story booklet 
sets up four games with the Mr Men. Even a 
very young child can play, since no read-
ing or writing is involved. It's good pract-
ice with the ideas of left and right, which 
even many adults find troublesome. 

In the first, Mr Greedy has to be direc-
ted to a luscious ice-cream hiding in a 
corner of the room. Only the cursor keys 
are needed, and colour-coded stickers of 
Mr Clever pointing various ways are pro-
vided (though I don't know how long they 
would last - presumably you'd be taking 
them off to use the computer for other jobs). 
Mr Clever's colours match the colours of 
the walls on screen (not much help on a 
monochrome monitor, but not essential.) 

Instructions can be given a stop & a 
time, using the cursor and Return keys, or 
planned out a whole list at a time. 

Mr Lazy, in the third game, is snoo2mg 
under an apple tree. He tries to instructs 
friendly worm to crawl along the correct 
branches and drop a juicy apple for h i ^ t b 
eat. 

A gang of four Mr Men in the last game 
tries to stop Mr Tickle from ^ m ^ ^ S ^ i 
checkerboard-like game. M '"W.W&M 

mm M 
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

All CPCs, cass only 
Melbourne House £14.95 

This latest Melbourne House utility is a real oddity, and no two 
ways about it. It's a monitor a tool for debugging machine 
code programs - and there's nothing unusual about that. The 
point is, however, that it's just a monitor: nothing more. 

If you want to program in machine code, you really need an 
assembler. This enables you to write your program in easy-to-
learn assembly language rather than the completely unmemor-
able hexadecimal numbers that make up machine code itself. 
There are many assemblers available for the Arnold, and 
they're mostly around the £15 mark in their cassette versions. 

Once you've got the hang of programming in assembly 
language and started writing lengthy, complex programs, 
you'll start to find some unpleasant bugs cropping up. Unlike 
Basic, you'll have no error messages to help you and the escape 
key is unlikely to stop your program. Worse still, bug-ridden 
machine code programs tend to go beserk, often destroying all 
evidence of what the problem actually was in the first place. 

It's this kind of problem that monitors are intended to help 
you solve. They're so called because they let you 'monitor' the 
running of your program and (hopefully) stop it just as things 
start to go wrong. That way you can see what you've done 
wrong, kick yourself for your own stupidity and then put your 
program right. Sounds useful, does it? Sounds like every 
Arnold-owning machine code programmer is going to rush out 
and buy Breakpoint? Well actually, they aren't. 

If you've got an assembler you're not going to bother 
buying a monitor, for the simple reason that you've already got 
one. As a general rule, assemblers and monitors are sold 
together as an 'assembly language programming system' or 
similar. I'll stick my neck out here and say that I can't think of 
one assembler commercially available for the Arnold that 
doesn't come with some sort of monitor. 

A monitor is considerably less useful than an assembler, 
and of very little use on its own. Clearly Breakpoint would need 
to be quite remarkable to sell under these circumstances. 
Equally clearly, I'm afraid, it isn't. 

In use it's a fairly ordinary single-step/breakpoint monitor. 
You can run your program one instruction at a time, you can run 
it slowly while keeping an eye on it, or you can set it off at full 
speed with a breakpoint to stop it at some crucial moment. 
Breakpoint can also show you areas of memory and allow you to 
make small modifications to it. You can search memory for 
particular numbers, you can save chunks of code to tape or 
disk. All functions are controlled by two-letter commands, 
entered at the command line. 

All very well, and what it does it does proficently, but that is 
what you would expect from any such package, and with most 
you would get an assembler as well. Considering that Laser 
Genius, reviewed in our July issue, offers a better monitor and 
an assembler for the same price, Breakpoint cannot be said to 
offer value for money. The sample reviewed was pre-
production, though the manual was very reasonable, but unless 
Melbourne House add an assembler on production versions we 
cannot recommend it. • 

G O O D N E W S 
• It works, and is both competent 
and thorough. 

B A D N E W S 
• Buy Laser Genius and you get a 
better monitor and an assembler 
thrown in for the same price. 
• Not relocatable in memory. 

you 
reading 
the 
WRONG 
MAGAZINE? 

8000 
PLUS 
T H E M A (3 A Z I N t F - O R T H E 

AMSTRAD 
F» C W 8 2 5 B - a s 1 2 

If you ever use an 8000-series Amstrad - or know 
anyone who does - 8000 PLUS is the magazine to 
remember. 

Issue 1 had a rapturous reception. 

Issue 2 is out Thursday, October 16th. It's even better. 
As well as an avalanche of exclusive tips for PCW 
owners, there's the most detailed review yet of the 
new Amstrad PC 1512 

ake sure your newsagent reserves a copy. 
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WORTH FIGHTING FOR/ 

ONE MAN 
WAR MACHINE 

You are Rogue Trooper, 2000 AD's one-man 
war machine - the last Genetic Infantryman on 
Nu Earth. All around you an eternal and bloody 
war is raging! Step into Rogue's boots and track 
down the traitor who destroyed your comrades 
and rescue them from their electronic graves. 

Spectrum • Commodore • Amstrad • £9.95 

STRIKE FORCE 
COBRfi 

Lead the toughest commando squad of all 
time in a desperate battle to save the World. 
Fight your way through the Enemy's 
labrynthine fortress, rescue the hostages 
and destroy the vital computer complex 
on which the Enemy's power depends. 
Time is running out. The countdown to 
destruction has begun. 

Spectrum • Commodore • Amstrad • £9.95 

Ava i lab le f rom your local stockist or, in case of difficulty, -
from Richard Bason, P i ranha , 4 Little Essex Street, London WC2R 3LF % 
Tel: 01-836 6633 



SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

• I 
THE O C P ART STUDIO 
Rainbird (01-240 8838), CPC 6128 disk only, £19.95 

If you want to buy an art package for your Arnold, you'll 
f ind you're spoilt for choice. Under Ihe circumstances any 
new system needs to be something really special if it's 
going to survive. Rainbird has just released Art Studio 
for the 6128 and special is ccrtainly the word for it. 

Two things struck me immediately about the package: first 
that it works only in Arnold's two- or four-colour modes (modes 
1 and 2) rather than the more normal multi-colour mode 0. and 
second that it is strongly inspired by the Apple Macintosh and 
similar WIMP (Window, Icon. Mouse. Pull-down menu) systems. 

How you feel about the first of these is very much a matter 
cf taste - I can't say I miss mode 0 myself, but it does soom an 
odd omission. As for Art Studio being WIMP-inspired, that's 
pretty common these days. The difference here is that where 
most packages aim to look like the Macintosh, Art Studio sets 
out to perform like it - and to a considerable extent it succeeds. 

PROTECTION 
The first thing you'll notice about the system is the Lenslok 
protection it uses. I've had my rant in the past about honest 
users being saddled with cumbersome protection systems, ana 
I d certainly call Lenslok cumbersome but m this case there is 
a reason for it. 

Rainbird doesn't try to stop you from making copies of Art 
Studio; in fact, the publisher helps you. There's a feature which 
allows you to save a 'customised' version of the program to 
disk, so normal copy-protection is clearly not going to work. 
Given that the program is easily usable without the manual. 
Lenslok is the only alternative to actually trusting people. 

SELECTING PULL-DOWNS 
Oncc you've got past the protection system to the program 
itself, you're presented with the usual blank screen. There's a 
series of options runs across the top of the screen, and a small 
"arrow' pointer. You can move the pointer around using cursor 
keys, joystick, or even a mouse if you're lucky enough to have 
one. 

To select one of the options just move the pointer to it and 
press sclcct ' . (That's the space bar on the keyboard or the fire 
button on the joystick.) Selecting an option produces a pull-
down menu a list of further options which overlays part of the 
screen like a roller wilidpwblind. Choosing one of the options 
on a pull-down works the same way: move the pointer to it, 
press 'select' and there you are. 

PAINTING AND SHAPES 
The first options you're likely to be interested in are Paint and 
Shapes. Between them these offer you all the main features 
you'll need to create your pictures. 

The Paint pull-down provides the three main tools - pen. 
brush and spraycan in a variety of different shapes and sizes. 
On selecting pen, for example, you'll get another pull-down 
panel demonstrating the sixteen different shapes of pen avail-
able. Just move the pointer to the appropriate shape, press 
'select' and you're in pen mode. Move the pointer onto the 
drawing area and it turns from a little arrow to a little pencil. 
Hold 'select' down, move this pencil pointer ana you'll draw a 
line. 

The brush and spraycan options work in the same way, but 
with brush- and spraycan-shaped pointers instead of the little 
pencil shape. These different-shaped pointers are meant to 
remind you which drawing or painting mode you're in, and like 
pull downs they make the program very easy to learn without 
the use of the manual. 

Although the available ranges of pen shapes and spray 
patterns are both fixed, you can alter the selection of brushes to 
suit your needs using the edit brush option on the Paint pull-
down. Choosing this option gives you a brush-editing menu 
where you can alter the pattern of dots that forms each brush. 
This comes in two stages, the data and the mask. Put simply, the 
mask defines how much of the background the brush wipes out 
and the data defines how much new colour the brush applies. 

The Shapes pull-down allows you to 'rubber-band' straight 
lines, triangles and rectangles. You can also draw circles and 
plot individual points. 

FILL AND UNDO 
Once you've created a drawing with Paint and Shape you can 
flesh it out a bit with the different options from the Fill pull-
down. There are two main types of fill available: solid and over. 
Solid fill works on an area of one colour and stops at the edges 
of that area. With overfill you outline an area with (say) blue ana 
any colour inside is changed to blue. For most purposes you'll 
want to use a solid fill. 

As well as filling with flat colour, you can solid-fill an area 
with one of 32 different textures. The predefined textures 
include grids, fine checks and wavy-lines, but if you can t find 
the one you want you can define one of your own using edit 
texture. 

Over is the riskier proposition, but either kind of fill can 
'escape' through the tiniest of gaps. Fortunately there is a way 
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of reversing a fill or any other kind of drawing operation that 
goes wrong. Of the various options across the top of the screen 
only one works immediately rather than offering you a pull-
down of further choices. That option is Undo. 

The extra memory on the 6128 allows for certain luxuries, 
and Undo is one of them. Instead of keeping just one copy of 
your picture in memory the way most art programs do the 
copy you're working on, that is - Art Srudio keeps a spare one 
as well. Every time you switch drawing mode or perform some 
similar operation. Art Studio brings the spare copy up to date. 

This means that when you're halfway through performing a 
series of fills or whatever, Art Studio still knows what your 
picture looked like before you started filling. When you select 
Undo, the program restores your working copy to the same 
state as the spare. 

This spare copy of your picture isn't used just for Undo. It 
also makes possible the ivasii texture option on the Fill pull-
down. This remarkable feature takes ail the changes you've just 
made to the picture all the things that Undo would undo - and 
fills them with texture. Tliis effectively allows you to paint, spray 
and draw with textures rather than solid colours. While you 
can't actually see the effect until you've selected tvasA texture, it 
remains a very powerful technique. 

Print : F n e : Palette $ PaiM' 
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A COLOUR TV FOR £78! 
FACT NOT FICTION. THANKS TO SCREENS ENGINEERS 

AMSTRAD COLOUR MONITOR OWNERS CAN HAVE A TOP 

QUALITY COLOUR TV FACILITY THROUGH THE 

SCREENVISION TV AND VIDEO TUNER ! 

P & 8 
w 

w 

m 

SIMPLY PLUG IN YOUR MONITOR NO VODIFICATIONS. ALTERATIONS OR SPECIAL CABLES NEEDED AND YOUR MONITOR 
HAS DUAL PURPOSE AS A DEDICATED COMPUTER MONITOR AND FULL COLOUR TELEVISION !! 

• SUPER SLIM MODIFIED TV-VIDEO TUNER OF MOST MODERN DESIGN & SPECIFICATIONS 

• BUILT IN AUDIO AND COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT 

• PUSH BUTTON CHANNEL SELECTION * CRISP CLEAR PICTURES ON ALL CHANNELS (SUBJECTTOreopikhiAMAJ 

• LED STATUS INDICATOR * ISOLATED 240V AC POWER FOR COMPLETE SAFETY 

• SEPARATE CONTROLS FOR BRIGHTNESS, COLOUR & VOLUME * ON-OFF SWITCH 

SEE THE AMAZING SCREENVISION AT SCREENS TODAY 

HOW TO ORDER 
PERSOWAL CALLERS WELCOME MOXOAY-SATUHOAYWIMFM 

EAHLY CLOS1WO WEDNESDAYS, OPPOSITE MOOR PARK 
UNDERGROUND ST ATKM COFFEE ALWAYS MOT 

TELEPHONE OUOTMG CREtXT CARD NUU3ER FOR FAS' DISPATCH 
WRITTEN ORDERS WITH PAYMENT PVEA5E ALLOW 14 DAYS DELIVER* 
DClWtRY OROEPS BELOW DOT ADD t400 OVER CJOO ADD tS 

PLEASE AD015* VALUE ADDED TAX TOQUOTED PRICES 
ALL OFFERS SUBJtCT TO AVA1ABILITY 

SCREENS MICROCOMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS 
MAIN AVENUE, MOOR PARK, 
TELEPHONE: 09274 20527 
FACSIMILE: 0923 40402 

NORTHWOOD, MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND 
TELEX: 923574 ALACOLG 

PRESTEL: 927420664 
TRAOS. EXPORT AND BULK Of tDER ENQUIRIES WELCOME f£l FPhONE . * I 2C664 ^OR OE TAILS 
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Ahoy there you scurvy eyed 
scrawny sons of sea dogs., 
you'll soon get a chance to 
hoist that spinnaker and 

challenge those lager 
swilling Aussie dingos for 

the greatest sailing 
trophy of all... 

SHEKHANA COMPUTER SERVICES 

R-R.P 

EXOLCOING FIST 11—02 9.95 
o w o 7,95 
ORAGON3 LAIR—D1 J9.9S 
CITY SLICKER—D2 8.95 
PAPER BOY 02 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT—04 

A .95 
.14.95 

DANDARE D2 -. 9.95 
NEMESIS—02 8.95 
4tfi PROTOCOL 
KNIGHT RIOER 8.95 
MUSIC BOX. - ... ... - 14.95 
E L I ' E C« 14 95 
WINTER GAMES—02 9.95 
JACK THE NIPPER—02 i 95 
NEXUS—02 - .9.95 
AFTER SHOCK—02... 
MINI OFFICE 1_ 5.95 
SCRA93LE—D2 9.95 
MWI OFFICE 1I—D4 14.95 
LAZER BASIC—04 — 
STARSTRIKE 11—02. 

14.95 
. .9.95 

HIJACK 02 9 99 
GHOSTBUSTEFtS—D2 
SHOCKWAY PJDER 3.95 
SHAOUNS ROAO — 02 
BOBBY BEARING -D2..._ 

9.95 9 95 
AZMUTH (HEAD ALIGN) • 95 
MIAMI VICE 1 95 
THEATRE EUROPE. 9 95 
HI3HLANCER . . . . A 95 
• SPACE HARRIER—02. t 95 
• SCOCSY DOO—D2 
REVOLUTION D2 9 95 

8 95 
UFRrFNAQY 9 95 
TUJ4D 8.95 
OOP f v p .... ...A.95 
PAC'.P«C—02 - - 9.95 
MONOPOLY—02 .9 95 
STRIKE FORCE COBRA 9 95 
?SI—$ TRADING _...9.95 
SILENT SERVICE .9 95 

CY8EHUN 9.95 7.50 PRICB GALVAN £.95 6.95 
7-50 UZEP . 0 6 N I U S - 0 4 14.95 12,35 
3 8 5 GrT DEXTER • 02 9.95 7.50 

ICON JON—D2 — 6.75 
6 S5 KNIGHT GAMES—0' 1.95 6.75 
*•*> KOMMISGOLF -4.95 8.95 

12.95 saTMAN-02 i.95 6.75 
7.50 FOOTBALLER 0= THE YEAR-D2 9 99 7.50 
6-75 1942—02 S 95 6.75 

12.95 SPI7FIF.E40 -02 .9 95 7.50 
6.95 UGI-TFORCE B 95 6.95 

11.95 DESERT FOX 02 _ 9 95 7.95 
12.95 LEADER BOARC—C2 9 95 7.95 
7-50 COMMANDO 86-02 . . - _ £ 95 6.75 
7 M FIGHTER PILOT—D* 6.95 6 . 7 5 
7.95 IKARI WAR^OR—D2 8 95 6.75 
7.50 STAR T3EK—02 9.95 7.50 
4-99 CAR< SEPTRE—02 9 95 7 50 
7-50 INFOOROC—02 9.95 7.50 

12.95 VERACRUZ—02 - 9.95 7.50 
12.95 JO^NVY B i 5 M—02 &.9S 7.50 
7-50 POWER PLAY—02 9.95 7.50 
7-50 THE U U S C SVST£M—04 15.95 13.95 
8-50 « x JOYSTICK 12.99 
« 75 COMP-CN PRO 5000 JOYSTICK. 14.95 
7.50 :. A" EX M:CRO STICK JOYSTICK _ .. 14.95 
7 50 ADVANCE MUSIC S Y S T E M , 29.95 28.95 
7.50 THE WlRAOE MAKER 49.95 47.50 
< 95 WASTERFILE 111 39.95 34.95 
7 50 HITCHHIKERS—<128 OR PCW 24 95 
6.75 PYRAOFV 29.95 2« 95 
6 75 DISC WIZARD— ....... 39.95 35 50 
5 75 AMDRLU 34,95 32.95 
7.95 ESP LlGHTPEN—PCW 79.95 69.95 
8.75 FAIRLK3KT—PCW 14.95 12.95 
7.95 BATMAN PCW , ._14 95 12,95 
8.95 C D O X © 12.95 10.95 
6 .75 IORO OF THE RINGS—PCW - 24.95 22,50 
7.50 JEWELS C= DARKNESS-PCW -.19 95 17.95 
7.50 TOMAHAWK—PCW. 19 95 17.50 
7.50 NFOCCMTITLES FOR 61231 PCWTfTLES 
7.50 AVAILABLE AT C24.95 EACH 24 95 
7.50 HNT BOOK FOR NFOCCM GAMES 9.95 

I— DKDISK VERSION AVAILABLE D1*ATC11.85, D2=rATC12B5, 03. ATS14J5. D4*ATE17.50. 
Spedtl oMer white «toek« last T disks box o*10 only r38 00. Inc P*-P. 

FORMAILOROER CHQ.VO PAYABLE TO 
SCS (A.A11)P.0.60X3SM LONDON N156JL TCIEMONE 01-8003156. 

P,P INCLUDED IN UK CUftOPEADDCI It-H tAPt ELSEWHERE AT COST SAE FOHfULL t « 7 
II you would liko to pldi up y our dl •count vofhvare pifiw bring along mis advwt lo: 

S.C $. UNIT 5 221 TOTTtWAM COURT ROAD. LONDON W1R 9AF. 
I NEAROOOlXih 3I T JOE STN) OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 10 00 AM 18 00 PM 
ACCESS AND VISA HOT UNE PLEASE RING 01-63146?7 Oft 01 «»4ai3 

C REOITC ARD OWNERS DESPATCH* D S AME D AY - SUB JECT TO AVAILABILITY.• HtWHtUAHi. 
subject to nt i t as f fnoMSonwAoe mouse please fi.nn locoNrinm availaahity 
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Windowing needn't involve moving an area of the screen 
around. The swap inks and change ink options allow you to alter 
the colours of a windowed area, and are particularly powerful 
for creating special effects. 

Everything possible is done to reduce the effort needed in 
defining windows. You can define the whole screen as a 
window simply b y selecting whole screen from the pull-down, 
or redefine the previous window using last window. If you want 
to make several copies of the same thing you can set the 
copying mode to 'multiple'. This means that Art Studio automati-
cally redefines the last window after each operation on it, 
cutting in half the amount of selection you have to do. 

FINISHING TOUCHES ^ ^ 
The file-handling and printer-dump options show ^ 
the thoroughness and ease of use characteristic ^ H 
of the program as a whole, rhe printer option A 
is particularly well thought out, with just ^ H ^ ^ r 
about every feature you could ask for to cope ^ ^ K f l F A 
with the quirks of different printers. M 

The manual is excellent, though you ^ H H f l r m 
probably won't find you n e e d to refer to it ^ ^ B ^ V m 
all that often. For most people its chief ^ H ^ V M . 
function will b e to point out all the a A 
many excellent features which you M M 
could otherwise easily miss. The ^ V M M 
program is so natural and self-explan- m J f f e 
atory that you can work out most of A j j V m M ^ A 
the main features just b y sitting down m ^Ij j jg^ 
and using it. ^ H j ^ V M ^ ^ 

VERDICT ^ 
Of all the many art packages available for the Arnold, this has to 
b e the best . The only real shortcomings are the lack of a mode-0 
facility and the need for a 128K system; Lenslok is an additional 
annoyance. These are far outweighed in my book b y the 
enormous power, ease of use and attention to detail which are 
visible in e v e r y aspect of the system. 

While Art Studio is easy to operate from the keyboard - you 
can even define your own keys if you like - or a joystick, 
plugging in an AMX or Kempston Mouse turns it into an absolute 
joy. An awful lot of packages use icons and pull-downs just to b e 
fashionable but Art Studio makes them earn their keep . 

If you're after an art package that feels natural, gives good 
results quickly and that you won't outgrow, Art Studio must b e 
the one. 

B A D N E W S 
• No mode 0. so you can only use 
four colours at once, 
• 664 owners will Mad 64K of 
add-on BAM, and 464 owners will 
need a disk-drive too. K 
• Lenslok csn be annoying. 
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UNIT 14, WHITE HILL HOUSE, 6 UNION STREET, LUTON, BEDS LU1 3AN 
T H E U T I L I T Y P E O P L E TEL(0582)411686 

FOR YOUR AMSTRAD 464/664/6128 

C7.95 £11.95 1 

TRANSMAT CASS DISC \ 

Easy lap? io 6 so if orolo r. I hs prote jslcrely u x d and tcspccicd 
uii£,• tassel :tie suindi-c n la^ j to d l-unsfertat v'hGrt all* r d V-. 
mi-ur l i * Haled hfifty by itx- cctrojier pntss. 

Tr.lismnfr. many t'oalLrns irdacc - Easy ojafrai en* Aulaof 
n;n aj(o iro:68 • nelscaicr ro'pro-j'aTS wtikfc cwwrcs i -wdcc 
area • F/asc • Calateg l i t ; : • Rc-iamc • Disc header te-jdsr • Seed user 
a<ea • A o< 6dr iWfcing • Trnnsmais ilscH. 
Also ai'alfab e on ROM only Cl 995. 

CI 7.50 
<222) 

8 B I T P R I N T E R P O R T 
AfullBU'Prir.terP.vtot<air«switnns<>.Jf0i0» Ti at,imnly connects 
between tli»»wn(l8fC(>."ftandthOBfinieriead.»'50i'i'?-'«ift'><'c3lonii 
recsssi'v V. - - 'i8bl» thfOianr In ti.-.vr Hull gtaptiiSBOOMi Olllt '35. 
cd i na t ec tta'Wer Wis. atr 

FIDO 
a 1.9$ 
DISC 

AgS'ieta' fliscorqamsovI'youtarrwei Niid'tWpKXjMr'i^.u 
war". '.•itfiiFIDOiyCii.r ans»Cf.lts manyAjsturswil jllowyOuK 
comp«->-y ' j i ga i ' i ^ ^ l y d " ' w H i v s a n r r>snp<_ asethtmui-irja 
ipK'allyOrs-a'-rd'mmvafi listsircnu CrrvcndBCCan8tuiecp!02C© 
•lnc.icri ' . lyjp'oanrs "ull<SiSCutllily?'C>"On -secur iv password syster-i 
I to Pf«c-s ycs.«:ali38J*.> • Separate progmms runner • 7/ ill search ai 0 -jl 
•$<•1 nioaipnaBctJcalcrce" Piinltnuiit-Ciii-Firrds^cc'ssace-Very 
S-ipleiouso• Well jptoPriue': I 'M* I • <jlisl5<irt»'ft5 

NOV-' ON R O M Q D D J O B 
S-ILLTMEQESTOISCUni TV PACKAGE. 

- C)2.9$ C19.9S 
. O'SC ROM 

ACCirpVvdscUility wIh aliih^ programs YOU have oUusySU 
waited altoj^ttser ncnMm;»iirpjaekapS.AttiaJ<tf3a*et disc 
(pjtMuscd. 
Ji,ifV<>V at .svro st me feature*. 
• Aoomfctele director wih .vnchy::iica'ie>.airiie;,'fl<lisc 
difivjivy and nasi yatlfcf lh« conisms 
• R eschar iwnsnd progralnt. 
• I Ids pioara'nsfrco-i th<- circdo-y 
• A con-pf. a sccto- ssiicf 10 exar i r * an ior i i c r Hie obrrieflts i f 
files in HEX <y ASCII 
• Mapo-J!yets d.-scanc locale wherotfcs arcor i lhedyj. 
• Prevent programs f-=m acidci U ly LwiXl fr'Med 
• An mclige rrt dsc CCfi*4 thai cat copy I ho so d.amaRedlKo 
Stnr.rtvd scriwr. co a s ••fa<s n- iwin-diwvi system 
• Formal h ha* I f * litre co eilher d'ive. •Jyal t<y 5 ?r> wiccrd 
cm-es 
• Iranslaryojr i'.ileijs>-Jt>'tyi>"nf.vi«svoriclscon:at<»3eia 
retteiTl «ip«rsi.<» osc scacc. 
• hic--eaS9 thi? Cl y u r disc drive sy 43 lo 20% 
• l ead n j list p-cte<JM 5A5IH r^^Qrams 
• Al ov i . ^mns are sLpo*dcoel5CCXl8S?-=aralo holprnoiw 
• SimpJc lo use 1 rjundwn. 
• fAskftst.il u v ol the cisc cyrrt- A to A. A JO 8 . 8 l o A, ctc 
• Corpslfele » r K - 1 AMSTftAD CPC corpuerS. 

Ail rn i for the IncreS Die prlcc ol Cl 2.95 on disc only 
ODSXXJfj .-5 (K.ia'a'-.uy tp$ratieti—tft VfcV,*> av lie wrwif 

A's #-Kf f yoi.' nV'.l -'Cf.A'n '.no disc 
HOW'AROM VERSI0MCDIV08 AV AIL AeLE - Cl 9.95. 

IF YOU HAVE ANY DIFFICULTY OBTAINING OUR PROGRAMS PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM BELOW 

ORDER FORM 
A)p,fcesvK-\.yyt VATeocffSf. rO'rutyxtatMS!pcrMc Fc A.>sgMivasia'Cf <P "•< nfai'i bQposfiWff. fiVC 't.'l KAIL CCH Ac Maotw.wev ' • £?. :c 
f:\JBOZVt Qb££iccc&*j>» $m«<n 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

JBAN9HA7 
SYS X 
PRIDE POINTER PORT 
SPjRIL 
F l t o 
PRINTER PACII 
SUPER SPRITF 
3CRIPT0R 
ODDJOO 
A D C L A 8 S 

a. 93 
CASS 

A D D L A B S 
Creeieyj t r cm" p'olnss orally lir shsdtrM&ii«h l̂«.w th ih i v i p ^ ' 
p'ogram sup>ylii>ij wilh 50ban« adr'ess lst<<!( li>- mo« nr -lla-ji 

£5.95 I 

SPIRIT c-^ss I 
Tfte pc.-lcct SC'/ai software o-.-nplnmeil to Transrai lc< t'OSJ 
Mrj^ijcJjsatya n corrputin^-Spft c««r» »l «t« tfifl-s yoo rccd ir. 
cnc eca -omi i lo irarsinr ihasc oet!L<re heddereiM 
Croorirrsontodiŝ . 

I o use Sr..-r you r/; cd a d<iS3SS9trtr.3 -aiC wire 
kriA'/'rtdsfcl machine code 

CASS OiSC PRINTER PAC II 
I h«screenoopier. InecotrolelBSruiWi.•IOffl103tpOCyW(Xlirr»ir<« 
nr -lers mcludinp'.leDVP30K3 • ' j l l yr'Jtrjr.iLTa aliaO "tf-fu1 sat 
diiir«>s-vars£>l;bj'i'croplioinlorelea5«rVitJaimyL,.f •IW.Oui'ipt-all <iC«J«-alftr»atOf 

.£7.95 fJJ.f tS 
CASS 01SC SUPER SPRITE 

CrcSie la?" mc/lrig on mated ua't « sstiily 
An cxlrcrrely psaw •!<,! '.wsalOa ce cl sc l lw i^ hi a (hr: Ivc 

S'JPER SPRITE is a meou d'i>v . .s r iSy program wnich w II 
o!l2ry3uhcosol«i>>yn'«nldasl9i»3yojr«wA«r i , ')l99 ndi.dadisa 
derro lo sicw yc. ihc i x i i vs l rtdJignr® ar«d v/'ilha own 
awmal*>d8clt'Aam. Thcccnsk-lp n)lruclt9iihft0h{|f/C50xan-p<M0< 
how to ctvale .-ind rii invtS r̂ li>- you: awi p-ocemmltg. 

_;Ce.95 £ '0 .55 
'C-4SS DISC 

S C R I P T O R 
Ar MMI t ia l software utility lh« f:MP-J Afrsfad r ' r : c -
SCRIPTOR oK-sri-6 (fcrtinnlxc character tsnls ; h w 

• r juns i ie • italics • ic • a ' j • 
rcnlajni OESCRIBF * .'wira ya. :: .. .» darecterj 

. £ ;0 .95 
c^ss o/sc SYS X 

ArtflSX pn>3'ATi otiorrvj rxtt M n X Bswc ayrmands l&- yco-
Amslrad A n r ^ - A ' . ^ ^ ^ - y - ^ ; - c 

WHY WAIT AGES FOR PROGRAMS TO LOAD 
GET YOUR TAPE SOFTWARE ONTO DISC 

GOLDMARK SYSTEMS 
5 : COMET ROAD. HATFIELD, HEREFORDSHIRE ALlOOSr 

Toleohone: 1.070721 7 529 
Our aim, here a l GCIDNARK, *o provioe the solutions lond o help line) to f ronsfe ' your lap«-bo ied soHwore t od iK . Moi- or our - n - r q . •< ' "o use of TRANS.'AAT, a Tap® >o Doc Con»»rsior program by P'ide 
Utilities. These convenor rojt ines are called Tit's - "TRANSMAT INFOR/^ATION EXCHANGE Sheets". Ea<h n u e o i TIE conto.- i g : 2 toJj ' iors. Tie's were iniriolly 5>i»blith«a by Pride at the beginni-»gof IV85 
GO'^DMARK took over from Pride in Apri l 1986 b«cau«c many more AmstroH owners were bvyir-3 lh«ir first disc dr-ve •>• p y sd i ^ ' o o s l 23 rroking it more imoerot .vethot lney should r n « m oil l l i« h«lp th«y 
require to tronsfer 'heir softwore to dilC, NONE OF OUR PRODUCTS SHOULD BE USED TO INFRINGE COPV^lGHT iawS 
We hoc* produced a lorqe "professional" Taps to Disc Solution 6oo< {THE GOLDMAR* BOOK|, -h .ch .rxludes o<- rorvfa.is ever IOC solutions irnorporot ing TIE's I through lo 6. Pur<hos ng THE GOIDMARK 
BOO< entirles you *o um> tli« H£lP UNE. We ore a:so produf.ng TIE sheets every month (number 6 was p v b i-»- • A;. GOIDMARK BOOK and th« TIE sheets ore no« slopled photiXOfVM bijl are professionally 
produced. Both THE GOIDMARK BOOK and TIE <on be purchased indiv iduaiy. However. o- •• • • •«. m«mh«rsniD of the GOIDMARK CLUB. 

By joining THE GOIDMARK ClUB you will receive THE GOLDMARK BOOK toa«»h«r with our N£WSlET" r " t ^ - . i a i a oil " E if»«t» and newsletters as they ore published «orh month up to and inc u d i n g M o r t h 1987, Yog 
w ulso '««i ivf l FOUR f 'ee Utilities dorinf l your membership, large inductions on our rong* ot jotf«are - z - a - o - t 3 of course use of the HELP UNE O v m«mh«r&hipyear is from Cl/04/86>o ,'03/87. Regardlessof 
when you join you Will receive nil that has been ssued since Apr i l '986. Your r o r s w then t e o d d e r to "he Go dmork CHio moiling list until Morcti 1987. (Purchasers of TIE's 1 to 4, THE PSIDE BOOK, or THE GOLDMARK 
8OOK can do im o C2.00 discount - ask for detoilt). 

Goldmcrk also offers o TAPE-TO-DISC TRANSFER SERVICE tha* wos ' h * r iSS" prc'es-.-o-ol s-r» c-.« which our competitors nr<i still trying to copy. If we connot transfer it • no one else ton We con of fe* STAR 
WA:CHeR(SOFT 915), ENTREPRENEUR. LORD OF THE SINGS. HOME BUDGET.SO*' ' 19 3 - 3 -nony. man, more os port of this service. Send us your originol fmsottc. ona irstructions. We w.ll retu-n the instructions t>jt 
<ossett«s arc retaineo by us fot legal reasons. 
SPEED-TRANS is a ulrlily sp«Cifi<oly dnugned fo trons'er snos* c o s r o m ; p r o - r c - o ->»'- 3PEEDLCCK. Among those >t wil l transfer ore Batman, Jet Set Wil y, Rombc, Scrabble, la id . Winter Gorp«i, Nomaa, Y e Are Kung 
Fu etc. This utility is TRANSMATTABIE to disc. 
VIEWTEXT. This utility (written by Pride and or.y ova i loc ' - i tow - . I oliow yov 'o 'hn text contained in bfhory fi let. His particularly useful for programs thai require posswords ctc. to p a y the game (e.g. Hockerond 
olher adventure «omes) This utSity is TfiANSMAT'aB.E ' o d :c end 1 f * of the "REE utilities given to GOLDMARK CLUB MEMBERS. 

TRANSIT. This ut llty (ogo 1 oy Pride ond only ovaJ<.l: « from us - i l l cocr mdiv.duol files from drive A-A, A-B, B-B ond B-A. IT DOES NOT RFOIIiRE THE USE OF CPM. It rs o ne<«t. ty for those with o 5 ^second d r«e . It <s 
menu-dns'en ond, as with al l cur products, ' i extremely easy *o t •. o^so another GOIO.V.ARK ClUB FREE utility. 
LORD OF THE RINGS conversion co«s«tti» Side I o l this utii-ty wil A!;TOMATICAllY transfer th» th.-no <jame parts to d l u ( induding the screen). Side 2 s fo i NON-DISC cwners one wil i reduce the or ig inal loading from 
oround 14 minufes to only 3 m.notes. This jtili»y recHy saves t me when you keep gett ing '<illedl 

UK R«tt of 
All prices include P 4 P only Europe World 

TIE s.-.eels t?.t>C £2.50 £2 50 
THE SOtDMARK BOOK F.V0C £5.50 £3.75 
IHF GOIDMARK ClUB (1 years r embersh p'l £20.0C £25.CO £2600 

TAPE TO DISC TRANSFERS: 
First title induding c i ce of <£s< ti.OC £7.CO £7.^0 
Additiono tirtos on the some disc WOO £3 CO £3.03 

S'EEDTRANS r i . s o £6.50 £7.a: 
VIEWTEXT £3.00 £4. CO £4.50 
TRANSIT £4.00 £6.C0 £5.50 
lORD CF THE IttsGS conversion costette £4.00 £ 2 . » £5.5C 
MASTERFHE 46< IO.V.) £25.00 £26 CO £26 5C 
MASTERRIE 464 witi MPX (diw'. &-9.50 £30 50 £31.0C 
MASTF'Fiif I?a m « [ £32.50 £33 50 £34.00 
MASTERCAIC 464/664 ldi«<) £25.00 £26 CO £26.50 
MASTE'CALC 128 (<BK! £32.50 £3350 £34.00 
D l *N Display language '[disc/ 513.50 £14.53 £'5.30 
DM? 7000 Ribbons £5.75 £6.25 £6.73 
A.v.SO'r CF2 3inch 0 . 7 5 £4.25 £5.00 

Address labels £1.30 £2.30 £2.80 
I X Cosse*»* lobe's £2.30 £3.03 £3.50 
100 Disc looels £ l . 6 i £2.65 £3.15 

ORDER FORM Please lick appropriate item 

1. Please send me T in G^ r imar<8ook contoining TIE's 1-6. A s a 
r cn -ne i rbe r I j i d c r s t o n d that I will brr charged for suosequert 
HE sheets if 1 require 'herr [ e g TIE 7 onwards; 

J. Please send me HE sheet i s la i * number) |TIE number 6 
orwords avai lable scporo tdy i 

3. Pleose enrol me in THE GOLDMARK ClUB. If you nave already 
purchased The Golair.ork 600k or nave p j renosed TIE's l--< fic>-i 
Pride UfiJil-Bs yCu may cloim o discount of t ? 00. However ycu 
musl send the hoo i or TlE's to u i OS proof, 

4. Pleose trani-'ei the en<losed ORIGINAL top«(s;. to D ;r 

5. Pleose tronsfer the enclosed CRIGINAI tope/disc to EPSOM. 

. Ir.Hiols 

Telephone . . . . . . . . 

Please give machine type[s! CPC 

I enclose £ (All prices i rd j s i ve i 

FOR FURTHER I N F O R M A T I O N p leose te lephone the a b o v e number be tween 0900-1000 or 1800-2100 or send a l a rge SAE 
P ' eose send you r cheque (S te r l i ng p lease ) or UK p o s t a l o r d e r to t he add ress a b o v e - w e acccp t EUROCHEQUES 

Our Austrolosia agents are TECH-SOFT Computer Wholesale, 324 Stirling Highway, Claremont, W.A. 6010. Tel: 385 1885 
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

A day in 
the life: 

How 
Arnolds 
do AA 

You might think the Ancient Capital of 
Wessex an odd place to produce and publ-
ish one of Earth's leading Amstrad hi-tech 
magazines (namely the one in your hands). 

However, we do have electricity at the 
Old Barn. Arnold is quite happy wherever 
plugged in - even if some members of the 
staff miss the bright lights. 

We compose our peerless prose on the 
green screens of three red-hot CPC key-
boards - rather awkward since there are 
now four full-time on the Amstrad Action 
editorial team. Bob Wade pecks away on 
his 664 while Andy Wilton stares at the 
screen of his 6128. Jim Nagel and Matt 
Nicholson (when he's not wearing his PC 
Plus hat) fight over the other 6128, which 
sports a second disk drive and a modem. 
This machine is usually used to sub-edit 
copy written on the others. 

On the next desk sits a permanently 
switched-on 464 with the only colour moni-
tor in the building. It has both cassette and 
disk, as well as a Maestro stereo attachment 
and one of our special-offer Konix joysticks 
(advt). Some game or other is always runn-
ing, whether for review or recreation. 

AA started life 14 issues ago with just 
the 464 and the 664. Can you imagine the 

If you are using your CPC to control 
your train set, run your business, play 
in a rock'n'roll band or anything else 
you might like to tell us about, the 
address is A Day in the Life, 
Amatrad Action, The Old Barn, 
Somerton, Somerton, Somerset, 
TA11 SAB. 

That's an invitation to you to 
chronicle your experiences with 
Arnold. To start it off, we put our own 
chips on the table this month: Amstrad 
Action is done about, by, for and on 
Amstrad CPCs. 

state of Bob's eyes at deadline, after days 
and rughts of word-processing on the 464's 
low-resolution colour screen? Matt can; 
he's writing this issue's Line-up on it now, 
having lost to Jim who's scribbling this on 
the newer 6128. 

Future Publishing bought three of 
these when they first came out in Septem-
ber 1985, just after issue 1 went to press: a 
decent keyboard ana disk at a price a 
young company could afford. The third one 
is cornered by Jane Farmer and Di Taver-
ner for correspondence and invoicing -
and for subscription files, which now push 
Tasword about to its limits. The subs job 
will likely go to the more-powerful PC 
when we eventually get one. 

Tasword gave way to WordStar as the 
work-horse word-processor in the editorial 

department as soon as it became available 
on 3-inch Amstrad disks. Tasword caused 
typesetting nightmares: it insisted on popp-
ing 'hard' carriage-returns into the text file 
at the end of every line on screen. But lines 
when typeset do not break at the same 
point as on screen: 'MAW' is fatter than 'fit'. 

We prefer Newword, but it needs twin 
disks and CP/M Plus (we still have only 
version 2.2 on most of our machines), so 
only this one machine can handle it. It's a 
WordStar workalike with the advantage of 
highlighting bold and italic on screen. Jim, 
growing a beard waiting for either of them 
to load themselves or load a file or search-
and replace or reformat paragraphs, is not 
allowed to yearn yet again for the lightning 
speed of Wordwise Plus on that Beeb he 
hides at home. 

In all this time we have never managed 
to configure the keyboards all the same 
way. Press Shift with 0 on one machine and 
the cursor goes to the bottom line of the 
screen; on somebody else's you land at the 
top. 'Some day, when I'm not so busy, I will 
try to find the manual.' 

T e r r i f i c t y p o g r a p h y 
Somerton may be in the sticks but it does 
help that we are only six miles from one of 
the most advanced typesetters in the world: 
Wordsmiths, a.k.a. Anvil Systems, at Street, 
Somerset, in the shadow of Glastonbury 
Tor. 

This firm specialises in hammering text 
files from just about any micro's word-
processor into typeset galleys fast. There 
is no day's delay while someone re-types 
everything we've already written, no fur-
ther day spent on proofreading and correc-
tions. A 10-minute drive up the B3151, our 
disk goes into the Joyce at Wordsmiths, bits 
zip across a cable to the Xitan Magic Ma-
chine, get translated into typesetter lan-
guage, down another cable to the Laser-
comp, bromide paper develops and dries, 
a 10-minute sprint back to the Old Barn: 
within an hour of writing it's ready for the 
art team upstairs. 

We don't have to type beastly typeset-
ter code into our copy - the simple instruc-
tion * F2 at the top of this article tells the 
system all it needs to know about font, size, 
linespacing, column width, style for head-

ings and so on. We turn on and off 
1Sitalics*S and *Bbold"B with the same 
word-processor commands that produce 
these effects on a dot-matrix printer. Com-
plex effects like our 'good news, bad news' 
can be called up just by typing ' = = good'. 

Wordsmiths' service is good news. 

C o n f o u n d e d c o m m s 
I mentioned a modem hanging off the sub-
editor's 6128. 

There was a time, before my time, 
when AA tried transmitting text to Word-
smiths down the telephone line. The reason 
was not to save time - they can't very well 
modem the finished bromide back to us, so 
we still have to make a round trip. No, in 
the pre-Joyce days their machines did not 
fit our disks, so the only link was serial 
ports. 

Fine in theory, but Amstrad's port gave 
only 7 bits whereas the 8th is needed to 
distinguish 'soft' carriage-returns (which 
we don't want typeset) from 'hard' (which 
we do - to end paragraphs). 

We were stuck with a cheap (and non-
approved) modem offering only 300 baud. 
An article could take 25 minutes to transmit. 

Worse, there was only one telephone 
line, since the first issues were produced 
from Chris Anderson's house. Thus there 
was no way of verbally confirming that text 
was being received at the other end. Many 
a wasted 25 minutes! 

Nowadays we have five phone lines 
and a good modem - a Nightingale connec-
ted via Pace's serial interface. Cotnmstar 
software is instantly available, since it's on 
ROM. 

Its main use is receiving copy from 
some of our free-lance writers. It's still a 
frustrating exercise trying to get one micro 
to talk to another. So it seems simpler to 
send text first to a Telecom Gold electronic 
mailbox and then retrieve it. 

Guess what? Gold sniffs it full of hard 
carriage-returns. Last week we put 
WordStar to work on a search-and-replace 
and went to lunch. It was still working an 
hour and a half later. 

The modem business is another case of 
'one day, when I have time,' sorting out the 
configuration once and for all. It would be 
useful to know an Amstrad technical boffin 
at Micronet headquarters.® 
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ANATOMY O F T H E C P C s 
First Publishing (07357 5244), hardback £14.95, 403pp 

Like many of First's books these days, this one hails from 
German computer-book publishers Data Becker. Unfortunately 
it has lost a certain something on the way from Dusseldorf to 
Pangbourne. At one point for example, it assures us that 'The 
SCREEN PACK is slaved to the TEXT and GRAPHICS PACKS. It 
practically serves as their executive.' Later on in the same 
section it refers to the action of control code 07 as 'Klingel' 
rather than the 'Bell' you might have expected. Minor niggles 
perhaps, but clarity's important in technical books. There's no 
sense putting extra obstacles in the way of understanding, when 
most authors can create plenty of their own. 

CONTENT 
The book breaks down into three main sections: hardware, 
operating system and Basic. The hardware section is not 
particularly noteworthy, taking for the most part a chip-by-chip 
analysis of the CPC's innards. While this can b e quite interest-
ing, it contains very little that Amstrad's firmware guide doesn't 
handle better. A fair amount of effort is wasted describing 
features that Arnold's design prevents the user from getting at. 
Do you really need a book about what Arnold might have been? 

To make things worse, there are quite a few omissions and 
inaccuracies. The authors claim that they could only find 
information on half of the possible RAM configurations on the 
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6128, even though the missing configurations are at least 
partially documented and can in any case b e worked out with a 
little effort. Why they didn't make that effort I'm not sure, but 
galling to pay £15 for a book and then have to work it out 
yourself. 

They also misunderstand the conditions under which key-
clashes occur, and state boldly that such clashes have no 
adverse effects. In fact key-clashes can cause serious problems 
in games and make twin joysticks almost useless. It is important 
that programs requiring key combinations are written with this 
in mind, and the key combinations chosen accordingly. 

INTO THE R O M S 
The sections on the operating system and Basic are where the 
book starts to earn its price. These are built round near-
disassembliea of the lower and upper ROMs respectively. I say 
'near-disassemblies' because there are no details of the actual 
source code itself. Rather there are extensive notes on the 
precise function and structure of ROM routines. 

The idea is that you print out your own disassembly of each 
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bound to cut down the book's appeal to 664 and more 
particularly 464 owners. 

More importantly, rummaging around in Arnold's ROMs 
has little or no practical value. Routines in the lower ROM can 
and should b e called via the firmware jumpblock, as the authors 
themselves state at one point. Calling ROM routines directly 
makes for compatibility problems, and prevents interception of 
operating system calls. 

V E R D I C T 
Don't get me wrong - the Basic ROM in particular is a pretty 
interesting thing to take a wander around, but I don't really 
think the book's curiosity value quite merits the £14.95 asking 
price. You're going to need the Firmware Guide if you want to 
use the operating-system routines, and the extra information in 
this book really isn't worth the money. 

ROM, and then use the book as a set of notes explaining each 
section. If you don't have a disassembler, fear not: there's one in 
the appendix for you to type in. If you don't have a printer, on 
the other hand, you're probably wondering why the book 
doesn't contain a source-code listing as well as the admittedly 
comprehensive notes. 

I'm not entirely convinced that lack of space is the reason: 
most of the time the notes occupy only the left side of each page, 
and frequently the hex or source code would explain itself 
perfectly well anyhow. I don't know whether legal worries 
intervened, but the ROMs are copyright and this may have 
something to do with it. Or maybe Schneider owners all have 
printers. 

One thing even printer owners should ask themselves 
about is the actual usefulness of these listings. For starters, they 
only cover the 6128 ROMs. While the authors are at pains to 
point out the similarities between the different CPCs, this is 
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• Cheap source of information on 
the firmware. 
• Could come in handy as a 
reference work. 

any other place where the CPCs differ or indeed anywhere at 
all. It's even more of a shame that Glentop didn't collate the 
book in the obvious way. 

It doesn't really matter, because there's no startling new 
keyword information here. Where the CPC manuals are despe-
rately short on explanations, so is this book. You want to know 
how CALL parameters are passed to machine-code subrout-
ines? That's just too bad, because the book doesn't tell you. 

Moving on to the book's meatier chapters we get a 
whirlwind tour of Z80 code and the operating system. The 
section on machine code is a brief set of notes and a whole load 
of tables. The flags table is quite handy and the disassembly 
charts are very well presented, but serious programmers will 
want timing details and these are sadly missing. Overall it could 
be handy for reference if you're well up on Z80, but it certainly 
won't teach you anything if you aren't. 

The operating-system details are probably what most 
people will buy the book for, and they are detailed enough to 
be usable - but only just. Entry and exit conditions are given 
along with some indication of each routine's function. This will 
be more than sufficient for TXT OUTPUT, but most people will 
need a lot more before they can use something like KL IN1T 
EVENT. Once again, if you know it already the book could be a 
useful reference work. Otherwise you can forget it. 

The rest of the book is in much the same vein, consisting in 
roughly equal parts of stuff that you already had in your manual 
and stuff that you didn't want to know in the first place. If you 

here, but then the book is largely a collection of tables and 
diagrams anyway. There's very little straight text to it, and no 
form of commentary to take you from one piece of data to the 
next. 

The first problem with the book is its scope: it's a jack of all 
trades and master of none. After two pages on the CPC's 
internal architecture, the author launches into a chapter on 
Basic. If you own a 464 you'll have most of this - a keyword 
summary, character-set breakdown. Ascii table etc - in your 
manual. 

If you're a 664 or 6128 owner, on the other hand, you could 
reasonably wonder where FILL, COPYCHRS and similar Basic 
1.1 keywords have got to. The chapter and indeed the whole 
book are, it turns out, 464-specific with extra 664/6128 inform-
ation relegated to the appendices. It's a bit of a shame then that 
the author fails to point this out either in the keywords section, 

want all the tables and charts from your user manual together 
with a handy (but rather lightweight) precis of the Firmware 
Guide then this book could be for you, but don't expect it to 
replace either of them. Personally I would only use it for quick 
reference, and it's only just thorough enough for that. 

A M S T R A D ADVANCED USERS GUIDE 
by Daniel Martin 
Glentop Publishers (01-440 4130), paperback £8.50,160pp 

Once again we have a technical volume which hails from 
abroad - France in this case - but there's a marked difference of 
emphasis on this one. I can't find fault with the translation quality 
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All prices Include PAP and VAT. Sand cheque. Postal 
Order or Credit Card No. Credit Card orders accepted 
by phone. Callers welcome. Hfcfe range of goods 
stocked. Trade enquiries welcome. European orders 
send price as advertised. Outside Europe £2.00 for 
airmail. Mall order to Evesham please. 

EVESHAM MICROS MICRO CENTRE 
BRIDGE STREET, EVESHAM, 

WORCS. WR11 4RY. 
Tel: 03*6 41989 

1756 PERSHORE HO AD. 
CO TTERIDGE, BIRMINGHAM. 
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In Australia contact: MICRO ACCESSORIES of S .A. , 390 Anderson Walk. Smitnficld. South Australia 5114. Tel: (08| 254 6284 

C A D - £ 1 4 9 . 5 0 ! ! ! 
GRAFPAD 3. The High Performance CAD that EVERYONE can afford. 
A Low cost. High performance. Top value Computer-

aidea Draughting Taolet and Software for your Amstrad 
PCW 8256/851? computer. 

There is no other professional CAD package any-
where near Ihis price. A complete draughting system for 
Engineers, Electronic Designers. Architects and anyone 
involved in drawing, schematics, technical illustrations etc. 

Hard copy (A5-AO) from the Dot Matrix printer or Plotter. 
Totally menu driven, the menu printed on the tablet 

overlay. Just point the Pen to the desired function on the 
cad and press the Per sw-tch, 

GRAFPAD 3 
comprising the A4 Digitiser ̂ ablet and G4 Software. 
An unprecedented Price/Performance breakthrough in the 
Computer Aided Deslgn/Engineenng Market. 

Grafpad 3 Features. 
• Draws arcs, circles, rectangles, lines easily to Absolute, 
Relative or Polar co-ordinates. • Powerful Zoom and Pan 
commands. • Symbols and Sections created, stored and 
retrieved • Text in Standard or user defined fonts. • Choice 
of Drawing units and Scales • Grid and Snap facilities. 
• Automatic Dimensioning between points. • Pen and Layer 
selection. 
• Rotate and Tilt. • Separate menu area fcr 64 user defined 
Symbols. 

AVAILABLE SHORTLY 
GRAFPAD 3 
FOR IBM & IBM 
COMPATIBLE MICROS. £149.5 o 

Grafpad 3 is available from your Amstrad dealer or direct from, 
Grafsales Ltd., Unit QZ Penfold Works, Imperial Way, Watford, WD2 4YY. 

TO: GRAFSALES LIMITED. Unit Q2. Penfold Works. Imperial Way, Watford. Herts. WD2 4YY. Telephone: (0923) 43942. Telex, 946024. 
P'ease supply me with GRAFPAD 3(s) fcr my PCW 8256y/8512 Micro at £149.50 plus £2.50 p&p. or plus £10 for Datapcst delivery. 
0 ease allow 28 days for delivery. 
NAME. ADDRESS 

enaose cheque value £_ It you prefer to pay by Access or Barclay card, please state which. 
BARCLAYCARDD ACCESS • please tick box Card N o = _ 
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Featuring the world's greatest game reviews 

MASTERGAME 
Revolution (Vortex) 50 

AA RAVES 
Deactivators (Ariolasoft) 46 
Split Personalities (Domark) 48 
Tempest (Electric Dreams) 48 

OTHER GAMES TESTED 
Nexor (Design Design) 46 
Pro-Tennis (Loriciels) 53 
Space Shuttle (Activision) 55 
Olympiad '86 (Atlantis) 56 
5-a-side Soccer (Mastertronic) 56 
Knight Rider (Ocean) 57 
The Apprentice (Mastertronic) 58 
The Vera Cruz Affair (Infogrammes) 59 
Con-Quest (Mastertronic) 60 
Golden Path (Amsoft) 61 

PREVIEWS 
Prodigy (Electric Dreams) 62 
Trailblazer (Gremlin) 62 

we TI om 

Third Opinions: 
To prevent needless repetition, and to give the old Ed 
a rest once in a while, we have only put Third Opinions 
on the AA-Raves and Mastergame. Whether a game 
gets these titles or not is generally a group decision, 
though usually Bob's vote prevailsl 

VORTEX ON TOP 
Distributed by US Gold, Vortex's Revolution earns the 

coveted Amstrad Action Mastergame award this month 
with simple but gripping action. The graphics are 

superb, and controlling that bouncing ball takes some 
doing even for the hardened joystick waggler. 

But AA-Raves are thin on the ground, with only three 
on offer this time round. Deactivators from Ariolasoft 
sees robots running around disposing bombs and 
trying to keep things together before the building 
blows, while Domark's Split Personalities is a clever 
variation of the old Puzzler game with a topical slant. 

Tempest from Electric Dreams is a fast moving version 
of the arcade classic. 

The TV-based Knight Rider gels a firm thumbs down -
stick to the TV version if you want some action - and 
TheVera Cmz Affair was disappointing. But what are 

you doing reading this? Turn the page and get into the 
real stuff! 

TOP 20 AMSTRAD GAMES 
The chart created by AA readers 

This 
month 

Last 
month % of votes Title Software house 

1. 1 10.2% GET DEXTER PSS 
2. 2 8.4% GREEN BERET Imagine 
3. 3 8.2% BOMBJACK Elite 
4. 7 8.0% BOUNDER Gremlin 
5 4 6.4% BATMAN Ocean 
6. 12 6.3% COMMANDO Elite 
7. 5 5.9% SPINDIZZY Electric Dreams 
8. 11 5.9% SORCERY PLUS Virgin/Amsoft 
9. — 5.2% KUNG FU MASTER U S Gold 
10. 19 5.0% SPELLBOUND Mastertronic 
11. — 4.9% THRUST Firebird 
12. — 4.6% THING ON A SPRING Gremlin 
13. 14 4.0% KANE Mastertronic 
14. 10 3.4% GHOSTS'N' GOBLINS Elite 
15. — 3.4% KNIGHT TYME Mastertronic 
16. 15 2.8% HARVEYHEADBANGER Firebird 
17. 3.0% 3D STARSTRIKE II Realtime 
18. 9 2.8% HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER Vortex 
19 — 2.3% BATTLE OF BRITAIN PSS 
20. — 2.1% WHO DARES WINS II Alligata 

No change to the top 
three positions once 
again, although Bounder 
has bounded over 
Batman to take the fourth 
place. 

Freshtothecharts 
come the excellent 
cheapie Thrust, which 
should work its way up 
the charts fairly soon, 
Thing on a Spring, the 
brilliant Knight Tyme, 3D 
Starstrike //, Battle of 
Britain and Who Dares 
Wins II. 

Ifyouthinkthat Get 
Dexter is rubbish, or that 
Space Invaders is the 
best thing since Pong, 
then remember - these 
Chartsareyours.Usethe 
form on page 96 and you 
could change the world. 



ACTION TEST 

D E A C T I V A T O R S 
Rcaktor/Ariolasoft. £8.95 cass. £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

This first game on Ariolasoft's new arcade-
action label looks like being their best so 
far on the Amstrad. 

It's set in a building where terrorists 
have planted bombs on five different floors 
of increasing size and complexity. You 
have to get rid of them before they ex-
plode, To do that you use a team of andr 
oids within the building who (which?) not 
only have to cope with the bombs but a host 
of other problems as well. 

The screen is split into two sections, 
the top part showing two rooms in the game 
and the bottom part presenting various 
pieces of information. Each room is shown 
m 3D perspective from one side and will be 
connected to others by doorways, trans-
porter pads or fireman-style poles. The 
section below usually shows a map of the 
building with your droids and the bombs 
marked. 

An icon menu can be activated by the 
fire button to replace the map, providing 
four possible actions: change droid, throw 
object, look around, and return to current 
droid. 

The five floors are of increasing si2e, 
complexity and number of bombs so the 
first floor may seem easy, but the fifth is a 
real monster. 

On each door is a computer which has 
several circuit-boards missing. They have 
to be found by the droids and inserted into 
the computer. Inserting a board will cause 

one of several things to happen, making 
getting rid of the bombs possible or easier. 
It may reveal a doorway, put on the lights in 
a pitch-black room, remove a forcefield 
blocking a route, enable a transporter or 
do nothing at all. 

Each floor has a single exit. Once a 
route to it has been cleared you've got to 

SECOND OPINION 
This one's got a marvellous 

combination of brain-taxing strategy 
and tough, nerve-racking action. The 
differing gravities, the dud circuit-
boards and the enemy droids all pose 
challenging problems. Bur your real 
opponent is the clock. It's gripping, 
frustrating and very, very mean. 

AW 

start getting the bombs out before thei: 
time-fuses run out and they explode. To 
move both bombs and circuit-boards 
you've got to pass litem between droids, 
throwing them through holes in the walls 
which the droids can't pass through. This 
can be hazardous though because too many 
impacts by the bombs and ... kaboom. If 
one bomb explodes you can't pass on to the 
next floor, but you can restart on the floor 
you've reached. 

The use of perspective in the rooms is 

important; a three-dimensional environ-
ment lias been created very well. The 
droids and other objects get larger as they 
come into the foreground. Positioning is 
important when catching objects. They 
move around their environment by falling 
through holes in the chequered floor, using 
transporter pads that connect remote sec-
tions of the building, and by sliding down ^ 
poles (also, unlike firemen, up poles). 

The bombs fuses are lit at intervals so 
you must throw them out in the right order, 
'which can only be learnt by trial and error. J k 
If one explodes, the room can't be entered 
and anything inside it is annihilated. 

Droids can also be lost if they run into 
robot guards who try to follow them, or 
forcefields placed on some doorways, 
poles and transporters. Bonus droids are 
given for getting enough points; these can 
be positioned during a game, a bit like 
bringing on a substitute. 

The most interesting feature of the 
game is that rooms are sometimes turned 
through 90 or 180 degrees to be on their 
sides or upside-down. This creates some 
knotty control problems that can cause a 
vita! split-second's confusion. Rooms also 
have diiferer,* levels of gravity important 

You'd think you couldn't go wrong by 
producing a game similar to Batman, but 
the bits that have been left out are what 
gave the original its greatness. There 
aren't enough complicated puzzles, you 
can't float or collect skills, and the graphics 
aren't nearly as detailed or colourful. It's 
not a bad arcade adventure with quite a lot 
to explore and find and many obstacles to 
overcome, but it does suffer from lack of 
originality by arriving in Batman's wake. 

BW 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
3 p ieces of w e a p o n 

N E X O R 
Design Design. £8.95 cass £14 95 disk, joystick or keys 

Design Design is usually reknowned for its 
wacky and original games, but I suspect 
many fans will be disappointed by this one. 
It's an isometric 3D game, not a crime in 
itself, but one that borrows most ot its 
features from tfafrna/r and doesn't provide 
as interesting a game. 

The game is set in a military complex 
which has been overrun by alien robots. 
You have to cscape with a top-secret mas-
ter weapon and its blueprints. 

The weapon is split into five pieces and 
there are two of each piece. You have to 
get together at least one complete device 
and try to stop the aliens getting the pieces 
of the other one. To escape the complex, 
which has been set to self-destruct, you also 
need a control panel for the matter-transfer 
beam and the blueprints of the weapon. 

The rooms in the complex are connec-
ted by doorways, vertical shafts and lifts. 
Some open out so that you need to try 
walking off the front edges of them to see if 
there's a connecting room. They're not as 
well drawn or as colourful as Batman; the 
colour scheme is the same sort as 2112 AD. 
Although many of the objects at first look 
unfamiliar, their uses and effect are quickly 
recognisable. 

You can walk, jump and fall (nules at 
time) around the complex, but your jump-
ing action is slow and doesn't get you very 
far. You can pick up objects while standing 
on them and use them to get through 
doorways, to reach other inaccessible 
points or to avoid robots. As in Batman you 
can't take these objects out of a room. 

Collecting the pieces of the weapon is just 
like getting the bits of the Batinobile: they 
even come together on a separate screen in 
the same way. 

The robot guardians appear in most 
rooms but this seems to depend on a time 
factor or your having visited certain loc-
ations. Some follow strict movement pal-
terns while others are more random There 
are also static hazards, but all are deadly to 

SECOND OPINION 
If you 're going to rip off features of a 
game then you might at least choose 
the best ones. Where are all the 
devious puzzles, the strange powers 
and the floating in the air? The Batman 
theme definitely bears repeating but 
you need more variety than this -
which is basically just a matter of 
wandering around mapping. 

AW 

the touch. Nothing is new to what's gone 
before in Batman and the Ultimate games. 
Some of the hazards are well drawn includ 
ing moving-head busts of Maggie '3 million' 
Thatcher, nasty spikes, bombs and a little 
fel';ow on a unicycle. 

Ore of ^he 
futuristic, Isometsi 
3D rooms 
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ACTION TEST 

when trying to throw things. 
The graphics are the most disappoint-

ing part of the game because there's no 

attempt to use the Amstrad's excellent 
colour facilities. But the 3D is good, and the 
frenetic gazneplay is excellent. You're 
constantly battling a tight time-limit and 

performing delicate manoeuvres where 
one slip and the game is blown. 

BW 
FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
20,000 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No problems with playing in green. 

• Five levels of increasing difficulty. 
• A tough teat of t ime and reactions. ' 
• Well-designed buildings to make 
things complicated. 
• Gameplay requires great 
concentration and quick thinking. 
• Excellent features like twisted rooms, 
gravity changes and blacked-out: 

• Very bad use of colour. 

GRAPHICS 57% *• wmm 
SONICS 67% msmm 

GRAB FACTOR 89% s 

STAYING POWER 87% X 

A A RATING 87% 

SONICS 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
The colour scheme works well in 
green. Only the odd object or robot is 
hard to see. 

AW 

• Plenty of rooms to explore. 
• Gradual appearance of robots is good. 
• A tough task with many obstacles. 
• Some good screens requiring object 
manipulation. 

• Ripped off many ideas from Batman. 
• Not enough puzzles or features to 
keep you busy thinking. 

A A RATING 
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T E M P E S T 
Electric Dreams. £9.99 cass. £14.99 disk, joystick or keys 

S P L I T P E R S O N A L I T I E S 
Domark. £8.95 cass. £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

ACTION TEST 

If you read our preview a few months back 
you'll know that this classic shoot-em-up is 
my personal favourite from the arcades. 
This certainly can't be described as a faith-
ful conversion but it retains most of the 
elements of the original and the same mind-
less but incredibly addictive gameplay. 

It's a completely abstract concept that 
takes you into the world of the wireways to 
face a deadly assortment of alien forces. 
These aren't the same as the arcade ver-
sion and some have been renamed but 
there are also some nasty additions to keep 
you on your toes. The purist won't be 
entirely happy with the changes but there's 
still a fabulous game here. 

The wireways are made up of 50 differ-
ent types of grid and there are 99 skill 
levels, but once you're past level 10 things 
get very tough. Each grid has a number of 
lanes that taper away towards the centre of 
the screen, although the number of lanes, 
and therefore the ease with which they can 
be covered, varies with each grid. The 
grids either wrap around or have closed 
ends which you can't move off. 

At the top of the grid is the spark which 
you control and this can move sideways 
across the lanes and fire a hail of bullets 
down them. The aliens come onto the grid 
from the bottom and try to advance to the 
top of it where they can run into the spark 
and destroy it. The types of alien depends 
on the skill level but on higher levels 

everything gets thrown at you. 
The most basic of the enemies are the 

flippers which flip across lanes as they 
advance up the grid. These can appear on 
their own or by shooting spinning squares 
called tankers which will produce two of 
them. Fuseball9 are spiky objects which 
move straight up a lane and have to be 
dealt with quickly. Pulsars are straight lines 
that behave exactly the same as fuseballs 
but are harder to see coming. 

clear lane before they reach the top. 
You can get an admirably heavy rate of 

fire but you'll need it to deal with the 
hordes of enemies, and at times you'll have 
to be very accurate as well. 

As a last resort you've got a super-
zapper that wipes out the whole grid, but 
you've only got one of those per grid. You 
need to save this for as long as possible 
because it's the only way to get rid of aliens 
that reach the top of the grid. That's a 
design flaw which isn't present on the 
original but doesn't harm the action too 
much. 

The vector graphics are quite nicely 
done although you do get screen slowdown 
when there's a lot going on. The colour and 
sound are reasonable, but to get the best 

SECOND OPINION 
This is the most mindless thing I've 
ever seen, and Hove it. The game just 
throivs so much bad stuff at you so fast 
that desperately frenzied blasting is 
the only answer. Good movement and 
firing technique can help up to a point, 
but you '11 get a lot further just 
hammering the keyboard like crazy. 
Bin your joystick and get zapping! 

A W 

A completely now type of alien is the 
spinning fuseball, which is also released 
from destroyed tankers and spins around 
the grid very fast, spiralling upwards as it 
goes. The last feature is spikes that move 
up the grid leaving a trail behind, which 
remains if the head is shot. At the end of the 
level the spikes grow upwards and you 
have to get the spark out of the way and to a 

THIRD OPINION 
A superb version of an arcade classic. 
No demands or the grey matter, great 
for the adrenalin. 

MN 

The pictures are quite well drawn and 
you should have no trouble recognising all 
the characters. They range from politicians, 
computer-industry figures and film stars to 
the royal family and pop stars - a very 
mixed bunch. 

Later levels get really tough: doors and 
cracks become more awkward and squares 
bounce off each other if they don't have a 
wall or another block behind them when 
they collide. 

Domark don't have the most sparkling of 
reputations on the Amstrad with some not 
able past 'turkeys' to their debit. But 
they've certainly broken the pattern with 
this latest release. It's based on letter-
square or lile-sliding puzzles but takes 
them into a whole new dimension with 
some very different and entertaining ideas. 

The basic idea is to construct a famous 
face from 20 puzzle pieces - within a time 
limit and while trying to deal with a number 
of additional hazards. 

It all takes place on a single screen, 
most of which is occupied by the 25-square 
playing area. In the top-left square is a box 
from which the various puzzle pieces 
emerge. You control a cursor that moves 
freely around the grid. When it goes into 
the box you can 'fire' a square out onto the 
screen. 

square. When the cursor is placed over a 
part of the puzzle the relevant square lights 
up on a smaller version of the picture in the 
top-right corner of the screen. This shows 
you where each piece has to end up. 

Up to now it just sounds like a simple 
tile-sliding puzzle, but there are many 
complications. On three sides of the grid 
there are sliding doors: squares can be 
pushed through them when open so that 
they have to be retneved from the box. 
There are also cracks that may appear in 
the walls: if you throw a square into one it 
bounces back. 

Apart from the picture squares there 
are also a number of other items that may 
be thrown out of the box. some good for 
you and others a real problem. A good old-
fashioned bomb, for instance, fuse sizzling. 
If one of these is thrown out you have only 
five seconds to chuck it out door or to throw 
it into a v/ater-tap, the latter action getting 
you healthy bonus points. If a bullet, double 
those points by throwing it into a gun If 
diamonds, fling two together and extend 
your time limit. 

Characters also have objects specific to 
themselves that when thrown together give 
bonus points. These you learn by experi-
mentation but it's usually obvious what will 
work with what. There are also dangerous 
items like matches and fuel which don't go 
very well together. 

You need to go for all the bonuses you 
can because time is very short (you'll often 
need those diamonds) and an extra life is 
given only at 100,000 points. 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
25,000 

SECOND OPINION 
If you always thought Reagan and 
Thatcher needed their heads 
rearranging, here's your chance. If 
you want to test your skill and reaction 
speed against a tough time limit you 
can do that too, but be warned: it's 
very addictive and incredibly 
frustrating. 

A W 

Once a square is in play you can put 
the cursor over it and slide it in any 
direction until it hits the wall or another 



GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 

from it you need to play in a dark room with 
a couple of stereo speakers turned up loud. 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
The grid can be very difficult to see on 
one or two levels, and that means you 
can get into real problems with 
pulsars. It's still playable, but do you 
really need this much frustration? 

AW 

ACTION TEST 

B A D N E W S 
> Not a faithful conversion so fans of the 
original may miss some things. 
** Liable to cause extreme wrist cramp. 

o o s a n n 

H 

m m Ir.vAv 

I 

/ 
•• I 1 

J 1 

The graphics are fun but the real key to 
the game's success is the addiebve and 
demanding gameplay. You have to concen-
trate very hard and react quickly to every 
event, so as to beat the time limit and deal 
with all the surprise events. There are 

plenty of levels to keep you going and 
you'll find it tough not to come back for 
more every lime. 

BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
There are real visibility problems on 
some puzzle pieces, but the key at the 
top of the screen means that it's still 
playable. 

AW 

C O O P N E W S 
Recognisable pictures of the famous. 
Very testing and addictive gameplay. 
Lots of surprise features like bombs 

and diamonds. 
Increasing difficulty with new 

features being added. 
Needs concentration and quick 

thinking under pressure. 

B A D * -. . i m S 
Bombs can pop up in an impossible 

situation. 

sv'CJWl Up 

G O 0 D N E W S 
• Good vector graphics and lots of 
them. 
> Fast and mindless blasting at all 
times. 
• A variety of nasty aliens to deal with. 
> Different grids requiring different 
approaches. 
** Becomes a really tongh challenge. 

It's brash, it's mindless, fast and furious 
-you'll love it. 

BW FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
30,000 



REVOLUTION 
Vortex/US Gold. £9.95 cass. £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

No, it's not a film-licensing deal of that 
mega-flop starring A1 Pacino, but a highly 
original arcade game that will provide 
many more hours of enjoyment than any 
silver-screen epic. It's in a grand tradition 
of Vortex games renowned for their origin-
ality, graphics and gameplay. 

The game concept and task are ex-
tremely simple. You control a bouncing 
ball; its sole mission is to hit little red cubes. 

It has to bounce through eight levels of 
play. In isometric 3D you see each level 
rather like a floor of thick floating tiles - a 
grid of blue blocks suspended in black 
space. Don't bounce down the cracks! 

Somewhere on each grid are four 
puzzles. You solve them simply by touching 
one red cube with the ball and then, within 
a time limit, touching the second. 

SECOND OPINION 
Those terribly clever Vortex people 
have done it again. This one's even 
simpler than Highway Encounter, even 
more fiendishly addictive and a whole 
lot more colourful. The game task is 
huge, but you '11 be hooked so 
completely you '11 hardly notice. 
Pushes your brains and your skills as 
far as they'll go. 

AW 

To start with you'll need to get the hang 
of controlling the ball crucial to solvmg 
the puzzles. Pushing in any direction 
bounces the ball that way. But be careful 
about hitting diagonals on a joystick, and 
remember that the ball won't change direc-
tion suddenly or in mid-flight. 

Controlling the ball's height of bounce 
is the most important thing, and this is very 
cleverly done. You control the energy put 
into the bounce: you can set it at five 
different levels using the fire button. In-
crease or decrease its energy (it shows on 
a little meter bottom-left) and the ball 
gradually bounces higher or lower corre-
spondingly. Put in no energy and the ball 
will eventually just roll around the floor; 
with maximum power it can leap. 

You have to be patient and accurate at 
times in order to get just the right bounce. 
Once you've got the hang of the bouncing 
it's great fun to use and watch. 

The ball can fall down the gaps be-
tween the tiles and be lost forever; the 
same fate awaits if you bounce off the grid 
entirely. 

There are other dangers lurking amid 
the puzzles. A nasty breed of spiky ball 
disintegrates yours if you touch it. Unidenti-
fied spinning objects (USOs?) fly randomly 
about the grid; if they bump you in mid-
jump they can throw you off into thin air. 

Most of the puzzles look straightfor-
ward, but you soon find that controlling the 
ball accurately and avoiding dangers isn't 
easy when you're trying to do it quickly -

particularly because most puzzles have 
complications. These are two types of 
square on the floor, behaving like trampo-
line or glue: one immediately sets your 

THIRD OPINION 
It takes some time to get used to 
controlling the bouncing ball - hitting 
the diagonal is particularly difficult 
and needs a good joystick - but the 
puzzles are fiendish and the graphics 
something else. Revolution has been 
compared to Spindizzy, but it is a 
completely different game really and a 
v'tal part of your collection! 

MN 

jumping energy and height to maximum, 
and the other to zero. Furthermore they 
have a repelling effect: they slide or launch 
you off in a direction that might put you in 

big trouble. These squares are vital for 
solvmg some puzzles but you really have to 
take care around them. 

The four puzzles on each level all have 
to be completed within an overall time 
limit, before you return to your starting 
point and go to the next level. You land on 
levels in a random order so you get to see 
all of them even without completing the 
game. This doesn't make the game any 
easier - as you move to the next level, the 
time between touching a puzzle's two red 
cubes is reduced. To succeed, you have to 
find the most efficient 
route of getting be-
tween them. 
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ACTION TEST 

Pql ii 

Despite its simple concept and 
graphics, the game plays superbly and 
looks good. To start with you can complete 
some puzzles just by quick reactions and a 
bit of luck, but as you progress you have to 
work out the best routes and get more 
proficient at control and accuracy. The 
bouncing action of the ball is superb and 
the degree of difficulty just right to get you 
hooked - as well as to provide a long-
lasting challenge. 

B W 

F I R S T - D A Y T A R G E T S C O R E 
20,000 

Wonderfully original concept. 
Excellent bouncing action in 3D. 
Puzzles need thought and good 

control. 
Simple but effective graphics. 
Increasing difficulty puts stress on 

skill. 
Good variety of puzzles. 

Diagonal controls can be tough. 

G R E E N S C R E E N V I E W 
Less interesting to look at maybe, but 
every bit as playable. The loading 
screen's the only thing that really 
suffers. 

A W 

GRAPHICS 77% WM8MM 
SONICS 46% 

GRAB FACTOR 91% 
STAYING POWER 88% 

A A RATING 90°/ A A RATING 90°/ 88888 

and I've cot a big Mutergamc AMSTRAD ACTION NOVEMBER 1986 51 
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ACTION TEST 

P R O - T E N N I S 
Loriciels'Activision. £9.99 cass. £14 99 disk, joystick or keys 

The only other tennis simulation of any note 
is Match Point. That was pretty good - its 
main problem was that it was just too tough. 
Pro-tennis can put up an equally good 
battle but is a bit more player-friendly, 
giving some helpful options. 

The court is viewed from above one 
end, flanked by crowds who always get 
excited at the end of a game. You can play 
against the computer or another player or 
watch an exhausting demo game. On either 
of its two skill levels the computer is very 
difficult to beat since it doesn't make many 
unforced errors - you, however, actually 
have to hit winners. 

You can play the game in two modes, 
which make the action easy to get into. The 
automatic mode just gives you the job of 
positioning the player to hit the ball so that 
you don't have to worry about the timing of 
hitting the ball - that's done for you. The 
manual mode gives you that extra job of 
timing the stroke and makes the computer 
that much harder to beat. 

SECOND OPINION 
The automatic mode really does make 
this a simple piece of fun. It captures a 
Jot of the atmosphere of tennis while 
staying very playable. I'm not really a 
fan of sports simulations, but this one's 
worth a look 

AW 

You can choose from three types of 
playing surface: clay, grass and hard court. 
The surface won't initially make much dif-
ference to you but affects the bounce of the 
ball and speed of the players. Matches can 
be played over one, three or five sets; 
these can last a very long while because 
very lengthy rallies are the rule. 

The service occurs automatically but 
can be directed toward one side of the 
service court. Once the ball is in play the 
computer is quite happy to sit back and 
play from the baseline. This means that to 
win you need to get to the net and either hit 
outright winners (passing shots, and lobs if 
he comes in) or force him into lobbing the 
ball over the baseline. The danger is that 
he will hit a lob in and you won't be able to 
get back to it in time. 

Although the rallies can be 
against the computer, they can also be 
quite exciting if you're on the net because 
of the continual effort needed to get the ball 
back and to try to hit winners as well. The 
two-player action is of course even more 
exciting with much more unpredictable 
play. 

The graphics aren't particularly impre-
ssive: the players are small and the strokes 
indistinct. But the action is compulsive. The 
automatic option and the different courts 
bring a bit of variety. Most importantly, 
you'll get a good contest out of it. 

BW 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Take a set off the computer 

W 
Tough computer opponent. 
Helpful automatic option. 
Ball speed varies a lot from fast drives 

to slow lobs. 
More friendly and playable than 

Match Point 

B D W 

Rallies with the computer can be very 
long. 

I f you've already got Match Point it 
doesn't offer m u c h more. 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
All the courts look like grass, but 
otherwise there's no problem. 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

51% 
37% 
78% 
75% 
76% 

and I've cot a big Mutergamc AMSTRAD ACTION NOVEMBER 1986 53 



Daringly Original Arcade Adventure. It's What You've Come 

£7.95 muiD £7.95 

Available now for Commodore 64 and 
available soon for Spectrum 48.128 and 
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ACTION TEST 

S P A C E SHUTTLE 
Activision. £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, keys or 

joystick with keys 

NASA may not be allowed to get the real 
thing off the ground at the moment, but you 
can take the shuttle Discovery up for a flight 
or two with this simulation by Steve Kitchen. 
It doesn't give you the sort of freedom that 
ordinary flight simulators have. It sets you a 
tough mission task: fly the shuttle to a strict 
flightplan, launch and dock with satellites. 

You can choose from three types of 
flight: number one is a demo that shows you 
exactly how a perfect flight should pro-
ceed; number two gives you control of 
most of the shuttle while the computer 
gives invaluable aid to the beginner; num-
ber three leaves you on your own to solve 
all the problems. 

flight controls. The graphics are quite bare 
except for the payload-bay scene. The 
sound consists purely of engine noise and 
warning signals. As a simulator it's pretty 
good, but as a game it doesn't really have 
enough variety to keep you interested for 
long. 

B W 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete flight 2 

0 0 D N W 
• You've always got plenty to do. 

Good picture of the pay load bay. 
• Docking with satellites provides the 
lasting challenge. 

B D N W 

SECOND OPINION 
Morbid curiosity aside, there's not a 
lot to recommend this one. It isn't 
realistic enough to be a convincing 
simulator, but the lack of freedom 
means it's not much of a game either. 
A worthy effort, but I just found it too 
dull. 

AW 

• No variety once you've learnt the 
mission. 
• No freedom of action; you just have to 
follow the flight plan. 

GRAPHICS 48% 
34% 
67% 
53% 
59% 

Wm 
SONICS 

48% 
34% 
67% 
53% 
59% 

1mm GRAB FACTOR 

48% 
34% 
67% 
53% 
59% 

1mm 
STAYING POWER 

48% 
34% 
67% 
53% 
59% A A RATING 

48% 
34% 
67% 
53% 
59% wmm 

Your view is from the shuttle's cockpit, 
with your essential instrumentation and 
onboard computer display. You start on the 
launchpad; the first task is to get the shuttle 
off the ground. A detailed launch guide 
tells you exactly how to do this step by 
step, but in the heat of the moment when 
you're under pressure you might forget 
something. 

Once in the air you need to follow a 
trajectory that the computer has plotted to 
get you into space. Once you're up 
there you've got to achievc a stable 
orbit before you can launch the 
satellite. Once again you're 
given plenty of information 
on what to do, so that just 
following the instructions 
should get you through. 

Now comes the fun part: 
launching the satellite. You are 
treated to an excellent view of the 
payload bay as the satellite spins out of 
it and then round to the front of the shuttle 
and off into orbit. 

Having got rid of one satellite you can 
go dock with some others, which enhances 
your rating when you get back to Earth. 
You can dock with as many as you like, but 
each successive one gets harder to do. 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No problems with visibility, but it still | 
doesnt look very realistic. 

m&SiSMmm 

Once you're bored with whizzing 
around the Earth you can re-enter and land 
at Edwards Air Force base. Once again 
you're given detailed instructions on how 
to get down and a trajectory to follow as 
you descend to the runway. When you get 
within range the runway appears in the 
view and you glide in for a landing. 

It will take a bit of practice before you 
can do the whole mission properly but it's 
quite easy to get started and to know the 
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SONICS 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

O L Y M P I A D ' 8 6 
Atlantis, £2.99 cass joystick or keys 

F I V E - A - S I D E S O C C E R 
Mastertrunic, £2.99 cass. joystick or keys 

you just have to keep kicking and it will go 
in. The opposition will do likewise. To stop 
them you just have to run pas! them, turn 
around and run head-on. into the relevant 
player, kicking wildly. 

If enemy action gets close tc the goal, 
control switches to.your keeper but it's 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ usually too late to do anything about a goal 
Mastertronic have been producing some being scored, 
excellent games lately and I suppose the ..., , •• 
run had to come to an end somewhere. This 
is it. As football games go it's one of the l y ' i t ; I x i 
worst I've seen. It doesn't even deserve a 
99p pricetag, never mind the £2.99 it's WMi. 
costing. £ 

It follows the familiar pattern of other B 
football games, but with less impressive H 
graphics and gameplay. The pitch is K 
viewed from the side and is composed of I 
three screens, a goal at each end. The 
teams have five players each (seems log- W ^ i r ^ 
ical for five-a-side football) with one player Cnunky g r a p h i c s 
as the goalkeeper, who can't be moved out ct1cj 
of the box around the goal. gameploy M 

You control one player. You can either , , J y & y \ \ 
leave it to the computer to choose which or f / { _ ^ 
select him yourself by'cycling through the M f ^ l p ) f \ \ IT M 
players on screen. You can compete either I J{ V \ / J P W \ 
against the computer or against a mate 1 . ^ //• frvf 
Either way there isn't much variety to the ft \ 1 3 T Y ^ y 
playing action. The computer'plays very W \/\ 
predictably; although it will score goals .. v * l ^ J 
you can easily put away more. 

The: pitch is narrow. Because the rule3 
are five-a-side there aren't any corners. The graphics are chunky and garish 
throw-ins or any other set pieces. and the gameplay very monotonous. A 

The gameplay consists of getting rather sorry product, and the sooner it's 
behind the ball and booting it forward a forgotten the better. 
few times; if you're lined up with the goal BW 

SECOND OPINION 
Dear me. Once upon a time, 
Mastertromc had a reputation for 
producing cheap trash. Through hard 
work and strict quality-control they 
cleared their name and showed the 
world that cheap needn't mean nasty. 
Another game as miserably bad as this 
one though, another one as 
unspeakably awful, and they'll be 
right back to square one. 

AW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Visibility problems are really neither 
here nor there -1 mean, the game is a 
complete hole in the ground. 

AW 

Here's yet another multi-event sports 
game, but one that doesn't involve any 
waggling or keyboard-bashing. It features 
five sports: weightlifting, canoeing, 100 
metres, skeet-sr.oor.r.g and discus. I don't 
think most armchair athletes are going to 

.findmuch here :o ir.terest them 
Weightlifting is the first event. You 

have to lift gradually heavier weights to 
reach a qualifying level. The '..iter is poorly 
drawn and animated. Your method of ma-
king lifts is ever, worse: a pointer spins 
around a circle a: the bottom of the screen, ; 
and when it's po:r.:.r.g straight up you have 
to press Fire to stop it. Get it nght and it's a 
good lift, miss it and you lose one of your 
three lives. As the weighs get heavier the 
pointer spins faster .. 

SECOND OPINION 
it s a funny old business, this 
cor:.puter-games lark. Just when you 
think you ve seen the worst game 
imaginable, someone goes and brings 
out something much, much worse. 
Vou '11 laugh at the graphics on this 
one, weep at the waste of three quid 
and fall asleep over the gameplay. I'd 
have preferred a waggling game, and 
I hate waggling games. 

AW 

The graphics are chunky and garish 
and the gameplay very monotonous. A 
rather sorry product, and the sooner, it's 
forgotten the better. 

B W 

The second event, canoeing, has better 
graphics but familiar very simple game-
play. Your canoe (a kayak, actually) ap-
pears in the middle of the screen, viewed 
from above, and the occupant paddles with 
just two frames of animation. Rocks appear 
at the bottom of the screen and move up it. 
You have to move left and right, to avoid 
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FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Beat the computer by 5 goals 

g o o o N E W ; 
• There'll be a lot of goals scored. 

B A P N E W _S 
• Chunky, garish graphics. 
• Predictable computer opponent. 
• Boring gameplay. 
• No other options or features except a. 
two-player game. 



ACTION TEST 

them. If you hit a rock a life is lost, other-
wise you have to complete a certain dis-
tance down the course. 

The 100 metres is next. Here the anim-
ation i'& better but the gameplay just as bad. 
The 'iun stays - in one spot on the screen 
while the crowd jerks by behind him. To 
make him run faster you have to press f ire 
in conjunction with a spinning pointer, as in 
event one, but this time you have to keep 
repeating it to keep the speed up arid make 
the qualifying time. 

The fourth event is skeet-shooting, 
although by this time you'll probably want 
to do a bit of author-shooting. A cyrsofcand 
two trees appear on screen and front the 
bottom of the screen a grey: biick will spin 
up. You have to put the cursor oyer it and 
press Fire to destroy it before it flies off 
screen. A sot number of skeets have to be 
shot, but hitting more gets you more points. 

B N W 
• The graphics are bad. 
• Very little sound. 
• Very simple gameplay . 

Little variety in your task. 

The final event (heavy sigh of relief) is 
the discus. You first have to set the power 
of the throw With the familiar spinning 
pointer and then the angle by stopping a 
number that. gradually increases. This time 
a white spinning brick moves across screen 
and you hope it passes the qualifying 
distance. 

Then it's back to: the first event. Go 
through it all again with the qualifying 
getting tougher until you lose all three 
lives. 

The graphics are dismal, the sound is 
hopeless, the gameplay is horribly simple 
and even at £3 it's a waste of money. The 
fact that i«'s budget software is no longer- an 
excuse for bad product like thfife. '<•: ::••• 

Y TARGET SCORE 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
If you shelled out three quid for this. I 
should think green is the word. 

AW 

N E W 
• It 's cheap. 
> It's quite tough as you progress. 

GRAPHICS 33% 
SONICS 16% 

GRAB FACTOR 20% v**X 
STAYING POWER 18% 

A A RATING 19% 

KNIGHT R I D E R 
Ocean. £8.95 cass. joystick or keys 

hope you haven't been holding your breath 
for this one because KITT appears to have 
been worked on in Ocean's garage for 
quite a while. Now he and his do-gooder 
driver are out, but when you get a look at 
the game you're going to wish they'd 
scrapped him and cubed hirn in a metal-
crusher. 

The game begins with our eager TV 
heroes revving to go in Atlanta. They can 
choose one of four dastardly plots to foil 
within a time limit. A network of roads 
connects several major cities in the Excited 
States, and at each city there is an oper-
ational base of some kind. These consist of 
a single screen. On visiting the one at 
Atlanta you'll discover where you need to 
go first. 

You choose a city off a menu and then 
have to drive there. The view is from the 
driver's seat - the only things you'll see 
while travelling between cities are enemy 
helicopters andthe road. 

SECOND OPINION 
It really looked at one point as if this 
one wasn't going to come out at all, but 
no such luck. If this was a budget game 
it would be miserable value for 
money. There's almost nothing to it, 
and what there is looks dated and 
poorly executed. I'm amazed that 
Ocean have the gall to charge money 
for this at all, but £8.95 is just comical. 

AW 

You can choose to drive or shoot helic-
opters. while KITT performs the other job. 
It's best to drive yourself and let KITT da 
the shooting, since you can drive twice as 
fas! and he'U probably shoot straighter. 

Driving is jus( a matter of accelerating 
as hard as possible and steering around the 
•occasional incredibly predictable bend. It 
takes no skill at all. Even damage caused 
by missiles from the helicopters and bumps 
with ;the side oi the. ;road doesn't liven up 
the proceedings. If you do want to shoot 
helicopters it's just a matter of guiding a 
cursor around the screen and firing an 
invisible laser. 

After getting bored at the wheel for an 
eternity you arrive at the.city and can enter 
the Qperational:base there. You now control 
a figure viewed from above who has to get 
from one side of a room to the other, 
avoiding contact with the guards there-. 

My scanners arc 
picking up a naff 
game, Michael 

This is the really exciting bit;: the 
guards can shoot at you or touch you to 
knock a lot off the time limit. The guards at 
some bases will home in on you: because 
they're 'trained killers' - which means they 
aren't wearing blinkers, unlike the rest of 
them who keep to movement patterns as 
you go straight by them, merely letting 
loose the odd bullet if you're in their path. 

If you get to the other side of the room 
you're given the next location to go to. If 
you can resist the overwhelming urge to hit 
the reset keys, you're off on another car 
ride over a featureless highway. 

The graphics are bad. the m-game 
sound is bad, the collision detection at 
bases is lousy, the gameplay is boring and 
as:licensing deals go this is the worst. 

BW 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Stay awake 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
You can still see well enough to play, 
I'm afraid. 

AW 

0 0 W 
• I liked the title tune. 

B 0 N W 
• Unimpressive graphics. 
• Bad collision detection at bases. 
• Monotonous gameplay. 
• The worst-ever licensing deal. 
• You have to wait for very slow-
scrolling messages. 

GRAPHICS 31% 
SONICS 45% mm 

GRAB FACTOR 19% •Mv 
IHf-l'JMJJ.l'WJ 15% 

A A RATING 18% 
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ACTION TEST 

SECOND OPINION 
There's an awful lot to explore here, 
but not a great deal of incentive to do 
so. The graphics are okay, but the 
gameplay just sort of plods along. The 
name may suggest comparisons with 
Sorcery but the action very definitely 
doesn't. Still, it's cheap I suppose. 

AW 

The name of the game might be enough to 
give away the origin of this game but you'll 
be in no doubt as soon as you start playing. 
The classic Sorcery was obviously the in-
spiration. Even though this game (by James 
Higgins) isn't as good as the original it has a 
lot to offer at £1.99. 

You play an apprentice wizard who's 
made a real hash of a nasty spell, and has to 
rectify it by collecting 10 rings. To collect 
each ring you'll need a little bit of help from 
a friendly wizard, who requires a specific 
object if he's going to help you out. If you 
can find the object and get it to the wizard, 
then he opens up a section of the game 
where a ring can be found. 

The screens are very reminiscent of 
Sorcery, but the graphics aren't a3 at-
mospheric or as fast-moving. There aren't 
any doors either so the apprentice just 
moves off the edge of one screen and onto 
another. The apprentice moves about 
screen rather slowly but you can fly and 
walk him anywhere on screen. 

There are plenty of threats to your 
meagre lives including arrows, skulls, 
spinning stars, birds, dragons and demons. 
These all follow movement patterns and 
can be either avoided or blasted with your 
limited supply of lightningbolts. However 
that measure is only temporary: if you re-
enter the screen the monsters will have 
reappeared. 

h o D t m a 

« rimr.*-. 
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The objects that allow the wizards to 
cast a magic spell include a treasure chest, 
flag, gold key and horseshoe. To find out 
which object works with which wizard you 
just have to drop it while standing on the 
same spot with him. If nothing happens 
you've got the wrong object. The right 
object will cause a section of the scenery to 
slide away and you can go through it to 
some new screens where a ring will be 
found. 

You can also remove sections of the 
scenery with a special scroll that can take 
out a chunk of wall. This will make it 
possible or easier to get to an area of the 
game or an object. These need to be used 
sparingly, of course, just in case you come 
up against a real impasse.' 

All ten rings have to be recovered 
within a time limit, but this is quite gener-
ous and should give you ample time. 

An apprentice 
sorcerer? 



ACTION TEST 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

Much more of a problem is landing on 
a screen to find a monster headed straight 
for you or right on top of you. This can put 
you into an infinite death loop that can ruin 
a lot of hard work. 

Even though the game isn't original it's 
very competently done and provides an 
excellent challenge for any arcade adven-
turers who liked Sorcery. Its major pro-
blem is 3peed:the action is quite sedate. 
Despite that you've still got a lot to cope 
with and have to concentrate hard. 

BW 

You'll need to note down on paper all 
of the information you find because you 
can't look at it again once you leave this 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Ugly but visible. 

SECOND OPINION 
I'm sure there's a good game in here, 
but poor translations and general 
unfriendliness moan it's just too 
difficult to get at. Even the most patient 
of detectives can only put up with 
'addressee inapplicable' so many 
times before he hands in his badge. 

AW 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
10,000 

are not exactly over-helpful on this matter 
either, a situation exacerbated by their 
translation from the original French. 

The other options are much easier to 
use since they require less composition of 
messages. There are still hitches though: 
when performing an examination, for 
example, you are told you can make a 
'graphological' examination, but you're not 
told exactly how to do that. 

If you can penetrate these problems 
there is a very good game underneath with 
plenty of nice touches. There are the facial 
pictures of suspects, the need for deductive 
reasoning and of course the need for a 
policeman's perseverance. It's a shame that 
this is marred by the impenetrable replies 
of the computer to so many enquiries, 
'addressee not applicable' and 'without in-
terest'. A good game, but one that could do 
with being a lot more helpful and user-
friendly. 

BW 

G O O D N W S 

A difficult case that takes some 
solving. 
• Nice touches like the suspects' faces. 
• Needs a lot of thought. 

B A D N E W 

• Very unhelpful responses to 
unproductive questions. 
• Translation is unhelpful in places. 
• Takes a lot of getting into. 

THE VERA CRUZ 
A F F A I R 

Infogrames. £9.95 cass. £14.95 disk, keys only 

section of the program. Make sure you 
examine everything you can because even 
the smallest object may reveal something 
interesting. 

When you're finished, the second part 
of the program has to be loaded. This takes 
you to your office, where you can com-
municate with all the other police and 
judicial services through the Diamond 
Computer Network. 

You have six main options while using 
the computer: send a message, print out a 
screen (if you've got a printer), see a 
statement from a witness, compare 
evidence, make an examination, and arrest 
the guilty party. 

* 

Messages can be sent to various bran-
ches of the local and national police, 
prisons and judicial information centres, in 
an attempt to gain useful information. Or 
messages can be used to find out further 
details on an individual who may be known 
to one of the other services. Or police 
elsewhere on the network may know some-
thing of a particular piece of evidence. 

The main problem with these commun-
ications is that you have to get only one pan 
of the message wrong and you always get 
the same message 'Addressee not applic-
able'. This means you don't know whether 
you made a typing mistake, used the wrong 
form of message or the service really had 
no information on the question. 

Consequently you can be fishing about 
in the dark not knowing what's going on, 
purely because you can't communicate with 
the computer properly. The instructions 

• Good colourful graphics and 
monsters. 
• Large, well designed playing area. 
• 10 wizards take quite a bit of finding. 
• Disappearing sections of scenery are 
good. 

• Action is quite slow. 
• Not very original. 

The latest French import puts you in the 
role of a gendarme investigating a suspici-
ous death, which is first thought to be 
suicide but soon looks far more sinister. 
The game loads in two sections, the first 
one giving you a chance to examine the 
scene of the incident and the second to 
investigate using the police computer 
network; 

The scene of the supposed suicide is a 
single, macabre but detailed and well 
drawn screen, dominated by the dead 
body of Mile Vera Cruz. Scattered around 
on the floor and furniture are various ob-
jects and clues that have to be examined. 
You control a cursor on the screen that can 
be placcd over the various objects, which 
can then be examined in greater detail to 
provide information that may be a clue or 
may be misleading. 
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ACTION TEST 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 

Oscar in the 
dreaded castle 

CON-QUEST 
Mastertronic. £2.99 cass. joystick or keys 

At first sight you might be tempted to write 
this off as just another game where you run 
round umpteen screens picking up some 
things and shooting monsters. However a 
closer look reveals more depth to the game 
(by Derek Brewster), with lots of different 
objects that can be examined and used in 
different ways. 

The action takes place in a castle which 
has been occupied by the demon Grell and 
his monstrous minions. Your task as the 
cute character Oscar is to rid the castle of 
Grell, but you've got to do a lot of explor-
ing and use many objects to achieve that. 

The castle's rooms are shown in 3D 
from one side. Most of them have furniture, 
wall decorations and of course monsters. 
Most of it is well drawn, but suffers from an 
unimaginative use of colour: each charac-
ter, object and furniture item is just a single 
colour. There's a maximum of three mon-
sters to a room and they whizz about 
randomly, sapping your energy when they 
touch you. 

You can combat the creatures with 
weapons that you find, including a boome-
ranging axe and a magic wand, but you'll 

need some knowledge as well before you 
can use the wand. Once you've picked up 
an object you can use three other options 
on an icon menu at the bottom of the screen: 
drop it again, examine or use it. Sometimes 
examining it will reveal some useful in-

SECOND OPINION 
This one s fairly good value and 
there s a lot to see. but it's all pretty 
dreary stuff. There is only so much 
you can do with this land of 
exploration/collection effort. Well 
enough presented, but nothing at all 
original or exciting. 

AW 

formation; when trying to use it you may be 
told you don't yet know how to. 

Usually you can carry up to five items 
and be able to examine and use any of 
them. There is a globe of invulnerability -
you can store up to nine items in it and 
trundle it around the rooms, but you can't 

The graphics are the most disappointing 
thing about the game. 

The gameplay, however, has a lot to 
offer in the way of exploring, shooting and 
the odd bit of puzzling. There's nothing 
very original here but this type of game 
hasn't appeared so much on the Amstrad as 
on other machines, so a lot of you should 
enjoy it. 

B W 

F I R S T - D A Y T A R G E T S C O R E 
4 0 % 

,:f t GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Visible enough, though the odd bit of 
blue^^iddkckuses problems. 

• Quite a large playing area. 
• Good use of icons within the game. 
• Lots of objects to use. 
• Good combination of exploring, 
shooting and puzzling. 

use objects from inside it so you won't be 
able to kill off creatures on your way. 

There are many of the standard 
arcade-adventure features to the game like 
keys that will unlock doors to reveal more 
of the playing area. There are also healing 
and poison potions, so be sure you know 
which is which. 

There isn't much sound in the game but 
what effects there are are nicely done. 
Some of them appear to pop up during play 
for no apparent reason, but the random 
twiddles and bloops are quite pleasing. 

• Unimpressive use of colour. 
• Not much variety in the gameplay 
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ACTION TEST 
GOLDEN P A T H 

Amsoft, f 12.95 disk, keys or joystick with keys 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 
STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 
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SECOND OPINION 
Well what do you know - it's a game 
that's unplayable in a whole new way. 
I'm just amazed at the nerve it must 
take to market this thing. There may 
be some interesting puzzles in here, 
but nobody's going to have the 
patience to get anywhere with them. 
Dazzlingly stupid. 

AW 

G R E E N S C R E E N V I E W 
The landscapes lose a lot of their 
scenic appearand that's pretty 
serious. After all, you 're going to be 
staring at them for a long time waiting 
for the disk to stop running. 

AW 

G O O P E W S 
• Good graphics for characters and 
backgrounds. 
• Some interesting puzzles to solve. 

B A D N E W S 
• The disk-accessing would try the 
patience of a saint. 
• Not only continual access ing but you 
have to flip the disk over as well. 
• Incredibly difficult to explore the 
g a m e and discover things while trying 
to put up with such problems. 

There still aren't too many disk-only games 
around, despite the huge success of the 
6128. This effort from Amsoft (written by 
Magic Logic) is set in the Orient, where a 
monk has to achieve enlightenment by 
lighting incense before the great Buddha in 
a golden temple. To achieve that you've got 
to solve a fair few arcade-adventure pro-
blems and explore the delightfully drawn 
scencry of the far east. 

The name of the game derives from the 
yellow line that the monk follows through 
the screens in the game as they wind up 
and down the hills and to various locations. 
You can't deviate off the line, but there are 
junctions where it forks or leads into build-
ings. Your life as a monk starts as a young 
man and the quest has to be completed 
before you age too much and become an 
ex-monk that has ceased to be. 

As you wander along the path you'll 
encounter animals and people who may 
block it and have to be dealt with somehow. 

This could be by giving 
them an object or 

by fighting them - the only way to find out 
is to try it. There are also mechanisms that 
can be used, but again you may need the 
right object or person to activate it. 

Objects you find can be carried, stored 
in one of your four pockets, or even thrown 
at something. You've also got the ability to 
jump, duck, block, punch and push you 
can also experiment on people and objects. 
Many of the animals and people will attack 
you; unless you're prepared with an 
adequate defence you'll lose a life. (Pre-
sumably as a Buddhist you don't kill 
others.) 

Making your way along the path isn't 
always easy. It disappears in places, and 

you have to search for possible routes. 
Far more annoying is the way the disk-

drive is continually acccssed. Whenever 
you change screens, perform some actions 
or die, the disk always spends an eternity 
whirring around to load more data. This 
quickly gets very wearing and tedious and 
is exacerbated by the need to flip the disk 
over when entering some parts of the 
game. 

There's actually a reasonable arcade-
adventure game: the graphics look good 
and there are some pleasant puzzles. But 
putting up with the wildly infuriating disk 
problems while trying to explore will be a 
bit too much to ask even of the most patient 
gamesplayer. 

BW 



PREVIEWS 

P R O D I G Y 
Electric Dreams 

the Mechlabs o f the Machine Sorcerer 
pferdJock, this impending Electric Dreams 
titleis an arcade adventure. There's no-
thing new about the perspective you view 
the Mechlah» through - g o o d old iso-
metric 3D just like Batman - but where 
conventional games switch screens. Pro-

' digy uses a scrolling display, 
|||§ :;Tou play Solo the Syntiemaiw|ij)^ ex-

perimental synthetic human created by 
> Wardlock, and your task is to escape from 

the Mechlabs. That's not all - you have to 
take your friend Nejo with you. Nejo is only 
a baby though, so youli have to feed him, 
protect him and change his nappy while 
collecting the items you need to escape. 

There are dangers along the way in the 
form of Wardlock's earlier attempts at syn-

i; thetic life, the Bloberites and the Globe-
wels. There are also some tricky obstacles 

j in the form of icy surfaces and invisible 
walls, and there's a teleport network to 
learn your way round. If you're an explor-
ation freak with a taste for cute graphics, 
this is one to watch out for. 

m 
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This fast arcade-action game previewed at 
the PCW show is another example of the 
latest games craze - abstract bounce-em-
upsl Gremlin is hardly jumping on the 
bandwagon, mind you: with AA Rave Thing 
on a Spring and Mastergame Bounder, they 
practically invented bouncing. 

The game idea runs like this: you 
control a ball as it bounces down a long 
multi-coloured path. You have to get to the 
other end within a given time limit, using 
the different coloured squares to help you. 
Some squares make you bounce, some 
speed you up and some slow you down. 
Worst of all sue blue squares which re-
verse your controls if you land on them, 
and the numerous holes in the path which 
lose you considerable amounts of time. 

Like all the most addictive games, it 
just sounds too simple to work. It's not just 
addictive though - with your viewpoint 
directly behind the ball, the path zooming 
by underneath you, it's exhilarating and 
graphically appealing. Wacky extra fea-
tures on the disk version should give you a 
few laughs as well. 

Watch out for the full review next 
month. 



All that's gold does not glitter. In fact some peoples 
dungeons can be a right royal let down. ~ 

Dandy is the massive arcade adventure that takes you 
through some of the most detailed dungeons you've ever 
seen. Either solo or with a (brave) friend you can hack, 
thump and zap your way through spectres, necromancers 
and other dungeon-dwellers whose concern for your health 
and well-being is zero. 

They have their reasons of course. They're guarding a 
massive treasure hoard which you. if you're quick, can stuff 
into your amazingly capacious swag bag. 

Dandy is the ultimate dungeon. Enter at your peril! 

3 complete 5 level dungeons 
Treasure trove screens at the end of each dungeon 
One or two players 
5 different spell types 
A variety of nasties 
Frenzied, thumb-busting action 

28K;' cassette...£7 
Tistratraftd Commoc 

at- -• 

ELECTRIC DREAMS SOFTWARE, 
31 CARLTON CRESCENT. SOUTHAMPTON 

S O I 2LW TEL: (0703) 229694 

Mail Order; Electric Dreams Software. 
23 Pond Street, Hampstead. 
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AIDVENTURIE 

^ ^ ^ M B ^ H I M l B P H r o F M i l ^ l i i s L ^ ^ longer than earlier Interceptor offerings and give a good 
atmosphere to a game in which you must traverse a ruined city 

^ m s ^ ^ after an earthquake and fix a nuclear reactor before it blasts off 
into space with most of the surrounding countryside. 

_ f _ The only thmg I felt was that the longer descriptions tempt 
^ a l O C K yO U t o b e more ambitious in your commands, but in fact the 

Interceptor, £9.95 cass , £14.95 d isc vocabulary, though larger than previous titles, still isn't quite as 
good as the descriptions might suggest. A long description of a 

Interceptor has been on the verge of producing its latest game lift, for instance, might tempt you to examine the various parts 
Earthquake for some months now. The company finally re- mentioned, only to get 'Try something else' or an equivalent 
leased it at the PCW show in September with a new name and - rejection. After Shock doesn't tell you which word it's having 
eek! - a fatal bug. Typing PRESS, or other ill-fated commands, difficulty with, which can make certain puzzles more difficult 
would instantly produce a screenful of garbage and prevent than they might otherwise need to be . 
further progress in the game. Which leads onto the question of difficulty. A couple of | \ 

The Cowled Crusader is glad to report that this mishap earlier Interceptor titles - Forest at the World's End in parti- 1 ? 
(due to an over enthusaistic disk-protection program) has now cular - the Cowled Crusader found far too easy. Interceptor a 
been cleared up. So you can buy the game with confidence as claim that After Shock is far more difficult but until I've had a S j 
far as bugs are concerned. chance to get further into an unbugged version of the game I ^ ^ — 

But what about the adventure itself? Is it really worth £9.95? can't comment. First impressions are that the game is a little 
Seems a bit steep for a game these days unless it's really hot. more devious than Interceptor's earlier releases, which is of 

Well, the first thing is that I wasn't able to make much coursc good news, 
progress in the game due to the aforementioned bug, but I have After Shock was written by the same author as Jewels of 
managed to gather enough info and gain some first impressions Babylon and Heroes of Karn. The storyline looks good, and the 
that should give you something to go on - I'll print a follow-up pictures (some of which boast animated bits, which are quite 
review next month. striking) are every bit as good as we've come to expect from 

Interceptor's previous games have had a couple of major this company. Unfortunately there are only 16 of them, but I 
disadvantages and one big asset: lack of text, too easy, and suppose you can't have everything. 
brilliant graphics respectively. After Shock, you'll be pleased to My feeling is that with only around 120 locations and a 
hear, has managed to a certain degree to correct the two rather antiquated parser this game is very slightly overpriced 
failings and retain the pretty pics. at £9.95. But stay tuned for next month's follow-up review for the y 

First, the location descriptions. These are considerably final verdict. 

p-p-p pick up.i pilgrim AMSTRAD ACTION NOVEMBER 1986 67 

mm Hail to thee, blithe Pilg! 
^ W Despite the Cowled Crusader's ^ 
attempts to take a well-deserved holiday this month, 
Warlock Nicholson has summoned me from my retreat at 
Land's End to provide thee with these pages of dazzling 
entertainment... 

So put on thy sunglasses, and get thee stuck into this 
month's offering from the man with the Ambre Solaire 
and the copy of interceptor's After ShockI 
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Electric Dreams Software. 
31 Carlton Crescent, 

Southampton,Hampshire S01 2EW. 
Tel: (0703) 229694 

R e b e l P l a n e t 
Adventure Soft or U.S. Gold, £9.95 c a s s , £14.95 disk, k e y s 
only 

Adventure Soft is very lively concern near Birmingham master-
minded by Mike Woodroffe of the old Adventure International 
software house. Mike is, however, anxious to dispel any 
associations with previous re leases but even so I feel it's worth 
mentioning the connection because Al was nothing if not prolific 
in its output (in its day) and I have high hopes of this new 
company. 

Adventure Soft has the game rights to Isaac Asimov's range 
of books, and the company also puts out games based on the 
Fighting Fantasy ser ies as devised by Steve Jackson and Ian 
Livingston. T i s from this latter stable that Rebel Planet 
emerges . 

The game was written by Stefan Ufnowski and Roger Taylor 
of Adventure Soft and features some very attractive graphics. 
The screen layout is in some ways similar to earl ier Adventure 
International titles: a horizontal split display with a neat graphics 
window and a scrolling text area below. There the comparisons 
end, however, since the vocabulary is quite a bit larger than 
earl ier Al releases about 400 words and the parser handles 
some more complex inputs - GO WEST AND EAST THEN OPEN 
THE DOOR for example. 

The graphics are very attractive and include some ani-
mated sequences . As you begin the game on board the 
merchant ship Caydia you will see the stars shooting past the 
command module window, while at other points of the game 
various monsters or objects will flicker into life while you 
wonder what to type in next. The animation isn't exactly 
stunning, but it undoubtedly adds something to the overall feel 
of the game. 

The plot in Rebel Planet involves your finding your way to a 
'queen computer' which is controlling the Arcadian Empire 
troops who are invading the galaxy and threatening civilisation 
as we imagine it. The biggest problem involves liaising with 
your ship's pre-programmed flight path: just occasionally you'll 
find yourself stranded on a planet as the Caydia happily jets off 
to another destination. You can, however, delay take-off in a 
dire emergency, but this feature can b e used only once in a 
game. 

I enjoyed playing Rebel Planet. It's not the most astonish-
ingly innovative game around, but the puzzles are logical and 
there 's enough here to keep you going for a few days. I liked 
the idea of having to contact other spies for information, and the 
spaceship schedules caused additional challenging problems. 
However Adventure Soft's policy is to stick to sure-fire commer-
cial successes, and to some extent I bel ieve that the company's 
adventure system (which saves time and therefore money) is 
slightly lacking in inspiration: 400 words isn't a very large 
vocabulary by today's standards and there are no RAMSAVE or 
OOPS options, for example, though I hear that these are to b e 
introduced in later titles. 

Watch out for reviews of Adventure Soft's latest titles in the 
next issue. In the meantime you could do worse than crash the 
'queen computer' in Rebel Planet. 

Adventure contact 
Pat Winstanley of Adventure 
Probe magazine - which I ment-
ioned a while back - has now 
written to ask me if I would 
mention Adventure Contact: 

'Adventure Contact is in-
tended to help novice writers to 
understand the intricacies of 
utilities such as GAC and The 
Quill <2Jid at the same time pro-
vide a source of play-testers 
and so on for more experienced 
writers who have completed 
games The magazine also aims 
to provide information and help 
for those writers who wish to 
market their own games, by act-
ing as a source of information on 
suppliers and markets for 
instance.' 

Sounds like a good idea to 
me. Pat's address, if you're in-
terested. is 13 Hollington Way. 
Wigan, WN3 6LS. 

Such rudeness 
'Congratulations with your Ad-
venture Corner in Amstrad Ac-
tion,' writes Jaehee Lee of the 
Netherlands. Then he spoils it 
all by saying, 7 still think that 
the adventure column in Com-
puter and Video Games is the 
best, but you are a very good 
number two!' 

This is too much for the Pilg 
to bear. The Cowled Crusader 
simply will not accept second 
place. As it happens, I am 
pleased to announce that from 
year's end the Pilg's pages will 
present a major reorganisation 
and facelift, including maps, 
more tips, more games re-
viewed. and more of the inimit-
able, unbeatable me. 

And as for you, Jaehee 
The Balrog is on its way -

please speak nicely to it, offer it 
a knife and fork, and then sit on 
a large plate. 

Attaining impossible 
'Can you advise me about the 
best way to market a game with-
out getting ripped off and how 
to copyright it?' asks David Barr 
of Antrim. 

Hmmmm...This question is 
often asked. David - and parti-
cularly now we have adventure-
writing utilities such as GAC 
and The Quill. There are two 
points to be made. First, the law 
surrounding copyright of com-
puter programs is still in a cer-
tain amount of disarray. You 
can, however, protect yourself 
to a certain degree by: 
> ensuring that your name, the 
date, and a copyright message 
is encoded into the program in 



ASCII at a fixed address and is 
also prominent on all packaging 
C> lodging a copy of the 
program (with labelling as 
above) with your bank or a 
similar institution so that in the 
event of a claim you can prove 
your prior possession of the 
game. 

As for marketing the game, 
I think it is fa:r to say that there 
are virtually no successful soft-
ware houses in the UK who will 
deliberately rip off a program-
mer who sends in a game for 
evaluation. There are also virtu-
ally no successful programmers 
who do not feel that they have 
been either underpaid or other-
wise abused by one software 
house or another. 

It is unwise to attempt to 
market a game yourself unless 
you feel that you have no 
alternative. 

Level 9 lash-out 
And now a rather odd letter 
from no less a gent than Pete 
Austin of Level 9 fame. It run-
neth as follows: 

'The Graphic Adventure 
Creator from Incentive Software 
seems quite a good product and 
has been getting some clever 
marketing of late. Indeed, some 
people may even have gained 
the impression that it is equiva-
lent to Level 9's adventure sy-
stem ...' 

Hmmmm... Have they re-
ally? I honestly find this difficult 
to believe Level 9 ;s system is 
not available for public use so 
the only real comparison that 
could be made would be be-
tween games produced by the 
two different systems, rather 
than the systems themselves. 
However, let us continue... 

'We compared Level 9's sy-
stem with the newest version of 
Incentive's GAC, on the Com-
modore 64: 

> Adventure Facilities. 
The GAC seems to omit many 
features vshich we take for 

granted 
nowadays: eg. RAM 
SAVE, OOPS, multi-tasking and 
arrays. 

i> Memory left for adven-
ture. Level 9 has spent months 
carefully optimising the 
machine-code kernel of our ad-
vnture system so it wastes the 
minimum of space. Where the 
GAC reports only 23K free for 
the adventure. Level 9's system 
provides 39K. That's 70% more. 

> Graphics. The GAC's 
pictures look very pretty, until 
you realise that the six pictures 
in its demo game use over 11K. 
That's more than all 200pictures 
in a typical Level 9 game put 
together. Or to put it another 
way, just six pictures use half 
the total memory available for 
the entire GAC adventure! 

p> Program compression. 
Level 9 has spent years optimis-
ing compression techniques 
and. taking Price of Magik as an 
example, 160K if adventure 
logic source compiles down to 
just 12K.' 

Well, the letter continues, 
but I don't think we need say 
any more. Pete has made his 
point, but for the life of me I 
can't see why he bothered'. It 
would be different if his system 
were up on the shop shelf 
beside GAC, but it isn't. And in 
the meantime I still reckon that 
GAC tops the league of adven-
ture generators and I still re-
ckon that many of the readers' 
games sent to me written using 
the utility are of excellent qu-
ality. Perhaps, dare I suggest, 
it's the quality of the competition 
rather than the utilities used to 
produce it that's got Level 9 
worried? 

One interesting point to 
emerge from Pete's letter, how-
ever, is a brief sample of some 
Level 9 A-Code - the stuff they 
use to write their games. In this 
short section, we encounter a 
goblin who won't let you pass 
unless paid with a bar of gold: 

This month's charts were really interesting for two reasons. 
First, there were many more votes than ever before, and 
readers nominated a wider range of games. Global's Old 
Scores got several mentions, as did Bored of the Rings and 
although neither actually made it into the Top Ten it was good to 
seem them being put forward along with games like Robin of 
Sherlock, Subsunk, and a host of other titles. All this goes to 
show that adventurers are broadening their tastes and adding 
to their collections as the Amstrad adventuring market comes of 
age. 

Here goes then with this month's Top Ten. and this month's 
Lucky Piig whose entry was picked out of the Cowled 
Crusader's folded cape: John Clark of Tyne; and Wear, who 
receives a free copy of The Hobbit from Melbourne House. 

Don't forget to vote early for next issu$. Help make this 
chart an- important aid to all other adventurers who may b e 
wondering what to spend their hard-earned pennies on. Your 
opinions count, and you could walk away with some free 
software into the bargain! 

A d v e n t u r e T o p T e n . . . 

1 R e d M o o n (Level 9) 

2 N e v e r E n d i n g S t o r y (Ocean) 
3 T h e H o b b i t (Melbourne House) 
4 L o r d off tHe R i n g s (Melbourne House) 

5 H e r o e s off K a r n (interceptor) 

6 W a r l o r d (Interceptor) 
7 H i t c b i k e r s G u i d e (infocom) 

8 W o r m i n P a r a d i s e (Level 9) 
9 H e a v y o n t b e M a c j i c k (Gargoyle) 

10 E m e r a l d I s l e (Level 9) 

T o T b e P i l g r i m 
AmStrad Action -
The Old Barn 
Somerton, Somerset 
TA11 5AH 

My favourite three adventures are: 

G a m e Company 

.McvfcPAsraosLiN hovenext M 

; ; teg 
MESSAGE 0YPAYF1HST k g 

RETURN to 

.MOVENEXT I I I 
I .givegouo givenext ||| 

I MESSAGE DONTWANTTHA ||| 

I PfcTURN I p 

1 GOBLlNyRiet^TKUE J p 

1 SIVENEXT ' H i 

The reasons for my first choice above are: 

The free game I would like if I'm a lucky Pilg is: 

M y name: 

M y address (BLOCK CAPITALS ONLY PLEASE): 



A D VENTURE 

O^aP v€NM€ 
This month has seen a bumper crop of applicants for immortality in the Lords and 
Ladies column. Unfortunately wc haven't room to fit you all in this time, but names of 
the Chdscn Ones who can't be included here will be carried forward to next 
month's issue. 

The Pilg gets many requests for help, but as I often point out I'm afraid I simply 
haven't got the time to answer them all - or even in many cases to acknowledge 
them. So please make good use of the Lords and Ladios, who have put in many 
hours of keyboard-tapping and Balrog-bashing so that they can give you the benefit 
of their experience. 

If you should have any cause for complaint about anyone in the Lords and 
Ladies column, let me know. There have been terrible tales of Lords who have 
boasted of their accomplishments but have not actually finished the games! This 
terrible crime will not go unpunished if discovered! 

And make sure you don't give the Lords and Ladies themselves any cause for 
complaint. Always enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope. Never phone them 
after 10 at night. Thank youl 

Mindshadow. Never-Ending Story, Espionage Island. The Hobbit. Price of Magik, 
Mordons Quest, Return to Eden. Bored of the Rings 
Rod Dunlop, 43 Sutherland Avenue, Pollokshlelda, Glasgow, G41 4ET 

H e r o e s of Earn, Warlord, Never Ending Story, Sub-Sunk, Sea-Base Delta, Fantasia 
Diamond 
Justin Gzimley, 5 FolJy Lane, Armagh, N Ireland, BT60 IAS 

Colossal Adventure, Forest at the World's End. Message from Andromeda, Red 
Moon 
Alex Aird, 139 Bromford Road, Hodge Hill, Birmingham, B36 8HR 

S u b s u n i : . Heroes of Karn , 
Richard Shield, 126 Carlinghow Lane, Batley, West Yorka, WFI7 8DW (Tel: 
(0924) 47 4139) 

Return lo Eden, Lords of Midnight, The Hobbit. Marsport, Spellbound, Sub-Sunk 
Paul Sugg, 259 Barrowby Road, Grantham, Lines, NG318NR 

Colossal Adver.rure, Adventure Quest, Dungeon Adventure. Lords of Time. 
Emerald Isle, Return to Eden, Snowball, Worm in Paradise. Red Moon, Price of 
Magik, Bored of the Rings, Seas of Blood. Souls ofDarkon. Mordons Quest. Robin of 
Sherwood, Never-Ending Story, Lords of Midnight. Runestone, Espionage Island, 
Inca Curse, Ship of Doom. Planet of Death, Message from Andromeda, Jewels of 
Babylon, Heroes of Karn, Forest at World's End, Warlord, The Hobbit 
Peter Brown, S2 Ropers Avenue, Chingford, London, E4 9EG 

Forest at the World 's End, Message from Andromeda, Hobbit 
Thomas McMurchie, 3 McDonald Street, Dundee, DD3 7BD 

Spellbound, Jewels of Babylon, Subsunk, Seabase Delta, Heavy on the Magik, 
Swords and SorceryEedd Jones, 57 Riversdale, Llandaf North, Cardiff, S Wales 

Gremlins, Hobbit, Never-Ending Story 
Sam Coatham, Shallon Cottage, Staneley, Knaresborough, N Yorks 

Forest at the World's End, Jewels of Babylon, Message from Andromeda, Heroes of 
Karn. Bored of the Rings. Snowball Gems of Stradus 
Iain Purdie, 9 Glassford Road, Strathaven, Lanarkshire, Scotland, ML10 6LL 

Heroes of Karn, Empire of Karn, Crystals of Cams. Jewels of Babulon, Subsunk. 
Seabase Delta, Worm m Paradise, Voodoo Castle. Terrormolinos. Mordons Quest, 
Neverending Story, Mindshadow, Urban Upstart. Robin of Sherwood, Hampstead, 
Wizard of Akyrz. Hobbit. Time Machine, Circus, Arrow of Death Part II, Emerald 
Isle. Lords of Time. Gremlins. Sorceror oi'Claymorguc Castle, Red Moon, Ten Little 
Indians, Perseus and Andromeda. Zzzzz, Feasibility Experiment. Valkyrie 17, Bored 
of the Rings. Pirate Adventure, Very Big Cave Adventure, Valhalla, Golden Baton. 
Ring of Power, Adventureland, Colossal Adventure. Quest for the Holy Grail, The 
Incredible Hulk, Price of Magic, Return to Eden, Snowball, The Pilgrim, The Snow 
Queen, Espionage Island, Inca Curse, Kentilla, The Helm. Lord of the Rings, Ship of 
Doom, ZorkI, Spidenr.an, Warlord, Forest at the World's End, Planet of Death 
John R Barnsley, Adventurescue, 32 Merrivale Road, Rising Brook, Stafford, 
Staffs, ST 17 9EB 

All Interceptor games 
Peter Inglis, Ar-Dachaidh, Ardelve, Kyle, Ross-shire, IV40 8EH 

Warlord, Red Moon, Heroes of Karn. Lords of Time, Message from Andromeda, 
Mindshadow. Forest at World's End. Subsunk 
Simon Marshall, 23 5pringfleld Way, Stockton Lane, York, Y 0 3 OHN 

Seabase Delta, Terrormolinos 
The Mouse and Lano Helpline, 6 Penrhyn Avenue, Litherland, Liverpool, L21 
6ND 

Mordons Quest, Jewels of Babylon, Heroes of Karn, Souls ofDarkon, Message from 
Andromeda, Forest at World's End, Smugglers Cove. Red Moon, Warlord, Emerald 
Isle 
Mrs Shirley Wall, 38 Glebelands, Westfield, Radstock, Bath, Avon, BA3 35U 

Forest at World's End, Jewels of Babylon, Lord of the Rings Part I 
James McMahon, 12 Sidehead Holdings, Stonehouse, Lanarkshire, ML9 3PG 
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Following my request for some tips on some less-publicised 
games, I received a tidy little batch of clues from Pat Winstanley 
of Adventure Contact. So here goes with another selection of 
head-spinning tips for those in 3ticky situations. 

Mi croman 
Stick to pushing by ihe window 
Climb out of the deep freeze 
Check the Amstrad manual for colour coding 

Redhawk 
Lesley wants something pretty... 
Don't drop the vase - take it to a museum 

Castle of Skull Lord 
Chop tree for something nautical 
Wake the bear, but be ready to feed it 
Dig snow to find another way through 
Clobber the dog with a bone 
The man needs some first-aid - a bandage 

Island of Riddles 
Vault river to get across use a branch 
Hit the stone to light the lamp 

Al-Strad 
Examine the tree, open the safe 
The river is alcoholic ... and so is fuel' 

Castle Blackstar (thanks to Michael Todd) 
Going 'iroll'ing on the fissure? Try throwing a com just to be 
sure 
Lost in darkness? Look down the well 
To get past the invisible man, throw some flour 

Return to Eden (thanks to Paul Stagg) 
Parrot thieving objects? NEWS from the maze! 
Animals attacking you? Drop the radsuit... 
Keep your eyes open in the Theme Park 
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Electric Dreams Software. 
31 Carlton Crescent, 

Southampton. Hampshire S01 2EW. 
Tel: (0703) 229694 
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GJHIE ATM OD]E\ 

Bob Wade checks out your tips, pokes and game-
busting ploys. The best ones could win a entire issue's 
AA Raves! So why not send YOUR latest gem to: Cheat 
Mode, Amstrad Action, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 
5AH. 

Allan Trotman from Chi«el-
don has everything you want 
to know about this bewitching 

; game. With his tips and our 
map from issue 12 you should 
be able to crack the game. 

The beert place to start is in 
the This is 
because it is in the middle of the 
castle and gives easy access to 
three of the collectable items, 
which you should get in this 
order: 
Shield - Go into the roof above 

drop: through the 
hble onto it, bouncing straight 
b i ^ into the room so that the 
gargoyle doesn't tip you off into 
thin air. Be careful not to land on 

j t h e head you 

trouble- • - ; 
Cjrown ~ Bounce onto the sec-
$rtd step then bounce again and 
you will get the crown. Go left 
two screens and bounce at full 
onto the gargoyle and back 
again. Then bounce back onto 
the gargoyle and hold the joy-

stick left until the bounce has 
calmed down, then bounce 

- Bounce into the roof 
andigo down and down again. 
Bounce left, dropping from a 
window and then bounce right. 
Go through the skeleton and 
bounce high and right until you 

wwfflmmssmt WBm I WZ: W 

-r^JS&l 
can get the goblet. Bounce back 
immediately and retrace back-
wards ofi the ledge to the left. 

i & e e p -going left and pick 
up the axe. Keep going left until 
you drop and then jump out of 
the window oiito the roof. 
Scissors - Bounce left an& out of 
the far left roof hole (avoiding 
gargoyle's head), collecting the 
magic and falling to£ick up the 
scissors. 

Now the hard bit. Go 
through the castle to the roof 
above where the shield was and 
go right. Go up the platforms to 
the top of the roof. <3̂  ;righi':t6 
'where t l^spidei : is and with 
one big jump get onto the plat-
form above him. and out of the 
top right. Up the next screen to 
eiiter the witch's bedroom;. 

The witch's magic won't 
move, allowing you to getj& lock 
of her hair, but it still k&s if 
touched. Now just get to p 
of the building to get the spe-
Ubook and then down to the 

Rhysf. Jones 
borough has some thorough 
tips to help you get through 
the PSS game, including a 
poke for c r e a t i n g s u f f e r - | 
character. There's also a map 
from Tobias Mills of Acomb 
showing all four of the gSsttieii^ 
zones. 

chest 

door 
gateway to 
another zone 

Mapped by 
Tobias Mills 

1. Before trying to name your 
character press Capslock, as 
only capital letters are allowed. 
2. The masters possess the fol-
lowing skills and results when 
you study s f̂th them. 

cauldron. 

A great tip for all owners of the 
Firebird game on disk. It comes 
from J McGuiness of Stocksfield 
and does some very weird 
things. Here's what you do: 
1. Start game and go to the 
load/save game screen. 
2. Select the option 'load new 
commander'. 
3. Input commander's name as 
"Elite" and press Enter 
4 The message 'disk loading 

error' will appear. 
5. Press '4' to exit the screen. 
6. Press Space to begin game 
and you are in for a big 
surprise. 
Apart from giving you all sorts 
of things you don't normally 
have, this also seems to intro-
duce some interesting bugs into 
the game. So play around with it 
and see what happens. 
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Turbo Esprit 
Some quickie tips from Wayne 
Harrigan of Bexleyheath on 
drug-nng busting. 
1. Avoid chasing the red cars 
(armoured cars) near the end of 
the game, because they lead 
you on a little mystery tour 
through all the back streets and 
barge you into signs, people 
and lampposts. 
2. Never shoot anything. You 
get many more points for ramm-
ing into the back of a car up to 
2,000 sometimes. 
3. Never choose different towns 
when you start playing. After 
using the same town a few times 
you become used to it and 
eventually know it by heart. 
4. Always go fast, only slowing 
for turnoffs. 

Poke it 
This is the section where w 
explain how to input the majo: 
ity of Cheat Mode pokes. Thei 
are two different methods - th 
instructions for each poke te 
you which one to use. If yo 
have a 664 or 6128, you'll hav 
to type | tape before usin 
either. 

Method 1: Make sure th 
you've rewound the game tap 
to the beginning. Now type i 
the poke listing. Then type RU1 
and press the 'Enter' key. (Don 
use the key marked 'CTRL' c 
'CONTROL', that will stop th 
poke from working.) Press th 
PLAY key on the cassette dec! 
and hit any key on the ma: 
keyboard - the space bar wi 
do nicely. The tape should no 
start to play through in th 
normal way. 

Method 2: For this methoc 
you have to skip the first bit c 
the game program. To do tha 
start by rewinding the gair 



CHEAT MODE 

m 
Y a m a j T 
Bog 

Kra. Veston 
Villa 
Jack 
Grieves 
Jscarth 
Verna 
Merlock 
Hubris 

Secret of death 
Way of the sword 
Way of the spear 
Way of the staff M 
Secret of strength 
Way of the thief |J 
Agility 
Secret of etiquette 
Way of the 
Secret of taking blows 
Way of the magie^t ; 
Improve instihctsgfgr 

Use 
I to skill with weapon 
t to skill with weapon 
1 to skill with weapon 

.3 to thieving sk2i8||: 

2 to agility 
Use once only 

: W to skttlVrithOtti weapon % 
1 to ability to take blows 
1 to magic skills 
i-to thieving skills 

& In the armoury always buy 4. To see if an item is magical, 

I I 

the cheapest things first. Ypfc 
can buy anything as long aa you 
have at least one dragon's tooth. 
In other words even if you only 
have one tooth left you can still 
feay the arraou&: 
Staff : Helmet* m 
Shield 15 Gold 20 
Armour 40 Wine 5 
Sword 

F R O f / i X O M c £ > N £ r 

M l 

hold it and then useiheotown of 
magic detectidiu 
5. There are lots of different 
potions butgitf ypu J%ver get 
poisoned use the peppermint 
ration as a cure. ..J-. 
6. There are two ways to d&kt 
with j ^ : you can g<j|gHgg| 

..... I . ^ p f t or jumpjhern. As 
Pie a goes up you can jump 

W*®* »» the 200s you can leap 
whole corridors. 
7. As thieving skill goes up you 
gg|diaarm and pick locks more 

y. Smashing cheets do^i 
your thieving skills fcftit 

increases your strength, 
j f e 8- This; magic numbers i S v e the 

meanings^ reading 
top to bottom, the left'column 

P j f P l doiri't know, fighting Skill 
||| 1 with ;weapong||hievsng skill, 

m a g i ^ s k i l l , unarmed- combat:; 
skill, strength, don't know, don't 

take , 
agility. 

To use the poke you first 
need to 
frdm ti& game then type in the 
poke ami 
prompt you to load the savedf| 
character. You can then change 

IpiJus name if required (just hit 
Eater if you don't want to 
change). You'll then be 
prompted to aave the character 
back onto tape. This new char-
acter can then b e used as any 
other saved game to-5oad back 
into Swords and Sorcery. 

thods 
e to the beginning. Now type 
the listing. Then type CAT, 
d press the 'Enter' key. Start 
2 tape by pressing PLAY and 
ting a key, and then watch the 
een. 

After a little while you'll get 
e message "Found 
METHING block 1". It doesn't 
itter what the SOMETHING ac-
ally is this will vary from one 
m e to another. If the instruc-
:>ns with the poke just tell you 
skip the first block you should 

op the tape here. If the instruc-
3ns tell you to skip several 
j igs, stop the tape when the 
ound' message comes up for 
e last thing you're trying to 
dp. 

Once you've stopped the 
e press the ESC key. type 
"N, and press the 'Enter' key. 
w press PLAY on the tape 

eck, and hit a key on the key-
ard to start the tape running. 

SNDRDS AND SORCERY 

18 MODE 2 

28 flENORY H1HEK-13 

38 FOR t=HIHEH*l TO HIKEK+12 

48 READ a 

5fl POKE t,a 

68 NEXT 

78 PRINT 'Insert tape to loa 

d saved gate then press any 

key." 

88 WHILE INKEY$=":NEND 

91 CALL HIHEH+1 

188 PRINT:PRINT 'Current na» 

e is 

118 FOR t=39828 TO 39835 

128 PRINT CHRSiPEEKft) AN* fc 

7F); 

138 IF P E E M H I W THEN t=39 

835 

148 NEXT 

158 PRINT 

168 PRINT 

178 INPUT 'Input the nen nai 

e ";a$ 

188 IF LEN(aS))16 OR LENU$) 

(I THEN 208 

198 a$=liPPER$(at) 

288 a$=LEFT$(a$,LEN(af)-1)+C 

HR$(8t88+ASC(RI6HT$(a<: 1)) > 

218 FOR t»l TO LEN(al) 

228 POKE 398I9+t 1ASC(«IW(a$ 

,t,D) 
238 NEXT 

248 PRINT 

258 POKE 39785,288 

268 POKE 39786,288 

278 POKE 39797,288 

288 POKE 39888,288 

298 POKE 39784,288 

388 POKE 39791,288 
318 POKE 39798,288 

320 POKE 39367,288 

338 POKE 39814,288 

348 POKE 39796,288 

358 PRINT-New values have be 

en poked.' 

368 PRINT 

370 POKE HIREfl+18,158 

388 PRINT"Insert tape to sav 

e new character on, then pre 

ss any key." 

398 WHILE INKEY$=":NEND 

488 CALL HIHEK+1 

418 END 

428 DATA 33,171,138,17,108,1 

8,62,22,285,161,188,281 

M 
Efei 
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Based o n Judo, UCHI-MATA, is p r o b a b l y 
t h e most a d v a n c e d a n d chal lenging 

Brian Jacks received his black belt, 
1st Dan, when only 15. He is now 
a 7th Dan, an elite world group. 
Having won the British 
Championship eleven times, the 
Open Championshp five times, the 
European Championship four 
times and an Otymplc Medal, he is 
one of the most knowledgeable 
and foremost exponents of Judo 
in the world. 

martial arts simulation t o da te . 

All the skills n' spills - without the bruises!.'! 

Commodore 64/128 Cassette £9.95 Amstrad 464 664 6128 
Disc £12.95 Cassette £9.95 Disc £13.95 

Spectrum 48-'128 Cassette £8.95 MSX Cassette £9.95 
Technical consultant, Brian Jacks, 
conptet r>g o successful UCHI-
MAlA, one of the many exciting 
throws incorporated in the game 

Martech is the registered trade mark of Software Communications Umited, 
Martech House, Bay Terrace, Pevensey Bay, East Sussex BN24 6EE 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. PHONE: (0323) 768456 TELEX: 878373 Martec C 



CHEAT MODE 

There was a good response to 
the challenge to produce joy-
stick control on the Master-
tronic dual-player game. The 
best of the bunch were by Phil 
Howard of Mapperley and 
Timothy Lomas of Sander-
stead. Phil's allows you direc-
tional joystick control in a 
one-player game and acti-
vates the armour that didn't 
work in the original game. 
Timothy's allows single- or 
dual-joystick control, 
although the second joystick 
may not work exactly as 
planned with all dual-Joystick 
connectors. If the second 
player would prefer the 
original keys or you don't 
have a second joystick then 
just delete lines 110-140 before 
using the poke. Both pokes 
are entered using Method 1. 
Phil's is printed first. 

, 8 0 , a f , 3 2 , 5 8 
30 DATA 08,21,le,8d,e5,36,c9 

,cd,8c,8d,el 

48 DATA 36,3a,cd,24,bb,f5,cb 

,&7,c4,e6,0ti 

53 DATA f l,47,3e ,03,cb ,48,20 
,10,cb,53,2B 

60 JATA 0b,cb,48,20,06,cb,58 
,28,81,c9,3c 

70 DATA 3c,3c,e6,83,32,41,57 

,3c,32,58,03 

83 5ATA c9,86,80,ll,70,8l,cd 

,77,be,21,78 

90 DATA 81,cd.83,bc,cd,7a,bc 

,21,51,80,22 

130 DATA dc,8c,21,be,88,22,a 

a,lc,c3,78,01 

110 DATA cds04,28,cd,05,22,c 

d,t>8,ic,e9 
STORM 0HE 128 y*8:MEMORY 13380 

10 DATA 08,3a,a5,57,re,85,28 130 FOR x=&50 TO *C7;REA» ai 

,34 ,cd,63,0g a^VALi'fc'+aS):PuK£ x,a 
2S DATA c9.3a,58,80,b7,c4,5a 153 y=y+a:RE3(T 

168 IF y( >£r2C53 THEN PRINT u 

Data errorf'jENB 

170 LOAJ"de5"ft35C0 

188 LOAD'! %&7B74iLOA3J" f 

500 

190 CALL &9E 

STORM m 

10 DATA 21,8c.b8,Il,48,80,3e 

,2c 
20 DATA cdfal,bc,2a,6f,aa,etl 

,5b 

30 DATA 9f ,b3,3e«li,cd«al,bc 

40 DATA 6f,aa,81,68,88,89,22 

,6f 

50 DATA 3d,3a,9d,b3,fe,ff,28 
,dS 

63 DATA 21,fe,0F,3e,2f,77,81 

,04 

73 DATA 08,09,3e,4c,77,01,04 

,80 
30 DATA 09,3P,48,77,01,84,08 

,89 

90 DATA 36,43,77,01,04,88,09 

,3e 
180 DATA 4D,77,01,04,60,89,3 
e,15,77 

110 DATA 21,57,10,3e,34,77,8 

1 
128 DATA 04,08,09,3e,30,77,8 

1,84 

130 DATA 08,09,36,32,77,01.8 

4,80 

140 DATA 89,3e,33,77 

150 DATA c3,70,01,end 
160 ftENORY &14FF 

170 FOR a!-lAA8| TO &AA6EiRE 

AD bi:IF b*=Hend" THEN 190 

133 POKE aZ,VAL("fc'+b$):MEXT 

193 POKE iAAbF,&78;POKE &AA7 

3.1 

230 LOAD w!de5M,J35CB 
218 LOAD M i , i 7 D 7 4 

220 LOAD "f",15500 

238 CALL IAA00 

1AU CETI # f m •• A • 
Alistair Graham from East Continue t o w o w to just faster main niap gives information unit allows you to jump to a 
Craigs has responded to our than minimui^.9peed and you'll about the defence levels of dif- city's outpost. All of these have 
challenge with a comprehens- soon dock. It's^important to re- ferent towns and their jump substations but not supply cen-
ive playing guide to the, CRL member that tf y&i hit a build- pads to other towns. The identif- tres, and they're often heavily 
space game. The guide will ing with lasers orSfcjrussile you ication chart shows what the guarded. The energy recharge 
be of most use to somebody won't be allowed tc^took with it buildings and ships look like on unit speeds up the recharging 
just starting out with the unless you reload a s&g^-gajne screen and gives information on of the shield. Durium crystals 
g a m e but even experienced or start again. ^fSfijjjk their defences and weapons. can explode when launching, 
players m a y pick up a hint or Supply centres : raHftSze Timevaults: These are destroying or damaging the 
two. two types, military and^UHpm. found in libraries and provide ship. 

Starting up: The first thing All towns have one of eacK3ind useful equipment. You're told Reactors: You must dock 
to do is define the keys you once docked with you can ac- on docking whether there is one with all of these to see if they 
want. Remember that the con- cess the Equip function to use present and can access it by contain control rods. These 
trols are not saved when you them. A menu with six options typing 'timevault'. Eight rectan- come in two halves which have 
save a game, so every time you will appear. The refuel, repair gles in a circle will appear with to b e fitted together on a screen 
load up you must redefine the and install-flares options can b e another rectangle in the middle, accessed by using the 'rod' 
keys. It's a good idea to. fly used at either centre, while the Put the cursor over the centre command. This section is very 
around for a bit getting used to missiles and anti-missile mis- one and press fire. A pattern similar to the puzzle-solving in 
the controls and to familiarize siles can be installed only at the will form in the outer rectan- Impossible Mission and you 
yourself with the display panel, military centre. The repair sy- gles. Put the cursor over one should have no problem with 
The one thing to ignore here is stem wtfl recharge the shields rectangle, remembering where the controls, 
height, which is of no and repair any systems it is, and press fire. If you've In the main reactor you 
importance. damaged in combat. chosen correctly a rectangle at have to take the whole rods you 

The first thing to do at Libraries: You'll find one of the top of the screen will light have formed and drop them into 
Reema, your starting point, is to these in every town, usually up; if not the pattern will disap- the circles in the reactor core, 
find the library and reactor sub- near both the centre and a reac- pear and you'U have tc^start all which will light up. This haa to 
station. You start near the town tor substation. They look like a over again. If you get the right be done quickly because Of the 
but the automatic direction fin- civilian supply centre with a rectangle the pattern will reap- dangerous radiation and heat 
der will guide you back to the diamond on top. Once docked pear and you must hit the same levels. 
centre if you stray. The subst- the command 'LI.' will take you one as before in relation to the Combat: This is fairly 
ation will contain one or more to a menu screen. The data others. * straightforward but there are 
control rods and the library a banks allow you access to in- ' There are six objects to be some general tips. Use missiles 
timevault. formation under many headings found in the vaults, each one "^hen possible since your lasers 

Docking: This is very (experiment to see which ones), serving a purpose. A radiation o ^ r h e a t easily. Change views 
simplS and nowhere near as but much of it isn't very suit slows the rate at which the rather than turning the ship to 
hard as in Elite. There are six relevant. the radiation affects you in the get at enemies who attack you 
kinds of building you can dock The city map allows you to main reactor. Reserve shields when not in sight. Destroy radar 
with: two types of reactor, two examine detailed maps of the come into operation when towers to stop them sending 
types of supply station, libraries city you are in, its outpost and normal shield strength reaches more ships after you. When 
and the lander. Head towards the neighbouring cities. These zero. Experimental missiles de- fighting at night don't use in-
the building, gradually slowing, show the positions of buildings stroy everything in a city except frared while shooting a moving 
A blue rectangle should appear and enemies but is not updated jump pads and buildings you object but put up a flare so you 
and start to fill the viewscreen. when they are destroyed. The can dock with. A single jump can target on it more easily. 
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CHEAT MODE 

Tips for the helicopter simul-
ation c o m e from Clifford Jol-
liffe of Northfleet. 

The secret code for the 
helicopter section is WREN. At 
the start of the game you are 
flying forwards at 45 degrees. 
Pull down on the joystick so you 
fly backwards at 45 degrees. 
Move the stick to the right till it 
gets to bearing 000 degrees. Fly 
to the map numbered 11. Look 
along the white line on the de-
tailed map and you should see a 
red square. Land here and get 
the machinegun. 

Take off and go to any other 
red squares on the map, getting 
all the equipment. There are 
two people on this map; get 
Borne. Fly at bearing 180 until 
you get to map 10. Collect 
equipment from red squares. 
Fly at bearing 270 to the allied 
camp on map 10. Land on the 
red rectangle and you'll be told 
the location of the convent. 

Pick up Mary and fly to any 
red squares on this sector, stoc-
king up on fuel found around 

the camp. Now fly to the conv-
ent. You'll probably be attacked 
by two planes. Shoot one down 
and you'll probably be left with 
one on your tail. Slow down and 
fly backwards and you should 
find it in your sights. On the 
same map as the convent is 
Smithy; pick him up and drop 
Mary. Once at the convent you'll 
be told the location of the sound 
weapon. 

Fuel - is shown as red dots 
and when picked up will go 
either straight into the fuel tank 
or into the equipment list. You 
need to land to top up the tank 
with fuel you're carrying. 

Machinegun to use the 
gun you need ammo and Bertie. 

Repairs - you need Smithy 
aboard to repair damage. He 
can do this only on the ground 
at the main locations. 

Attent ion, cheats! 
These pages are all about cheat-
ing at games, but some of you 
are taking things a little far: and 
copying pokes out of other 
magazines. We get enough 
high-quality pokes without hav-
ing to resort to such tactics. So 
please don't send them in. 

The pokes printed are 

copyright and can't be used 
without the permission of the 
magazine that first printed them. 
The same goes for anything that 
appears here in Cheat Mode, so 
don't bother sending our pokes 
to anyone else because they will 
be bound by the same 
constraints. 

These tips from Mark Pin-
heiro of Tooting Bee take up 
where the ones in issne 12 left 
off, tackling the end of level 3. 
They're followed by two 
pokes entered using Method 
1. The first is from Richard 
Bodges of Bamet, giving com-
plete invulnerability; the sec-
ond is from Phil Howard of 
Mapperley, giving infinite 
lives and flamethrowers. 

€ 
Note: tape users on the 664 and 
6128 will need to change 07,bB 
in line 40 to lf,bl; in line 50 
ea^>l to eS,b7, and also in line 
80 d9,bl to d4,b7. 

m 

Tips for the mechanical 
dinosaurs come from Oweh Hib-
bert of Gosport. 
1. Every red Zoid you destroy 
has spare power cells if you 
scan where it was before you 
destroyed it - not just 
Slitherzoids. 
2. City domes, mines and 
beacons all leave power cells 
when destroyed. 
3. If having difficulty destroying 
domes, move your sights to the 
very edge of a dome and the 
mountains will be less difficult to 

get past. 
4. Nearly all parts of Zoidzilla 
are found in domes near or netf 
to the power station. 
5 If a city network has only a 
couple of Zoids m it then the 
chances are there is no piece of 
Zoidzilla. All pieces are heavily 
guarded. generally with 
Spinebacks. 
6. In one network there are two 
Hellrunners going around tog 
ether. Try to avoid these 
because if you destroy one the 
other will become a Spineback. 

Level 3: At the end of level 
three, use up your remaining 
missiles as you approach the 
bridge, because when the gy-
rocopters start to appear a com-
mandant will also appear and 
can b e relieved of four missiles. 
Four copters will appear, plus a 
few troops which make life 
more hazardous. 

To clear the copters you 
need to do a lot of jumping over 
the grenades they throw. When 
you are at one end of the screen 
and a copter is descending at 
the other, let fly a missile. Try 
not to use up the missiles when 
with the copters as only two or 
three commandants come on 
screen. 

Level 4: This last stage is 
definitely the hardest of the lot. 
Lots of karate troops appear 
and also quite a few cannon. 
Climb the first ladder you come 
to at the hangars. If your timing 
is just right, jump, and you will 
land on the next platform. Cont-

inue doing this until you reach 
the end of the hangars; it is 
impossible for the troops to con-
tinue following you. 

When you stab a command-
ant you get grenades. Fling one 
of these and everyone but you 
on the screen will die. When the 
screen stops scrolling at the end 
of the level and the siren goes 
four times, run to the left side of 

3REEN BERET ONE 

10 DATA 3e , c9 ,32 ,d4 ,24 , c3 ,37 
, b d , 2 i , 3 a ? 4 2 
28 DATA 3 6 , 5 9 , 2 3 , 3 6 , f 7 , 2 1 , 4 8 
, 4 8 , 1 1 , 4 8 , 0 8 
38 DATA 6 i , f c , 0 1 , e d , b 8 , 2 1 , 4 8 
, 8 8 , e 5 , 2 1 , 0 0 
48 DATA bb,e5,2i,fcf81,e5,2l 
,87,b8,e5,2l 
50 DATA b b , 8 2 , e 5 , f l , 2 i , e a , b i 
,ll,d9,bl,f3 
68 DATA c9 
70 MEMORY fc3000 
38 LOAD"* • 
90 CALL &3A6A 
m L3AD'! V 4 0 4 0 
110 FOR x=fc3E88 TO iSE37 
126 READ a* 
130 POKE x.VALCV+al) 
140 NEXT 
158 CALL &PE88 

the screen as far as you can go 
and and lie down facing left. 
Stab continuously and you will 
kill the man with the flamethr-
ower before he even enters the 
screen. Don't stand up and you 
will see his flame pass over 
your head after you've killed 
him. That should be the only 
person you have to kill. 

A very bloodthirsty game. 

GREEN BERET TWO 

18 DATA 3e,b7,32,c9,13,32,87 

,25,c3,B3.4B 

20 DATA 21,37,22,36,e7,21,48 
,28,11,48,00 

33 DATA 6i,fc,8l,ed,50,21,40 

.88,e5,21|88 
40 DATA bb,e5,21,fc,8l,e5,21 

,07,fcS,e5,2i 

50 DATA bb,82,e5,fl,2l,ea,bl 

,ll,d?,bljf3 

68 DATA c9 

70 MEMORY i-2008 

86 FOR X-&BE08 TO &BE37 

98 READ a* 

180 POKE x,VAL("i"+a$i 

110 NEXT 

120 LOAD'* 

138 CALL &3A6A 

143 L O W V . K M M B 

150 CALL &BE8B 
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H COPY INCLUDES 
A FREE DRAW 
JCHER TO WIN ONF 
OF A HUNDRED 

From ther 
RICHARD DONNER 

Production 

Based on the Story 
by 

STEVEN SPEILBERG 

Exciting Multiscreen Action and Adventure! 
U.S. Cold Limited, Unit 10, The Parkway industrial centre, Heneage Street, 
Birmingham B7 4LY. Telephone 021-359 3020. Telex: 337268. 
^ f l f l l „ a registered trademark of oatasofcnc. a ^ % ^ -

TheCoonies is a trademark o ' v o m e r Bros. ir>c. 9 M i L ^ V 
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CHEAT MODE 

We were flooded with pokes 
for the Elite game. Unfortu-
nately many of you didn't 
work them out yourselves but 
mere ly copied them from 
another source. Needless to 
say such scurrilous entries 
were immediately binned, 
leaving the real c lass to show 
through. The poke we're 
printing is a compilation of 
ploys received from Robert 
Brooks of Yeovil, T im Coupe 
of Derby and Tony Hoyle of St 
Annes. 

The poke is entered using 
Method 1, and lines 20-80 con-
tain many different pokes. If you 
don't want a particular one then 
just delete that line. Line 20 
gives infinite lives, 30 takes you 
to the next level if you die, 40 
slows the whole game down, SO 
gives invulnerability to every-
thing but water, 60 changes 
level when you press Escape. 
70 makes zombies appear more 
quickly, 80 apparently affects 
the music (hard to tell if that one 
works). 

If you don't want to use the 
pokes then try out the following 
tips from Mamood Sultan of 

Warndon. 
Level 1: Keep moving right 

and jumping over the grave-
stones, making sure you fire at 
the zombies which appear. 
Jump up and shoot the killer 
bird and climb the first ladder 
without scrolling the screen, 
shooting the plant as soon as 
you get to the top. Kill the next 
bird and plant and jump off the 
end of the hill firing so as to hit 
the oncoming bird. 

Having crossed the water 
on the raft dodge the flying 
knights by running under them. 
Shoot the flying demon as 
quickly as possible; four hits 
will kill him. The ghosts are 
fairly easy but watch out for 
their spears and the killer plant 
that appears. The ogre at the 
end of the level has to be hit 
seven times, so stand well back 
and keep firing as he leaps up 
and down. 

Level 2: Jump as high as 
possible straightaway and fire; 
this will destroy the plant. But 
watch out for the rock it will 
have thrown. Get to where the 
plant was, dodging gremlins all 
the while, and jump across and 

up where you can get the next 
plant. Keep moving right and 
shoot the last plant, then jump 
off the furthest platform to enter 
the town. 

Gremlins and crows are 
everywhere so you need to be 
extra careful. When you get to 
the big house with five floors, 
shoot the goblins on the first 
four levels (each one eight 
times, watching for the flying 
hammers when they die). Move 
to the right of the fourth floor 
and go down. Once out of the 
house, prepare for flocks of 
birds. 

On the lifts jump off one 
only when the next one is below 
you. When you reach land 
again, keep your distance from 
the two ogres and fire as rapid 
ly as possible to kill them both. 

Level 3: This level involves 
speed and a fast trigger finger. 
First you must shoot the bats 
and then climb the hill, shooting 
the rock monsters eight times to 
destroy them, avoiding the 
rocks they spit. Once you reach 
the stone part of the cave the 
monsters go wild: four demons, 
rock monsters, bats and flying 
ghosts. Keep going. Climb the 
first ladders you come to and 
shoot everything you can. 

Eventually you come to the 
edge of the top platform and 

must jump off, falling several 
screens. Move right to the guar-
dian - a flying serpent. He has to 
be shot 15 times in the segments 
of his body and four times in the 
head to kill him. After that it's 
back to where you started. 

How to win an 
ENTIRE ISSUE S Rave 
sof tware! 
If you want to win an ent i re 
i ssue 's rave software, including 
the M a s t e r g a m e , then all you 
h a v e to do is p r o d u c e an exce l l -
ent map. poke or playing tips. 
W e ' v e set you a number of chal-
l e n g e s bu! if you can p r o d u c e 
something e v e n bet ter then feel 
f ree you'll have just as much 
c h a n c e of winning a prize. 

The best solution will win a 
copy of e v e r y Rave and the 
M a s t e r g a m e from the issue in 
which the solution is printed. 
The n u m b e r of g a m e s will vary 
ot course , but in past i ssues 
there have b e e n six Raves or 
m o r e that's o v e r £50 of soft 
w a r e and s o m e months il may 
top 1100 The pr izes will usually 
b e on casset te , unless you re 
quest disk software of the 
equivalent value. W e also g i v e 
out live runners up prizes e v e r y 
month of one of the 
Raves/Mastergame in that issue. 

1EH0RY &5BFF:L0ArcciniV 

eery. Hope you enjoy the soft-
ware, Rhys. 

The runners-up are: David 
German for his comprehensive 
Speed King hack, Alistair 
Graham for his Tan Ccti tips, 
Phil Howard for his Green 
Bcrct and Storm pokes. Tim-
othy Lomas for his Sform poke 
and Allan Trotman for his 
Cauldron IIplaying tips. 

If you aspire to the heights 
of these worthy winners then 
get cracking on this month's 
challenges: 
1. A m a p of Nexor. 
2. A poke to m a k e characters 
more friendly in Doomdark's 
Revenge. 
3. A bomb-disposal poke for 
Split Personalities. 
4. A playing guide or tips for 
Fourth Protocol. 
5. A poke to m a k e objects 
visible in Qabbalah. 

Deciding the pri2e winners was 
very tough this month. But just 
sneaking ahead of the pack was 
Rhys Jones for his playing tips 
and poke for Swords and Sor-

Peter Williams from Cambridge 
writes with help for frustrated 
owners of the disk version of the 
game. He's altered the poke for 
the tape game to work with the 
disk version, and here it is. Just 
type in the listing, save it onto 
the game disk and run it to load 
the game with 255 lives. 

K M a i - I I M I ) 
Richard Hodges from Bamet has 
* poke for the ageing US Gold 
game that gives infinite ships on 
the air and sea stages of the 
game. It means that as long as 

don't take the secret pas-
: saga you'll always have a full 

complement of tanks. It's en-
tered using Method 1. Note: 664 
and 6128 tape users should 
change 07tb8 in line 40 to l f j b l ; 
in line BO, ea .b l to e5,b7. and in 
tine 60 d9,bl to d4,b7. 

: 18 DATA 3e,c9,32,b2,99,c3,80 

I ,b2,21,81,22 

| 20 DATA 36,09,23,36,b7,21,40 

| ,20,11,40,38 

30 DATA 01,44,02,ed,b8,21,40 

28 FOR a=&9m TQ &?8i2:RtAD 
a,b:NBT 

32 POKE j.'5C33,&C3:?0K£ S.-5C34 
, POKE k5C35,8i98 
48 CALL &5C88 
56 DATA 205,122,138,175,53,1 
5,78,6,6,33,59,7,119,35,16,2 
52,195,54,92 

,B0,e5,2i,80 

40 DATA bb,65,21,44,82,e5,21 

,B7,b8,e5,2i 

50 E-hTA bb,82,e5,fl,2i.ea,bt 

,il,d9,bl,f3 

,>0 DATA cv 
r MEHORY Sr2088 

t0 LOAD*" 
CALL &3A6A 

100 L O A F ! V 2 0 4 0 

i 10 FOR x=&BE88 TO H E 3 7 

120 READ a* 

130 POKE x,VALfl"+a$> 

140 NEXT 

150 NODE 8 

160 CALL &&E03 
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12 IPC OAN ome LTD 
f t / I M .Mf Ca-r 
.S:T,IT*3 wyywrf? ty Qgn CU<» Utf J 

/ THE STORY SO FAR... 
/ COLONEL DAN DARE HAS LOCATED THE ASTEROID BASE OF 
' HIS ARCH ENEMY- THE EVIL MEK0N...HE MUST DESTROY 
THE BASE AT ALL COSTS! BUT FIRST, HE MUST DEFEAT L 

THE DEADLY TREENS AND THEIR EVIL MASTER... A 

JOIN COLONEL DARE AND HIS VALIANT COMPANIONS 
ON THEIR JOURNEY THROUGH PERIL IN... 

TO BE CONTINUED 
DAN DARE - PILOT OF THE FUTURE. 

THE FATE OF THEIR MISSION DEPENDS ON YOU!! 

AVAILABLE NOW FROM VIRGIN GAMES ON SPECTRUM 48/128, 

COMMODORE 64/128 AND AMSTRAD CPC RANGE OF COMPUTERS 

£9.95 ON CASSETTE AND £14.95 AMSTRAD DISC 

PLEASE SEND ME DAN DARE - PILOT OF THE FUTURE IMMEDIATELY! 
SPECTRUM 48/128 CASSETTE £9.95 • COMMODORE 64/128 CASSETTE £9.95 • 
AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE £9.95 • AMSTRAD CPC DISC £14.95 • 
Name 

Please make cheques or postal orders to Virgin Games Ltd. Please do not post cash. 

VIRGIN GAMES LTD, 2/4 VERNON YARD. P0RT0BELL0 ROAD, LONDON W11 2DX 



A Right Royal Joystick 

MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 
^ M E T A L SHAFT 
^ A U T O FIRE 

^ 1 2 MONTH WARRANTY 
• Deluxe,robust construction. • Comfortable rugged 
hand-grip, 8directional control with automatic centering. 
• Heavy duty base with strong stabilizing suction cups. 
• Highly sensitive light touch MICRO SWITCH fire buttons. 
• Economically designed control handle with indestructable 
METAL SHAFT. • Built in AUTO FIRE function. 
Mach I Joys t i ck compa t i b l e w i t h : e S inc la i r Z X S p e c t r u m 1 6 K . 4 8 K . 1 2 8 K . 

e Ams t rad c o m p u t e r s e C o m m o d o r e 64 & VIC 20 Compu te rs 
e C o m m o d o r e C16 & Plus 4 Compu te rs (adaptor so ld separate ly) 
• MSX Compu te rs e A tar i 2600 & Atar i 5200 V ideo Game Systems 
e Atar i Home C o m p u t e r s 
Prices include VAT, pos tage & pack ing Del ivery normal ly 14 days E i p o r t o rders at no ex t ra cos t Oealer enquir ies we lcome 

Cheetah p roduc ts ava.laDIo f r o m o r a n c h e s o f Dixons W H S M I T H ^ High St . Store* 
and all g o o d c o m p u t e r shops . 

Marketing 
CHEETAH MARKETING iTD. 

I WIUOWBROOK SCIENCE PARK 
CRICKHOWELI ROAD. ST MELlONS.CARDIFF 
TEL CARDIFF(0222)777337 TELEX 497455 

FAX 0222 7 79404 

beating our AMDRUM! 

Mr, A' IV 
I 'ITT 

A 

• B D I G I T A L L Y R E C O R D E D R E A L D R U M S O U N D S 

• S I M P L E T O U S E - U P A N D R U N N I N G I N O N L Y M I N U T E S 

• A T R U E D I G I T A L D R U M M A C H I N E 

• ' R E A L T I M E 1 O R O N S C R E E N P R O G R A M M I N G 

• C O M P L E T E W I T H S O F T W A R E 

• E X T R A S O U N D S C A N B E L O A D E D F R O M T A P E 

• C O M P R E H E N S I V E M A N U A L 

• T H E M O S T E X C I T I N G P E R I P H E R A L E V E R D E V E L O P E D 

• D Y N A M I C F I L I N G S Y S T E M — S T O R E O V E R 1 0 0 0 
P R O G R A M M E D 
R H Y T H M S 

• T A P E S Y N C 
F A C I L I T Y 

• S O N G S C A N 
B E S A V E D 
O N T A P E 

• P O L Y P H O N I C 

• C R E A T I V E . 
E D U C A T I O N A L 
A N D F U N 

• J U S T P L U G S 
I N T O M O S T 
H I F I ' S 

\N| 

ano y 

S u p e r b ^ 

S ^ D W M 
DIGITAL DRUM 

SYSTEM 
for the 

AMSTRAD 

S o w w a I C S B L E " 

fer, 
EletfroKit&Editor 

C 4 J 9 

Available from High St. Stores anc^all good 
computershops or direct from Cheetah Marketing 

464/664/6128 

fiU- MASXET*tO IfD. 
. — — . , ~ - y ~ y y ( t r ' *UIOW«OOK SCKMCC PW« 
A A'!/-CRlCtrtOWlll«a«XST.v£liCNSC«OrF 

/ V l U r K G n n C J - ; ^ Z ^ P ' f l CA*0*';022JI777337 TElEX.4i>7l55 
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POSTER. WIRKEH 

Th\s\s the main 
listing. If you typo it in 
and run it by itself it will 
simply print out a giant 
poster of the program — 
listing, since that is 
what's on screen. 

Adding this line 
creates one very 
simple screen display 
for turning into a 
poster. You could 
replace it with any 
other graphics routine, 
for example one which 
loads in a screen 
display from a 
graphics package or (if 
you're clever) the title 
screen of a game. 

Ingenious program, this, from PETER DOEL. It produces a giant 
printout of whatever you've got on the screen, using eight 
sheets of normal continuous stationery. The printer uses the 
computer's normal character set, so that when you look at the 
printout close up you can barely make out what it is. But stick 
the pages together, walk away 20 feet, then turn round and look 
and...WOW! 

You can change the 'contrast' in your giant picture by 
altering the characters separated by commas in line 240 - each 
of these characters corresponds to one of the 16 possible screen 
colours. 

The program starts at line 100, and if you just run it as it is, it 
wiil simply produce a magnified printout of the text that's on the 
screen. A better idea is to add some more program lines below 
line 100 to create something interesting on screen, even if it's 
just loading in a loading screen from a game. 

1 0 0 WIDTH 2 5 5 
1 1 0 PRINT # 8 , C H R * ( 2 7 ) { " A " ; C H R < ' 7 > • 
1 2 0 DIM s * < 1 5 ) 
1 3 0 FOR q = 0 TO 15 :READ s * < q > : N E X T 
1 4 0 FOR 1 = 0 TO 4 8 0 STEP 1 6 0 
1 5 0 FOR y = Z 9 S TO 0 STEP - 2 
1 6 0 B t - - " " 

I 7 0 FOR x = 0 TO 1 5 8 STEP 2 
1 8 0 + ( T E S T ( 1 •.<,>> > 
1 9 0 NEXT v. 
2 0 0 PRINT # 8 , a £ 
2 1 0 NEXT y 
2 2 0 PRINT # 8 , C H R $ < 1 2 >I 
2 3 0 NEXT 1 
2 4 0 DATA 0 , " 

1 0 MODE .0: FOR i =2 TO 1 3 : PEN i : P R I N T " 
RAD A C T I O N " : P R I N T " " : N E X T 

AMST 

t o H v s 
rjQj-Q >„ 

ye, Of .hose , I S . 

i D ^ M 0 D £ „ * I C 6 S O G ^ ' f ea l o ^ ^ ' s 

~ «/pe jy, - u«e p r o m ^ * o f the 

nr,••• 



* * * * * * ^ 

* * * * * * * * * * * * ! ! 

. * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * * ! 

: * * * * j * * * * 

* * * 
*****! ***** 

» * Ĉ * < * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * 4 
* * * * * * 4 

: * * * * * * ^ 
1 * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * a 
* * * * * * * : * * * * * * * J 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * * * * 

1.0 

20 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6.0 

7 0 
3 0 
9 0 
1 0 0 
110 
1 2 0 
1 3 0 
1 4 0 
1 3 0 
1 6 0 
1 7 0 
1 3 0 
1 9 0 
200 
210 
220 
2 3 0 
2 4 0 
25.0 
260 
2 7 0 
280 
N 
29.0 
VER 
3.00 
3 1 0 
3 2 0 
3 3 0 
3 4 0 
3 5 0 
3 6 0 
3 7 0 
38.0 
3 9 0 
40.0 
4 1 0 
4 2 0 
4 3 0 
4 4 0 
4 5 0 

MODE 0 :GOSUB 28 .0 : LOCATE # 0 , 1 , 1 : PRINT •* SIMON 
CLEAR INPUT:LOCATE # 0 , 1 , 2 5 : I N P U T "FAST/SLOW(F/S) 
I F S * = " F " THEN S = 2 5 0 ELSE I F S * = " S " THEN S = 5 0 0 E L S E 
GL=3 
CLEAR INPUT: DIM m < g l ) 
T game 
GOSUF 26.0 
LOCATE # 0 , 7 , 6 : PRINT " L e v e l " J G L . - 2 
LOCATE # 0 , 2 , 2 4 : P R I N T " < S p a c e > t o s t a r t . - : I F I N K E Y * = " 

GOSUB 3 1 0 : ' r e c o r d m o v e s 
GOSUB 12 .0 : GOTO 1 7 0 
' d i s p l a y m o v e s 
FOR g = l TO g l 
INK m < g ) + 1 , 0 : S O U N D l , » ( g > * 1 0 0 
GOSUB 4 3 0 : G O S U B 2 8 0 
NEXT g:RETURN 

SAYS 

2.0 

THEN 9 0 

S I M O N 

y p l a y e r i n p u t 
FOR g = l TO g l 
a=VAL(INKEY*> 
I F a<1 OR a > 4 

You probably remember the game in which you have to 
remember a sequence of coloured lights and soiuids and repeat 
it. This is that game. Simple, but challenging and surprisingly 
addictive. 

This program mimics the game very nicely indeed, giving 
you a choice of two playing speeds. 

So, with your Amstrad you can copy a game that took the 
Christmas market by storm ten years ago at a cost of £20! 

Our thanks to T MAGEE of Marlow. Bucks. 
THEN 1 9 0 

I F a<>m(g> THEN 3 5 0 
INK m ( g > + 1 , 0 : S O U N D l , m ( g ) * 1 0 0 
GOSUB 4 3 0 : G O S U B 2 3 0 
NEXT g:LOCATE # 0 , 7 , 8 : P R I N T " C O R R E C T 
ERASE m : g 1 = g l • 1 : G O T O 5 0 
' d r a w s c r e e n 
MODE 0 :GOSUB 2 8 0 : L O C A T E # 0 , 1 , 1 : P R I N T " * SIMON SAYS * " : G O T O 2 9 0 
BORDER 0 : I N K 0 , 0 : I N K 1 , 2 6 : I N K 2 , 6 : I N K 3 , 2 4 : I N K 4 , 1 8 : I N K 5 , 2 : M O V E 0 , 0 , 1 : R E T U R 

GOSUB 43 .0 : GOSUB 2 8 0 

FOR d = l TO 4:MOVE d * 1 0 0 , 2 5 0 : D R A W R 7 5 , 0 : i 9 A W R 0 , - 7 5 : D R A W R - 7 5 , 0 : D R A W R . 0 , 7 5 : M O 
1 0 , - 1 0 : F I L L d +1 
MOVE d * 1 0 0 - 2 0 , 1 7 0 : T A G : P R I N T d ; : T A G O F F : N E X . d 
' r e c o r d m o v e s 

FOR r = l TO g l 
m(r> = INT(RND*4> +J 
NEXT r :RETURN 
' o o p s 
LOCATE # 0 , 7 , 8 : P R I N T " O o p s f " :SOUND 1 , 1 0 0 0 
FOR N«=l TO 1 5 . 0 0 : NEXT N: LOCATE # 0 , 6 , 8 : PRINT " I t wai 
GOSUB 1 2 0 
LOCATE # 0 , 2 , 3 : P R I N T " A n o t h e r g o ( Y / N ) ? " 
I F INKEY <43> < > - 1 THEN ERASE M:GOTO 1 0 
I F INKEY < 4 6 ) < > - 1 THEN END 
GOTO 3 9 0 
* p a u s e 
FOR t = l 
RETURN 

TO S :NEXT t 0 
> t > > e 



/ Forth© 
J ) Commodore 

Amstrad 
BBC Micro 

• Acom Electron 
•»»• / 

REPTON 1 
Inls O" 
•ssoun crg^Ji"* 
«ochir>3 ricw 

BBC -cigrra 
Gfcode oct-wî  

MICROUSIR 

REPTON 2 
•?upt<xi 2 (: fcr-Wv 
•fcanarrylhingl'.v 
plov-idoi thfi BBC 
Mkxo or Electron 
8rtB)onr... 
AcaoNusin 

The best is yet to come.. . 

THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE III 
Released on November 5th for the BBC Micro, 
Acorn Electron, Commodore 64/128 a n d 
Amstrad 464 664M2& computers. 
Repton 3 includes:— 
e A Screen Designer — devise your own puzzles for Repton 

to solve 
e A Charac ter Designer — alter any or all of the game 

characters 
e Many New Features — poisonous fungi, t ime bombs, time 

capsules golden crowns. 
e 24 Fascinat ing Screens — a prize competit ion is be ing held 

for players who complete all of the screens 
Avoid The rush —advance orders being taken now! 

<<<ionui«M ACORNSiFT 
Lrrrteo / 

-egent House, Skinner Lane. leeCslS71AX. Telephone: 0532 459453 

W A t H P i O f T H E 

GET DEXTER 7.95 

SPIN DIZZY _7.95 

ELITE „ . . _ 11.95 

30MBJACK....... —7.15 

WHO DARES WINS 1 1 _ -.7.15 

COMMANDO.. „7.9S 

BATMAN. ....7.15 

VIE AR KJNGFU 7.15 

T A J CET. 7.95 

BOUNDER 7.95 

RAM 3 0 . . . . . 7.15 

WINTER GAMES 7.93 

HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER 7.15 

GREEN BERET . 7 . 1 5 

TURBO ESPRIT. _7.15 

ALIEN HIOHY/AY 7.15 

FAiRUGHT.-. 7 95 

AMSTRAD 
ROOM 10 £.25 

NICK FALDOSOPEN 7.95 

KUhG FU MASTER 7.95 

SA! COMBAT— „ . 7 . l 5 

CORE. 7.15 

POCK N" WRESTLE 7.95 

•v.visrroR$ 7.15 
CAULDRON 11 .7.15 

BIGOLES 7.95 

PACIFIC. .7.15 

GRAHAM GOOCH CRICKET...7.95 

INTERNATIONAL KAFUTE„...6.30 

MELTDOWN. , .7 .15 

MAX HEAOROGM 7.95 

HEAVY ON THE MAGICK- 7.95 

STARGUAKE. .7.15 

SHCOUN 7.95 

WAY OF THE TIGER .7.95 

OUNFRIGHT. 7.95 

SABOTEUR _...7.15 

GHOSTS ' K GOBLINS 7.15 

MONOPOLY— 7.95 

ZOIDS 7.15 

SAMFOXPOrfER .7.14 

MOVIE .......7.19 

BLADE RUNNER 7.15 

BLOCKBUSTERS 7.15 

OOLD RUN... .... 7.95 

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION... .7.95 
NEXUS. 7.95 

3 0 STARSTRIKE 11 .7.95 

M SSION ELEVATOR...... 7.95 

SOCCER as - .....-7.9S 

SEND FOR LISTS OF NEW RELEASES AND DISK PRICES 

y GLASGOW G5 8 B R / 



WHAT ! 
SURELY YOU'RE NOT STILL WAITING 

FOR THAT GAME TO LOAD ? 
ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOU BOUGHT YOUR 

SOFTWARE FROM AMBYTE, THE ONLY COMPANY 
WHICH CAN SELL YOU GAMES SOFTWARE ON DISC 

AT CASSETTE PRICES 
[HERE 'S HOW IT WORKS E Z  

From the l is l be low you pick tho games you want, and we put them on disc - easy isn't i t? We cal l them cus tom 
compi la t ions . The advantages are clear; you benefit f rom the loading speed d isc games offer, so you get more out o f 

your sof tware, but you don' t pay any more than if you were buying the games on tape. Not only that, many of the games 
we offer wou ldn ' t be avai lable on d isc - whera else cou ld you buy a Mastertronic game for £1.99, on disc, if it isn't f rom 

AMBYTE. 

ACTIVISION 
AC001 Ghostbusters 9.99 
AC002 Mindshadow 9.99 
AC003 Master of Ihe Lamps 9.99 
AC004 Rescue on Fradalus 9.99 
AC005 Hacker 999 
AC006 Barry McGuigan Boxing 9.99 

ALLIGATA 
AL001 Who Dares Wins 2 

MASTERTRONIC 
MA001 
MA002 
MA003 
MA004 
MAO 05 
MA006 
MA007 
MA008 
MA009 
MA010 
MA011 
MA012 
MA013 
MA014 

Finders Keepers 
Chiller 
Nonlerraquous 
Locomolion 
Soul of a Robot 
Formula One S mutator 
One Man and His Droid 
Caves of Doom 
Into Oblivion 
Spell Bound 
Tho Last V8 
Kane 
Radzone 
Five a Side Football 

8.95 

1.99 
1 99 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
2.99 
2.99 
1 99 
1 99 
2.99 

GREMLIN GRAPHICS 
GR001 Thing on A Spring 8.95 
GR002 Way Of The Tiger 9.95 
GR003 Supor Sleuth 8.95* 
GR004 Bounder 8.95 
GR005 Monty on the Run 8.95* 

KUMA 
KU001 Star Avenger 6.95 
KU002 Galaxia 5.95 
KU003 Rock Raid 6.95 
KU004 Fruity Frank 6.95 
KCJ005 Caverns of Mars 6.95 
KU007 Argo Navis 6.95 
KUC03 Renegade 6.95 
KUC09 Buster Block 6.95 

CR001 Endurance 
CR002 Juggernaut 
CROC 3 Formula 1 
CR004 Blade Runner 

7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
8 95 

BRITANNIA SOFTWARE 
BR001 Play Your Cards Right 7.95 

MARTECH 
MT001 
M l 002 
MT003 
MT004 
MT005 

Brian Jacks Superstar 8.95 
Geoll Capes Strong Man 8.95 
Sam I-ox Strip Poker 8.95 

CC002 Amhem 
CC003 Desert Rats 9 95 
1 ELECTRIC DREAMS 
ED001 Winter Sports 
ED002 Spindizzy 

999 
999' 

1 MIRRORSOFT 
MS001 

WAR 8.95' MS002 
Dynamite Dan 
Boulderdash 

8.95 
995 

1 ELITE 
EL002 Commando 8.95 
EL003 Bomb Jack 8.95 
EL004 Ghosls and Goblins 8.95 

PALACE 
PA001 Cauldron 8.99 
PA002 Cauldron II 8.99 

FIREBIRD 

MIKRO-GEN 
MKC01 Battle of the Planels 9.95 
MK002 Three Weeks in Paradise 9.95 
MK003 Herberts's Dummy Run 9.95 
MKC04 Equinox 9.95 
US GOLD 

US001 Beachhead 2 9 95* 
US002 Impossible Mission 9.95* 
US003 WirHer Games 9.95 
US004 Return to Oz 9.95' 
US005 Bruce Lee 9.95 
US006 Goonics 9.95' 
US007 Zorro 9.951 

IJS008 Bunlight 9.95' 
US009 Dambusters 9.95 
US010 Kung Fu 9.95 
US011 Bounly Bob 9.95 
US012 Desert Fox 9.95 

AII13Vle 
CASSETTE SOFTWARE ON DISC 

FI001 Rasputin 7.95 
FI002 Runestore 7.95 
FI004 Costa Capers 7.95 
FI005 Chimera 7.95 
FI006 Thurderbirds 3.95 
FI007 Willow Pattern 3.95 
FIDOS Donl Pare 3.95 
FI009 Subsunk 1.99 
FI01C Shorts Fuze 1.99 
FI011 The Comet Game 7.95 
FI012 Ninja Master 1.99 
FI013 Collapse 1.99 
FI014 Helichopper 1.99 
FI015 Thrust 1.99 
FI016 Seabase Delta 1.99 
FI017 The Wild Bunch ^99 
FI018 Star Firebirds 1 99 
FI019 Harvey Headbanger 199 
FIC20 Spikey Harolo 1.99 

PS001 Theatre Europe 9.95 
PS002 Battle for Midway 9 95 
PS003 Bailie ot Bnlain 9.95 
PS004 Swords and Sorcery 9.95 

IMPORTANT 
YOU MAY ORDER AS MANY GAMES AS YOU LIKE SO LONG AS THE 

COMBINED VALUE OF TWO OF THEM EXCEEDS £15. YOU CANNOT. 
FOR EXAMPLE. ORDER SEVEN MASTERTRONIC TITLES UNLESS YOU 

ALSO ORDER TWO NORMAL PRICED GAMES. 

ORDERING (CPC 6128/654 & 464 machines only) 
DON T FORGET YOU MUST SPEND AT LEAST £15 ON TWO GAMES. 
Please don't order any games marked with a star (') unless you have 
telephoned us (on the number below) to make sure they are available. 
These games were not available at the lime of our going to press but 
should be when you read this - but don't take a chance- phone us, 
otherwise your order might get delayed. 
You can order as many games as you like, use a separate piece of paper if 
you prefer, but don't forget any of the deatails asked for by Ihe form 

Phone 0277 229684 
Code Number Title Price 

m.vrwv mnr. 

j ™ E Total Order Value 

Name. 

Customer Code (if you have 
one please use it, it saves time) 

Address. 

.Post Code. 
Cheques and postal orders should be mndo payable to AMBYTE. Al l 
orders shou ld be posted to AMBYTE, 200 North Service Rd, 
Brentwood, Essex. CM14 4SG 
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COMPETITION 

BLASTER 
G H e t t o b l a s t e r s , W a l k m a n s , 
w a t c h e s a n d t - s H i r t s a r e a l l u p f o r 
g r a b s i n o u r m a s s i v e M a s t e r I r o n i c 
c o m p e t i t i o n 

Still wearing flared trousers? Don't know what colour shoelaces 
are 'in' this year? Does breakdancing simply mean six months 
in a plaster cast? Have your ears never suffered from a rap 
attack? 

Then this competition is specially for you - win one 
of the fabulous prizes on offer and you'll have more 
street cred than a Radio One DJ in a Ferrari. 

Mastertronic is the king of budget software. 
Not content with practically giving away their 
games, the nice people there also want to give 
you a whole host of super prizes that will put the 
sparkle back into your image. 

All you have to do is loosen up your fingers and 
brain and produce a worthy work of art. The competition 
is split into two sections, under-16s and over-16s, but the 
prizes are the same for both. 
The two winners will get an ear-blasting Saisho Ghettoblas-
ter complete with radio, cassette deck and detachable twin 
speakers your ears and the neighbourhood won't be the same 
again. 

Two second prizes of a Sony Walkman will also bring music 
into your life, while the two third prizes of a digital watch will 
mean you're always on time for that special rendezvous. Five 
runners-up in each age group will also get a Mastertronic t-shirt 
and b e the coolest-dressed player m the street. 

WHAT YOU HAVE TO DO 
The under-16s can let their imagination run riot because we 
want you to draw the weirdest creature, monster, alien or beast 
that you can think of. You can do it in pen, paint, or anything you 
like even Art Studio. What we'll b e looking for won't just b e 
artistic skill, but plenty of imagination and humour as well. 

The over-16s can exercise their razor-sharp wits by pro-
ducing a cartoon about Mastertronic. You can make it about the 
company, a particular game, the new joystick, or anything else 
to do with budget games - and again we'll be looking for 
humour and imagination as well as good drawing. 

The winners will get an additional bonus: Mastertronic will 
frame the winners' entries and present them with a scroll to 
mark their achievement. With generosity like that what are you 
waiting for? Get drawing! 

CLOSING DATE 
Entries should b e here by Monday 17th November. Use A4-size 
paper or smaller. Post to: Mas ter B las ter competi t ion, 
Amstrad Action, The Old Barn, Somerton, Somerset , TA11 
5 AH. 

and I've cot a big Mutergamc AMSTRAD ACTION NOVEMBER 1986 89 
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BUY youR 
SOFTWARE 
FROM YOUR 
ARMCHAIR! 

B I I p P W 
m s t r a d 

Issslssss 
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™ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . w . . . J g / M . ^ , , W^mmm 
; By the time you've reached this part of the magazine, ; 
• *hances aril you'd love to get your hands on some of 

the software we've reviewed. And that's just what you 

AA MAIL ORDER 
m can do. Our mail order service allows you to order 

virtually ANY piece of software for the Amstrad 
micros reviewed in the magazine. What's more you 

i & S 
can save yourself a good sum of money on shop 

m 

delivery 

If 
m 

prices AND qualify for great free gifts. 
Hey, it's a wonderful way to buy your software! 

SUPER FREE GIFTS! 
Here's the great range of software that you can get FREE with your 
order - most of them normally costing over £8, with some worth 
nearly £50! If your total order is over £ 1 5 you will receive one free 
title, but if it's over £ 3 0 you will receive TWO. Use the order form to 
mark your preferences and to delete any titles you already have, but 
w e cannot guarantee which you will receive, so be prepared for a 
MYSTERY GIFT! 

T 

. . • 

M 
I 

I 
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II 

KUNG FU/NUMBEJt 1 
Two great Ocean games on one tape, 
as given away with the Christmas "85 
issue of AA. If you missed it then, you 
could get it now 

THE COVENANT + DEMOS 
A full version of the AA-Raved PSS 
game on tape, together with demos 
of four other PSS titles, and instruc-
tions for transferring The Covenant 
to disc. As featured on the cover of 
our May issue. 

CASSETTE ONLY 
Devil's Crown 
Alien 8 
Herbert's Dummy Run 
Everyone's a Wally 
American Football 
Electro Freddy 
Hunter Killer 
Laser warp 

Splat 
Chuckle Egg 
Classic Adventure 
Wriggler 
Pyjaiiiarama 
Spaiwerman 
Hunchback 
Master Chess 
Roland goes Digging 
Message from Andromeda 
Space Hawk 
Winter Games 
Doomsday Blues 
Get Dexter 
Big League Soccer 
Alex Higgins World Pool 
Mar sport 
Alien Highway 
Swccvo's World 
TLL 
Highway Encounter 
Batman 

w w i w / . ' . v y . v 

i VOUCHER i VOUCHER 
(o r use w i t h o i de i s f rom C5.00-

£S.S9 
| max. one voucher per order) 

Far use with orders Irom £10.00 
f 19.39 

( m m . one voucher o«r order) 

VOUCHER 
For use w i t h orders t rom £20.00 

f 4 9 . 9 9 
|ma* . one voucher per order) 

VOUCHER 
For use w i t h orders over £60.00 

(mex. one voucher per order) 

I 
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HOW ORDERS ARE DEALT 
M S 
Amstrad-fiction Mail Order is run 
here in Somerton by the super-
efficient SUE TAYLOR, the w o m a » j p 
who gets more mail In; a day than 
most people get each year' mT><st a d < J m m m I N 

Unless yonr order includes 
programs which our suppliers 
cannot get hold of for some re-
ason, Sue despatches all packages 
by first class mail within two or 
three working days of receiving 
the orders. Therefore, yon can 
normally expect to receive your 
parcel about a week to 10 day*,::'? 
after ordering. 

If it's delayed beyond that 
chances are you've ordered a tiue 
which hasn't yet been released or 
is temporarily unavailable. In 
which case a phone call from you 
WONT speed things »p. (In fact 
the reverse - phone calls are very 
time-consuming.) lit a long delay 
were likely we'd le* you know. Spy 

ADDITION to allowing for the 
current exchange rate - that's 
what it costs us to pay in your 
cheques or postal orders. 

Readers elsewhere in 
EUROPE mnst add £1 per software 
item to the cost of their order. 
Payment must be in pounds 
Sterling. 

S.en»Jhistorm pluspayment lo: AA Mall Order, 18 Plnewaod Drive. Somerion. Somerset, TAt 1 6JP 

PLEASE BEAR IN MIND 
l>;.The fact that & program is re-
viewed in the magazine does not 
guarantee its availability since 
some 

AS-v 

MAIL ORDER FORM 

Name Telephone no. (if poss) 

Address 

Postcode 

Machineowned: H C P C 4 6 4 L J CPC 664 • C P C 6 1 2 8 
Enter Ihe progroma you wish to order in the apaccs below. Under "PRICE" you most enter Ihe full retail prioo. If you want more than five items, 

you should list them on a separate piece of paper. 

software ..is ••• reviewed 
BEFORE it has actually been 
released. 
Z. We are happy to refund your 
order at any time up to the de-
spatch of the goods. But because of 
the possibility of copying soft* 
ware, no re&nd or exchange to an 
alternative piece of software can 
be given after they have been de-
spatched. Software which does not | 
load may be returned for aj: re - ; 

placement cassette or disc. con-: "̂ :.:... I 
taining the same software either to 
us or dijsctly to the software 
house concerned. 
3. W« try to be as accurate as we 
can with details of price, compati-
bility and disk availability, but 
cannot accept liability for any 
er&irsthat creep in. 

SOFTWARE TITLE SOFTWARE HOUSE DISC/CASS PRICE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

PRE-DISCOUNT TOTAL 

Tick o n e of t h e lollowing a c c o r d i n g Jo your PRE -DISCOUWT T O T A L . 

• Under £5 £5 9.99.1 enclose a 50o discount voucher. • £10 14.99. I enclose a £1 discount voucher. 
Q £15-19.99.1 enclose a £1 voucher anc clam a free gift. [^£20-20.99. I enclose a £2 voucher and c'aim a free gift, 
n £30-40.99.1 enclose a £2 voucher and c l a i m two gifts Over £50. I enclose a £5 voucher and claim two gifts 
TOTALPAYABLE FORMAILORDER (-PRE-DISCOIJNT TOTAL minus discount): £ 
Add lhi» total to the amount payable on any special otfeca ordered on reverse aide. | 

S o w delete from thia liat (he g a m e s you already have, and circle the o n e s you would particularly I k e a s your free g'rft(8). 
K u n g f- u • C o v e n a n t • C e v i r s C r o w n • A l a n 3 • He rbe r t s D u n m y R j - i • Evoryone 's a W a l y • A f r i c a n Foofer f l • Freddy • Hontor K l • LBserwarp • Splat 
Chuck ie Egg • C lass i c A d v e n i i r e • W r i t e r • ^ ' JamaraTwi • S p e r w x m a n • Huncnback - Master Chess • Ro land Goes O l g g t o g . A n d - o m e d a • S p a c e H a w k 
Winter G a n e s • D o o m s d a y Blues • G e l Oerter • Soccer • A l e * H igg ins • Marspc r t * A l i en H ighway • S w e w o ' s W o r l d • T U . • H ighway E/xounter • B a t m a n 

I • 
• I 



You've read the reviews - now get your Arnold singing! 

Save £ 7 ! 
ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEM 
T h i s d i s k c o u l d b e y o u r s for jus t £22 .95 

O r if y o u h a v e n ' t got a disk dr ive . . . » 

Save £ 3 . 5 0 ! * 
MUSIC SYSTEM 
O n c a s s e t t e at jus t £12.45 

Our seven-page special feature shows you what your 
CPC can do in the line of music: now you can put it 
into Action and save yourself pounds with this 
Amstrad Action offer. 

The original Music System caused quite a stir 
when Pete Connor reviewed it in our March issue, 
describing it as 'a superbly executed package ... with a 
thorough and very clear manual*. Since then it has 
become the standard against which all music pack-
ages have been judged, and largely found wanting. 
The Advanced Music System extends the facilites still 
further, and 'the main section ... looks every bit as 
good now as it did six months ago'. 

The package is very easy to use, with pop-down 
menus and windows. You can create three separate 
voices at a time. As you play, the tune appears in full 
musical notation on the screen. The Advanced version 
includes a printout module for printing six voices of 
music on proper staves on paper, and a linker module 
that allows larger pieces to be played. 

^ We are offering you The Advanced Music System 
on disk for £7 less than you wil l find it in the shops, 
and if you haven't got a disk drive then we are 
knocking £3.50 off the cheaper Music System on 
cassette. If you are planning to buy a disk drive soon, 
then you can still benefit as Rainbird wil l upgrade you 
to Advanced for £14. 

Whatever you've got, this is the best way to get 
into music and save money at the same time! 

SPECIAI 
Save chaos! 

MAGAZINE 
Only £3.95 

You asked for them and now you've 
them. No more piles of Amstrad Actic 
cluttering up your living room carpet a 
getting, sob, battered to pieces in the p 
cess. Instead a superb, custom built bine 
specially designed to take 12 copies of 
and preserve them in pristine condition 
prosperity (and easy future reference). 

| Save £3! 
3D STARSTRIKE II 
Y o u r s for jus t £ 6 . 9 5 on c a s s e t t e 

Just a glance at this month's front cover 
shows you how much we rate this game. It 
offers stunning 3D space combat in a style 
reminiscent of Elite, but those vector 
graphics are filled in with glorious colour! 
The aim of the game is to break through the 
enemy's defences, destroy the central re-
actor, and escape fast. But there are a 
variety of planets, each with ever more 
powerful and varied defences, each of 
which have to b e destroyed. 

The defence of the galaxy is in your 
I hands. At £9.95 this game merited Master-
j game - at £6.95 it could b e yours. 

SPECIAL OFFER FORM 
Fill in your name, address and machine type on the reverse of this form. Then place a tick next to those items 

you wish to order. 

1. NEXUS 128 
• Just £12.95 on Disc 

2.ADVANCED 
MUSIC SYSTEM 

_ £22.95 on Disc 
3. MUSIC SYSTEM 
[ I £12.45 on Cassette 

4 .3D Starstr ike II 
• Cass £6.95 

• Disc £10.95 

5. Tr io 
J £7.95 on Cassette 

• £12.95 on disk 

6. Powerplay 
• Just £6.95 on Cassette 

7. Magazine b inders 
• £3.95 

8. Subscr ip t ion 
• 12 months £16.50 
(UK rates only - write for quotation 
for overseas rates) 

TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS TICKED 

TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE ON SPECIAL OFFERS 

• 

9. Back issues 
Number 3 £1.35 

P Number4 £1.85 
L Number5 £1.35 
• Number 8 £1.85 
• Number 9 £1.35 
• Number 10 £1.35 
U Number 11 £1.35 

• Number 12 £1.35 
(Those at £1.85 indade a cover 
mounted cassette cor la ning superb 
game software) 

Yes -1 would like Issue 
Four for only 75p 
(only with other orders from 
these pages) 

PLEASE NOTE 
These offers are separate from the 
rest of our mad-order achemt:. You 
cannot use the vouchers on the mail-
order page to obtain further dis-
counts and free gifts - we've already 
knocked off the most we can? How 
ever, if you prefer, you may order 
any of the items on this page a) thmr 
NORMAL FULL- PH<CE through the 
ordinary mail-order scheme on the 
previous page. You can then use the 
relevant voucher and, is 

£15, claim a free- g i f t * i t^icould 
.irwkcj!:' sense if you ' ordering 
other goods at the same time. 

I enclose a cheque or postal order for this amout, plus the total payable for mail order on the reverse of this 
form. The payment is made out to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD. 



OFFERS 
BINDERS 

These binders look every bit as good 
as the magazine, and include the name 
'Amstrad Action' embossed in blocked 
Newvap Gold on the spine. Individual 
magazines are held in place by being 
slotted behind one of 12 wires 

Loyal readers, don't delay. Request 
your binder right away! 

Save £ 3 ! 
POWERPLAY 
Y o u r s on c a s s e t t e for j u s t £6.95 

AA-Raved in tliis issue with a rating of 08%, 
Powerplayis a game with a difference. And 
if you've ever played Trivial Pursuit - this 
is Trivial Pursuit with a difference too! 

Like the board game, Powerplay re-
quires you to answer awkward questions in 
order to progress. The game comes with 
over 2,000 questions built in, and new 
questions can be added with its question 
compiler. However, unlike the board 
game, there is a whole new level of 
strategy involved. 

Play is set on Mount Olympus, and each 
of the four players plays a Greek deity. 
Each player has four warriors moving 
around a grid of colour squares; the colour 
of the square determines the category of 
the question. Players can challenge other 
players in their bid to destroy the other 
teams. 

It is a great game at £9.95. At £6.95 it 
should be in your collection! 

NEXUS 128 
EXPANDED VERSION FOR YOUR CPC6128 
Only £12.95 on disk! 

We are offering you the chance to buy this 
September AA Rave, especially expanded 
for the 6128 machine, at a special low price. 
You won't find this version in the shops, or 
in any other magazine - it is available only 
through Amstrad Action. 

Nexus, from a new software company 
of the same name, is set in the headquarters 
of a powerful drugs baron based in 
Colombia. He has captured a friend of 
yours, and your mission is to rescue him 
and break the drugs ring. You are helped 
by members of N.E.X.U.S., an undercover 
operation working to bust it from inside. To available in the shops, has eight levels -
break the ring you have to find the answer this version has a full ten. The original 
to a number of questions posed at the start version poses you 32 questions - this ver-
of the game. sion asks you to solve 42! It is bigger, better 

The ordinary version of the game, as and cheaper from us! 

1 Half Price! 

(Special offer for readers taking advantage of these pages: 

ISSUE 4 - with OCEAN 

!

cassette 

Only 75p if you order any other item from these two pages! 
The 116-page Christmas issue of would pay pounds for over the 
Amstrad Action, with Kung Fu and counter. Kung Fu has superb 
NumberOneirom Ocean on a cover animation and a two-player option; 
cassette, retailed for £1.50 and as Number One is an addictive rollerball 
a back issue normally costs £1.85. game with super-fast 3D graphics. 
You can have a copy and halve the A n d t h e i s s u e i t s 8 | f i s r V t b a d 

original price if you take up any of e i t h e r w i t h o u r u s u a , r e v i e w s a n d 

this month's Special Offers. n e w s > a | o o k i n s i d e t h e d o o r s o f 

The cassette is arguably the Ocean, and plenty of maps and 
best gift ever stuck to a magazine game-pokes. Superb value at £1.50, 
cover, and up to the standard you a n d -lt c o u | d be yours for 75p!! 

EXCLUSIVE! 
Available only 
throush AA\ 

Sam Goes Shopping 
Table Test 
Computer Snap! 
Yours for just £7.95 on cassette, or £12.95 on disk 

SUBSCRIBE! 
Ensure that you get the next 12 
copies of Amstrad Action with 
the minimum of fuss. £16.50 will 
make sure that every issue 
materialises on your doormat 
without you having to lift a fin-

If you've been looking for software 'small but lethal' software team 
to get Arnold educating your tots, within Macmillan, which is one of 
try Trio, three programs a imed at Britain's most respected names in 
making learning fun for kids. When the world of books, 
we first saw this sof tware we were The three programs in the set 
so impressed that we helped the are Sam Goes Shopping (a challenge 
authors find a suitable publisher, to even adult memor ies) , Tables 
and now we can bring it to you at Test and Computer Snap! (with no 
this special price. cards for parents to have to clear 

Trio is the first foray into up af terwards). It is great fun for 
educational seas by Piranha, a kids of all ages! 



THE ALL-IN-ONE ACTION FORM 
This form has been created by the Save-Your-AA-From-Being-Overhacked-Department. 
You can use it to register your votes for Games and Serious Software, or to send in your 

Type-ins, without losing any news or reviews. 

GAME CHART VOTING FORM 
I would like to vote for the following games: 

PLEASE NQTE 
You have a TOTAL of 10 votes for each chart to allocate 
between up to five programs - eg. you can give all 10 to 

one program or split them say 4+2+2+1*1;; 

GAME 
1. 

SOFTWARE HOUSE VOTE ALLOCATION 

4. 
5. 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE VOTING FORM 
I would like to vote for the following packages: 

PROGRAM 

2 . 

3. 

5. 

SOFTWARE HOUSE VOTE ALLOCATION 

You can help us out at AA, and give your type-ins a far better chance of being published, by filling 
out this form and wrapping it around your cassette with a rubber band. It would also be an idea if 
you send it in a jiffy bag as an awful lot of cassettes arrive here damaged. 

Name 
Address 

Postcode. 

TITLE. 
DESCRIPTION: 

I hereby declare that the program on the attached tape is all my own work, and that it has not been 
sent to any other publication, nor been published in any form, or submitted to a software house 
for consideration as part of a commercial package. 

Signed Date 



Manhattan: 1986. fn a vast underground garzge beneath Madison Square Garden, two rficn are locked in mortal combat. 
The huge cavern echoes with the s o u n d erf clashing steel, for although this i s the 20 th century, one combatant wields an ancient 

samurai sword, the other a broadsword/The duel is deadly earnest, ending only when the loser is decapitated. For the victor, however. 
it is only one more conquest in a drama h e h a s been living for 4BO years. 

A unique breed of men fated t o duel down the agex to a distant time called the Gathering will battle for the Prize -
power beyond imagination. The distant timeis now. The place, New York. ^  v  

Highlander Productions Limited MCMl.XXXVI. All Rights Reserved. TM - Trademark owned by THORN EMI Screen Enterta inment Ltd., 
and used by Ocean Software Ltd.. under authorisat ion. Movie and Media Market ing Ltd.. Licensing Agents. 

COMMODORE 

£8.95 
I A M S T R A D 

S P E C T R U M 

£7.95 
OCEAN SOFTWARE 6 CENTRAL STREET MANCHESTER M2 5NS TEL : 061 8 3 2 6633 TELEX 669977 O C E A N S G 



AMSTRAD. . . 
8 2 5 6 WORD PROCESSOR SYSTEM 
8 5 1 2 WORD PROCESSOR SYSTEM 
6 1 2 8 128K * GT65GREEN MONITOR 
6 1 2 8 128K + CTM644C0L. MONITOR 
4 6 4 6 4 K * CT65GREEN MONITOR 
4 6 4 64K + CTM644C0L. MONITOR 
OiSC DRIVE + INTERFACE<464) 
SECOND OISC DRIVE (LESS CABLE! 
SECOND DRIVE CABLE 
464. '6128 MODULATOR 
RS232 INTERFACE (464) 
RS232 INTERFACE (8256) 
SPEECH SYNTH -»SPEAKERS 

A M X . . . 
AMXMOUSEUM.Smt 
AMX UTILITIES 
AMX PAGEMAKER 
AMX3D2ICON 

MEMORY EXPANSION 
64K MEMORY EXPANSION (464^664) 
256K MEMORY EXPANSION (464-664) 
256K MEMORY EXPANSION (61 ?B> 
256K SILICON DISC (464.-664J -
2S6K SILICON OISC (61281 
OK TRONIKS t IGHTPfN + l 'F<464,'664) 

JOYSTICKS 
AMSTRAD SINGLE >OYSTiCK 
CHEETAH 12S JOYSTICK 

COMMUNICATIONS 
PACE 
COMMSTAR SOFTWARE 
SERIAL INTERFACE 
COMMSTAR * INTERFACE 
COMMSTAR + NIGHTINGALE 
COMMSTAR 4- NIGHTINGALE * I f f 
l i t TO NIGHTINGALE CABLE 

6 9 . 9 5 
19.95 
4 9 . 9 5 
2 4 . 9 5 

4 9 . 9 5 
9 9 . 9 5 
9 9 . 9 5 
9 9 . 9 5 
9 9 9 5 
2 4 . 9 5 

9 .99 
8 .95 

iff 

WORD PROCESSING 
TASMAN: 
TASWORD 4 6 4 19 .95 
TASWORD 4 6 4 - O I S C 2 4 . 9 5 
TASWORD 6 1 2 8 2 4 . 9 5 
TAS SPELL 16 .50 
TASPRiNT 9 . 9 0 
TASCOPY 9 . 9 0 

GEMINI BUSINESS & ACCOUNTS 
DATABASE (464.-G64..6128) DISC 2 5 . 9 5 
DATABASE (464-664-61281 CASS 19.95 
GRAPH PL0T (464.-664>'6128l OISC 25 .95 
GRAPH P L C (464.-664/61281 CASS 19.95 
REPORT GEN (464, '664-6128) DISC 2 5 . 9 5 
R f PORTGEN (464,'664-'6128) CASS 19 .95 
hOMEACC (464.-664-6 228) DISC 2 5 . 9 5 
HOME ACCI464-664-6128) CASS 19.95 
CASH BOOK <464,664,-61281 DISC 6 5 9 5 
CASH BOOK (464.664.-6128! CASS 59 9 5 
FINAL ACC (464.664, '6128) DISC 6 5 . 9 5 
FINAL ACC (464.664.-6128)CASS 59 .95 
DATA GEM i8256 ) OISC 3 9 . 9 5 

COMPLETE OFFICE SUITE 
DATABASE 
MIN OFFICE II (4fc4. '664 ,6!?ft)CASS 14.95 
M IN I OF FiCE II (464.'f>64-fi 128) DISC 19.95 

PRINTERS 
SEIKOSPIO^XPCPRINTER FORAMSTRAD 2 4 0 . 0 0 

A i l p n e e s i n c l u d e VAT. C a r . Extra. 
So f tware o rders a d d C I . 8 0 P A P . 
H a r d w a r e o r d e « a d d £ 7 . 0 0 per i t em P & P 
Joyst icks a a d £ 1 . 0 0 P&P . 

EXPRESS RBPAiRS} 
Faulty Amstrad?.. . Send just the keyboard. DO NOT send the monitor, unless 
the mem/tor is also DEADf (To make sure monitor is DEAD, switch on monitor in 
darkened room, turn up brightness to maximum and after 5 minutes switch off. 
If you get a bnght spot receeding. then monitor is O.K. (not DEAD)). Please send 
all items, well packed by 'Compensation Fee Paid' - Post, details from your P.O. 

AMStRAD REPAIRS 
BETWEEN £14 and £55 

BBC REPAIRS 
BETWEEN £14 and £45 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
BETWEEN £9 and £20 

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON 
PRINTERS/DISK. DRIVES 

ETC. 

COMMODORE 
REPAIRS BETWEEN 

£14 and £35 
H ihe u r t Itvi o a u m r t i r n S C CJ)S fit 2HI 
" l '6MI- < FREE ot Cf4ig« ANjJ rt 'uod the coittse 

' t^YTi '-.'JS*Ct 1 ( .MM CI* 'KUI1 

To provide Whi* U Wsir Service 
msr-
With i^tervaioAdl repaid and dscovnts lor S c N » s . 
Hospitals and H M Forces 
rmsT-
To po?»Vde :nvjrea/Recofd«d Celwery on return j ou " * - . 

Withl0WCM4Mf2<e.g £9 lor wtfJM'd liUts) 

rmmSKIUUSM... "Of all the '«par c c m w n ^ 
Sincleir Jser 'spoke to, »MJ»CC»ir seemed t i e nx-st 
srofessicnst it came lo oovice »rd a nelprful attitude" 
AUGUST 1965 

FvABHCftHELP . " Ihsv-ecoreacrossanrmthatwu i t * 
more than wi l ing to advae yesi as to how 10 remeOf your 
oobtem. They at cated eUWCOWa-rl as weiasrepairing 
faulty ccmput«r». are al io quite wiltaa lo discuss you' 
problems with you. and otter leasoaaWy cheap a i d (more 
•mpertjntty] CORRECT cures". Pnil Rogers. P O P L A R 
COMPUTING WEEKLY'. JANUARY 1986. 
mrr-
•y UP* nocii • My cwnp«j1eibnv» recently I lock it lo 
IMMCOMP. IiiM (t.r 8 n i n j . and tor l e u l u r £ 1C. they 
f t kxa<. 'clued-up'. and WirOngty e f f c xm f " COMPUTER 
COLUMN 4 HCATONS DIGEST'. IVol 1 No 11.1. 

fotStfZO "One f i r m . « : e a « . can usually e«eci any 
necessary repair over (he counler' in 45 m m Baie<J in 
Manchester MMPOi^cano l fe rw ' ia laa / i iuaNy l tw ias ' .es 
turnaround in me bus- i«« . » persona I c a i e r i ' . 'CRASH 
Magazine, JUNE 1985. 

For MOmtrr C * l m and - a i r e ycot ccmpuler Being 
testrc x t e ' tp i - red whi ie-u-wai l ' CXj' engineer* don'i 
0-sappea' jnloa back 'ccm I there ^ fWthng wrong. Knewt 
ten i-ou-
rmsr-
For aCTUTATm We have a reputason tx i i t on t V t years 
d sucwsstul Spectrum, 8SC. Commodore. ApoUj »-u5 IBM 
rep*rs 

DEPT AA11 PRINTWORKS LANE, LEVENSHULME, MANCHESTER-
Tel 061-224 1868 or 061-224 9888 

PAttlWSMPCFOOCM 
PAXMMACA CURSE 
PJUMAS HANP OF DEATH 
PAXMVJESftOMflSUHO 
PAXMAN ON T>« OWE |DA.TS| 
FHEBO MSHR6QE 
fftEBO -AUDBUNO 
FftfBC sussuar 
f«£80 WaRTSatSE 
Pfloef OEVLSOCwn. 

IMP re* GEOfJ CA^S STB0M5 UAK 
UOYT EftSaERT 
AUSOFI ACMRA1CWSPR 
ccs wwtax 
PCWK JOM»STWCRAS( 
1EIC0M SLPEFMAN 

3 50 
NCSPT CWPERSOMO 

6.95 
JSGOJ 8 " X c Si 
AOtCT fCOTSJL. UASAGER ' 
5EEBUG PfWEfUrJDT TlSC) 

790 
KYCM> LQfOS Cf U I X i X I 
B C f t K INTERKADCWAL WA1S 

9.95 
SWIM REPOftT GENCPMCR 

Quickshot 2 Turbo 

N O T M5SWGEFKWWXMECA 
HiKKi SUTrtVOfi G t W M I 

2?5 
AMSCfT I EUCTPOHUEOY 
A t x c n fOAMXWSOGCWG 
AWSCFT & W H & W * 
1 W WLKXIT 
m e n i i MS IT 
AMSOFT 
/MSOFT AWSGOtf 
AMSOFT AUN8R£«-»4 
MtSCFT ATCMS»MS>€fl 
M4S0FT ^TKOTJICX 
MCOFT JEUSVSTIWXjK 
AMS0F1 $PACEHVM($ 
MrfSOFT CRAiYOOLF 
AMSOFT CU8IT 
i«SDFT PUNCW 
AMSDFT mSJRWWf> 
AUSOFT XSTK}ATTAO( 
AHSOH muvTEDtoses 
AVSOR SToexwAjwn 
WS0F1 OASSCAfMtMTURE 
AMSOFT 30 W/AOWS 
AMSOFT CCCC HM4C MATT 
AJJJj JUfiCER 
KNOTT WMUKJSTWfTKIR 
KMGKT LUXVFHJTTS 
CCM^K XC6 4AME MATII 

REO IWTOS 
AMSCfT HOKTERWOtR 
u j £ t a UASTERCHFSS 
AMSOFT STARCWiWAJCC 
AMSOFT 
AMSO-7 K W R W f f i 
AMSVT UtMCMhCR 
AMSD̂T Afc«£ftCAAFO0rWlL 
AUSOFT AIM 
LSOW BOUMV 608 STAKES &»£>; 
RCWK njttjSGKLASNtGAS 
AUSOn ALD(HGGKSWOftLOPOOi 
QJL 3DS1UVT fUXH 
KWARXFFICAV fHf I 3 > 
WRflOR CrfWMCOAN 

STRWM LOOP 
SFTFRJ jrrsET-Aiae 
M X U RflfAXT 
OVKS ElOON 
495 
AWSCFT QWOPWtOftMER 
U.TW ALEH3 
U.DM SASREVm 
« I B « MOfiKMSOtfST 
AMROG S>PSKIT 
UHGIN TH*f WfH(S H fJJVOS 
M*T0£N 8AOUOf •VCPUWtTS 

595 
USOXO RAO 

J/ASAfl LtCCftSTAM0M3 BASK 

1095 
c i i s n ojli 
EMW.SC NTERfMTCNU. KAHA' E CtSt 
AMSTRAD PACK 
• A View to a kill 
• Friday the 13th 
• Code Name Matt II 
• Handicap Golf 
• On the Oche 
• Test Match Cric 

£13.95 

CCMVKAWWTDAKLl 

WCEPT (OfttST AT WCftUS DC S 
IKCEFT I^FaSOFKAW wt lB lo s i w r n AMSOFT CLJNHOOOtESCCCfR 

ACTVSH WCK£R 
AAtSCfT Fff)MN T>TWG TuTC« WSC 

WCEPT XA€lS0FSA5«.0N 
AM90TT GATECWSJCR 
wcept v*Mtcm 
GtM SU.TAKSMA3 

a d d 2 0 p per title P&PforAOPminimum) 

To AGF . D e p t A A 26 Van Gof lh Plsca. Bof lnor Regis. West Sussex 

I endose cheaue/'RO. ' o r £ 
Accei i ,Visa/Diners — 
Mytred i ' .cardnumber is : 1 

N A M E 

ADDRESS 

SIGNATURE 

C O M P U T E R : 

• J J I L J - I 

payable t o AGF Dl iac t Oai l O 'scoun l I 

T I T H T I D i 

__ POSTCOOE 

OATE 
Te iephon . (02431823337 

SUPA SOFT DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
.14.1 10.96 BttatCfTTCCOOT 14.eS 

&r:nw:<! IOOUBT<0I»<1..17.»» 
MJSiC JVSTEU 1J.«S 

.... 99.99 T* »« U A C i J i r r m o a K ) . 11.95 
,..149.99 11*91 
....£9.99 49.99 DIGITAL 
....69.99 49.99 PAKA.i MT*. -M.95 

OJ* S«or.i> ICXM; 
CAUt< 
WAyOfTV£-!CS» 9.95 6.95 SAGS 
v/*vorTwfTonusW) 14.9J "39» PÔV,U«ACCO<.»II». 
KLMS ruU*jTl».. . 9 95 7?5 PoruvAHACCOUNTS 
Kl*Gf\lMASr£*<0<S*}... .14.95 15.95 PQ*W> MXXWC • 
S<W>AUU)OHj 9-95 6.95 PC#V.AR UY*<Xl... 
Soso AU OS! ;»J<:i 14.9» 1C.OO Ô»U>KCCM60 149.90 1?9 99 C MSCCOnHUH 49 «J 
S»iT»i«t 40... 9.95 726 P0mAR»U««C0*l90.,199.90 169.99 OotWUP* 40tS 

<0 lotî l 14.95 I0 » CMIOIAT P MA1 69.99 49.99 D«0«AW 49 M 
EVTt 14,95 11.00 CMTCKAlvewDATA. 69.90 49.99 P»» 6fEU.» .. .2* t5 
Fun C4M| - 19.95 14.00 CWT CH»T COM BO eaoc., .90.90 79.99 PtWHEWK 24 95 
MWO.* .-..9.99 8A« OA1AJAJ4 60.90 49.99 PmrtXt 26.95 
MCWOr-a-VtWSK̂  14 95 10 95 
SCHAOfcX .9.95 7.25 T ASWAN CAXTON 
SCBA8KS IOSK). 14.95 10.95 TAVAO*D61». W « '9.96 CA8000X. .S0.90 
WnTtAGAVIES 9.95 7.25 TAJ*0«K)4«4. 19 94 14.95 Tourxvco. 24.96 
W>.TWGA«65(04«; . 14.95 10.95 TASAO«W4̂4 0. .24 95 19.94 BAAW1T0«M -49.90 
SA*>-OU* e.OS 6.75 TAS«lwr464 0 90 7.95 SuM>1«£V 49.00 
Ty^oesrwf... 4.95 6.75 T*S**KT4*4 0 1?00 9.90 $C(UTCMrAO» 50.09 

u.*6 10.00 TA6t»€u0>«><> IO.SO 11.50 StrwcAX* 40.M 
G€T0;rrF« 9-90 6.SO TASCOTY (CAS) .9 90 7.01 AMWTT J'exiC* I0O4.YO0.90 6.25 TAICOev{OI«) 12 90 9.90 

10.05 
14.90 
11 96 
15.94 

44,96 
44.95 
44.95 
44.96 
J7.65 
17.95 
10.05 

75.00 
19.96 
36.96 
J5.95 
55.95 
30.90 

A 05 
AlCK MCMAAY _.*.05 
AL€K HGMWAVOXSQ 13.95 
BA1MAM 6.96 
SxoatM 9 05 

6.25 LAS€W 6A-SJC 14 95 I0.9J ClOC* Ot55 (8258>...19-95 
9.60 US4H0AJC|C«SI1|__ 19 9S 14 9S BAKXSE »vayE» < » ? » ) 10 95 
6,25 LA« * C C U » - . E « 19.95 14.95 Uvsmci • (CAIt). 14.95 
7.25 LASE*COU«UR(&S*|.—24.95 19.96 VWO<»c£ B (0®*) 10.95 

P 4 Plrtdudod. Overseas ordors add 75p poc /Jem. Mail order only. 
Mafco c h e q u e s 1 PCS payab le to Discount S o f V r a ' e (Ster l ing only) a n d servd to 

D I S C O U N T S O F T W A R E . D E P T 2 , 2 1 0 M C H O L L S T O W E R , H A R L O W . E S S E X , C M 1 8 6 E F 

13,96 
11.96 
14.96 

ADVERTISERS' INDEX 
A.G.F 98 
Ambyte — 88 
Arcana — - 3 3 
Ariolasoft- -4,87 
Cheetah — 84 
Domaric 9 
Electric Dreams. -18,63 
Evesham Microa„.....M44 
Firebird. - JBC 
Gargoyle - 23 
Goldmark Systems 40 
Gremlin Graphics- 64,65 
Martech. 20,78 
Mirrorsoft .17 

Ocean 12,81,97,OBC 
Piranha 35 
Pride Utilities 40 
Rainbird. — —10-11 
School Software 28 
Screens Micra - . .38 
Shekhana. —38 
Siren Software 28 
Soft Insight 2 8 
Superior Software 86 
Telecomsoft —IBC 
US Gold J F C , 30, 52 
Virgin B3 
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ALES 01-379 6755 
01-240 9334 

*T: RNATIONAL 44-1-379 6755 
fiCTRUM 48K-COMMODORE 64/128 -AMSTRAD/SCHNEIDFR 

COMPUTER GRAPHICS LTD. 



COMMODORE 64 

A M S T R A D 

If you haven't already planted it in the 
arcades then you're in for a rea/ surprise ~ if you have then you'll be 

going Mag Max to load it into your micro. 
Mag Max could be a mean machine if you've got what it takes to put 

____ i him together. Build him up and his fire-power increases -
CT/1IQ you'll need it! - believe it! 

B 8 ? Irri.-ifjir if ,V- i r ch . : s : e 'M25NSTef :06 ) 834 3939 Telex: 669 


